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TRIO R-300
Eavesdrop on the world

LORNE MARKER
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LISTEN TO THE WORLD
Short wave radio is by far the fastest and most convenient type of
communications for spreading the news about what is going on in
the world. And for this reason TRIO's R300 is the right rig for
those who'd like to listen to a live report of the Indianapolis Grand
Prix, to Radio Peking or to follow the progress of a Himalayan
expedition. The R-300 is the invisible bridge to other countries and
continents and the bridge to the home country for many journalists,
engineers and technical representatives working abroad. They all
want a reliable and sturdy multiband receiver for home use and
travel, a receiver working from mains voltage or batteries. And just
such a receiver is TRIO's new R-300.

Six Wavebands-LW (710-410 kHz), BC (525-1250 kHz), 4 x SW
(160-10m). The four shortwave bands continuously cover the
frequency range from 1,25-30 MHz with separate calibration for
the commercial (75-11rn.) and radio amateur bands (80-10m.)
of the large drum -type main tuning and bandspread dials.

Outstanding Input Sensitivity-The dual -gate MOSFET front end
assures excellent cross -modulation and spurious characteristics, as
well as high input sensitivity. Between 18 and 30 MHz the R-300
operates as a double superhet, giving sensitivity of 1 µV for AM and
0.5 ;At for SSB. For full details, contact the sole importers of the
exciting TRIO range.

NEW. CL22 Antenna Coupler

for the SWL.

Only:£14 inc. VAT and postage

7emysivoismisounimew,

FULL CATALOGUE 5 0 p from LOWE ELECTRONICS
Cavendish Road,
Matlock,
Derbyshire
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TS820
The ultimate transceiver ... TRIO's TS -820.

No matter what you own now, a move to the
TS -820 is your best move. It offers a degree of
quality and dependability second to none, and
as the owner of this superb unit, you will have at
your fingertips the combination of controls and
features that, even under the toughest operating
conditions, make the TS -820 the leader that it is.

Unprecedented demand plus the painstaking
care. TRIO lavishes on each TS820 created an
initial backlog of orders but happily we can
now supply the TS820 from stock. Once you
have operated the TS820, you will not be
satisfied with anything else.
Features
SPEECH PROCESSOR  An HF circuit provides
quick time constant compression using a true
RF compressor as opposed to an IF clipper.
Amount of compression is adjustable to the
desired level by a convenient front panel control
IF SHIFT  The IF SHIFT control varies the IF
passband without changing the receive fre-
quency. Enables the operator to eliminate un-
wanted signals by moving them out of the pass -
band of the receiver. This feature alone makes
the TS -820 the pacesetter that it is.
PLL  The TS -820 employs the latest phase
lock loop circuitry. The single conversion
receiver section performance offers superb
protection against unwanted cross -modulation.
And now, PLL allows the frequency to remain
the same when switching sidebands (USB,
LSB, CW) and eliminates having to recalibrate
each time.
Specifications
FREQUENCY RANGE 1.8-30 MHz (160-10
metres)
MODES USB, LSB, CW, FSK
INPUT POWER 200W PEP on SSB

160W DC on CW
100W DC on FSK

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE 50-75 ohms, un-
balanced.
CARRIER SUPPRESSION Better than 40dB.

SIDEBAND SUPPRESSION : Better than 50dB.
SPURIOUS RADIATION : Greater than
-60dB (Harmonics more than -40dB)
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY Better than 0.25µV.
RECEIVER SELECTIVITY

SSB 2.4 kHz (-6dB)
4.4 kHz (-60dB)

CW .0.5 kHz (-6dB)
1.8 kHz (-60dB)

',With optional CW filter installed.
IMAGE RATIO:

160-15 metres: Better than 60dB.

10 metres Better than 50dB.
IF REJECTION : Better than 80dB.
POWER REQUIREMENTS 120/220 v. AC,
50/601-1z. 13.8v. DC (with optional DS -1A

DC -DC converter).
POWER CONSUMPTION

Transmit 280W.
Receive : 26W. (heaters off).

DIMENSIONS 13rw. x 6"h. x 1311"d.
WEIGHT : 35.216. (16kg.)
DG -I, digital readout optional.
TS820 L645 inc. VAT DG -I £127 inc. VAT

I
The Portables

TR2200GX. Represents the very best of
TRIO design. It is the latest in the line of
continuous progress from the first TR2200
and maintains the TRIO tradition of top
quality at a reasonable price. The TR2200GX
has all the features that you could want-
high power output ; sensitive receiver ; flexible
use from internal batteries or external supplies
using the power lead supplied ; built in remov-
able telescopic antenna with flexible whip
available ; built in metering of signal strength,
transmit output and battery condition ; fitted
with twelve channels at low, low prices ; in
short, all that you could want.

All operator controls are placed for maxi-
mum convenience on the top face of the rig
and a protective carrying case is included in the
price.

VB2200GX. This is the matching 10 Watt
mobile amplifier for the TR2200GX (and all
previous models). It is self contained and of
very small size but produces well in excess of
10 Watts for 2 Watts of drive. It contains a
regulated power supply for the TR2200GX
and has positive SWR protection for the PA
transistor. The amplifier may be switched out
of circuit if required, but still supplies power
for the TR2200GX.

TR3200. Not content with having the lead
in 2 metre handy portables, TRIO have gond
a step forward and produced the best 70 cm.
portable rig to match.

The TR3200 is really terrific ; over 2W
output with switched reduction to 400rnW for
local contacts ; tailored speech response with
a new limiting amplifier and new micro-
phone give you crisp speech quality.

Excellent receiver performance with double
IF filtering at 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz with no
less than five limiters to guarantee noise free
performance on even the weakest signals.

12 channel capability with three channels
factory fitted with crystals for SU8, 18 and 20.
Supplied with all accessories as the TR2200GX
and including a new high gain 5/8 wave antenna.

Don't forget, the following accessories are
provided with the TR2200GX and TR3200 :-

Removable antenna Free
Carrying case Free
Shoulder strap Free

Battery charger Free
External power lead Free
Prices including 12.'; VAT

TR2200GX E139 (3 channels)
E169 (12 channels)

VB2200G X C45
T R3200 £182 (3 channels)
MBIa £9.70
NiCad pack 49.72

Al

HEAD OFFICE 119 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. Tel. 0629, 2817 or 2430
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LOWEin London Communications House, 20 Wallington Square, Surrey. Tel. 01-669 6700

TR-7500
Why settle for anything less ?
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TR7500
The TR7500 is the very latest 2 metre FM mobile to be introduced

by TRIO and will delight the owner with its combination of
ance, reliability and unique design. It represents another step forward
in the TRIO product line and is designed to giae you the very best FM
transceiver available in its class.

Whatever you now own, or may have been thinking of buying, it
would be foolish to settle for anything less than the TR7500.
PLL Synthesiser

You have no crystals to buy-ever-with the TR7500 since the
operating frequencies are generated by a TRIO designed LSI phase
loop synthesiser. This provides 80 FM channels at 25 kHz spacing
from 144-146 MHz, all 10 repeater channels and all 10 reverse repeater
channels with low noise oscillator injection which is a feature of
TRIO PLL designs. The channels are selected by a single knob and
no programming is required front the user-just unpack the rig,
connect 12 volts dc and you are on the air.
Unique display

TRIO attention to detail at its very best is shown in the method
used to display the channel number. TRIO believe that ease of use is
the priority consideration, and have arranged the large LED display
to show the correct channel number at all times. If you want to
operate on S24, turn the channel knob until the display shows 24-
simple isn't it? Need R7? Turn the knob until the display shows 7.
There's no need to wonder "did I programme S24 into channel 15 or
channel 9 ?"
Repeater operation

Available at the touch of a front panel switch. Turn this to "N"
(normal) and you operate normal repeater with 600 kHz transmit
down shift. If you wish to listen on the input, turn the switch to "S"
(Simplex), and you are there-and can operate simplex on the
input frequency. Need reverse repeater? Turn the switch to "R"
(reverse) and you operate with receiver down shift of 600 kffiz. This
facility is most useful when you hear several stations calling into a
repeater with only one (of course) appearing at the output. Using
reverse repeater operation, you can call into the pack to invite anyone
to a simplex channel for direct QSO.

Automatic tone burst is provided, with a front panel LED to
remind you that you have the tone burst on. Needless to say, the
1750Hz is generated by TRIO's unique tuning fork oscillator which
guarantees spot)on frequency at all times and in all temperatures.
Performance plus

In the same way that the 7200G set new standards in receiver
dynamic range and sheer good performance, the TR7500 continues

LO

and improves on this by setting new, even higher standards. A com-
bination of multi section helical filtering at signal frequency, mono-
lithic crystal filters at 10.7 MHz, and sharp multi pole filters at 455
kHz allows the TR7500 to keep right on working under strong
adjacent signal conditions when other, lower quality rigs, fold up and
die.

The receiver performance for sensitivity is excellent. On the samples
checked so far, we obtain 12dB SINAD for a startling 0.18 microvolts
and under mobile conditions, we copy repeaters in terrain which
previously)presented real signal problems.

The transmitter generates a true FM signal at 10.7 MHz which is
translated directly to two metres in a fully balanced mixer system.
This guarantees a superbly clean signal with no unwanted multiplier
products, and an all new PA system with specially developed tran-
sistors, gives rugged reliable power in excess of 10 watts.

As a final test for freedom from unwanted in band signals, we ran
the TR7500 at full output with a TS700G coupled to it on the bench.
Tuning from 144-146 MHz on the TS700G, we found just one signal-
the wanted one. It was impossible to find a single unwanted signal
coming out of the TR7500 under these extremely severe conditions.
Wideband checks using the analyser revealed no spurious outputs
detectable above noise level. At this point we retired happy!
Attention to detail

As is well known. TRIO introduced the since copied variable power
SWR protection system, and it is of course fitted to the TR7500 with
an improved high gain dc amplifier for tighter and faster control.

High/low band switching is by front panel push button, and just
to let you know what you are doing in the dark, the S meter illumina-
tion changes colour on low band-attention to detail again.

Another simple but typically TRIO throughful provision is the
special channel knob with a deep moulded indent at SO. You can set
this vertical by touch alone and can then count up the channels
without even seeing)the channel display. Great when mobile and you
need your eyes on the road.

Thanks to new standard of mechanical design, the TR7500 with all
its potent performance is packaged in a case not much bigger than a
TR2200GX!
Accessories

The TR7500 is supplied complete and ready to use with the TRIO
quick release mobile mount, microphone, power leads, comprehensive
manual etc., etc. Nothing more to buy to own the best mobile/fixed
station FM rig on the market.

DON'T SETTLE FOR ANYTHING LESS THAN
THE TR-7500

TR-7500 £225 inc. VAT

WE in Leeds 27 Cookridge Street, Leeds. Tel. 0532 452657
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I I / South Midlands
ESTABLISHED 1958 19 YEARS

YAESU MUSEN 2 -YEAR GUARANTEE
24 HOUR SECURICOR SERVICE

TAKE A YAESU FRG7 ADD A SMC COUNTER AND YOU HAVE
THE BEST VALUE AROUND TODAY
The FRG7 is a general coverage solid state receiver with speci-
fications unparalleled in its prce range. It uses a Barlow Wadley
Triple -mix, drift cancelling loop for continuous, spin -tuned in-
clusive coverage of 0.5 to 30 MHz.
The receiver is sensitive (0.5µV for 10dB, S N/N(SSB))
and stable with A.M., SSB and CW modes catered for. A 3 position
audio filter, RF attenuator, dial lamp conservation switch, recorder
and phone sockets are fitted. It is mains powered, but should
he supply fail, or portable operation be required, 8 dry cells are
automatically switched in. 100Hz Readout Overange.)

FRG 7ANALOGUE E145(+VAT) FRG7 DIGITAL RECEIVER E199(+VAT121%' )

STOP Think carefully before buying your new 2m. multi -mode rig.

LOOK At the published specifications. Remember some manufacturers claim performance
figures their equipment can only just reach, Yaesu write their specifications very con-
servatively. Look at the features:-Internal VOX, CW sidetone, crystal control
facility, 600 kHz and 1.6 MHz shifts, auto tone burst, digital readout options, etc. Look
at the spurious outputs (or try to find them if the transceiver has a P.L.O. to clear sub
harmonics of oscillator chain). Look at the ergonomics, are there more controls than
necessary, preselectors or varicaps tuned receiver. Look inside, take off the case (or
merely lift the lid) ; does it look like the bottom of granny's sewing box or is it modular
constructed with plug in boards, etc.

LISTEN

FT22 I R

TAKE A LOOK - TAKE A LISTEN - GIVE US A CALL -A 221 RWITH OUR 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
IS WAITING FOR YOU

ld-rsIvpeat Vgtiiirl:,,Iteerc.,,,,ms-jortii,ftnia,1,:..,1srt.en to your own signal. Is your PA rates to

THE FT227R NEW FROM YAESU
The new FT227R uses a "single knob" tuned digital synthesizer employing a photoelectric sensor for an
optical coupled system which eliminates both noisy, unreliable rotary switches, and crystal banks.
Full coverage of 2 metres in 5 kHz divisions with a ±600 kHz shift plus a memory feature which permits
recall of any entered frequency or particular offset.
Bright, large, digital readout gives unequivicable readout of the frequency in use. The receiver offers 0.4W
(for 20dB S +N/N) sensitivity into a ±6 kHz (at 6dB) bandwidth whilst maintaining a remarkable immunity
to overload and image problems. The 20W. DC input transmitter features Hi/low power outputs, AFP, tone
burst on repeaters and an out of band inhibition trip. etc.

11, 7.

FC301

MATCH
POWER
METER

10-160m. Switched, 50(75 input, 500W. PEP
max. handling. Power meter with 25, 250 &
500W FSD ranges. 4 position antenna selection

I wire and 3 S0239 sockets.

FLII0
ALL BAND

LINEAR
AMP.

10-160m. Switched L.P.F. I5VV to 200W. PIP
A 1 /A3i, 4W. to 75W. F I. Push pull SRF1427's.
Negative feedback with ALC to exciter. RF
sensing (Adjustable hang time) with over -ride.

FT227R

Y0301
MONITOR
TX & RX

SCOPE

1.8-54 MHz Tx monitor 10-500W. Envelope,
Trap and Cross. Vert. 2Hz-4 MHz (±9 and 10.7
provision). Horn. 10Hz-250 kHz, sweep 101-1.-
10 kHz. 2 tone generator.

NEW STOCK AND PRICE LIST SEND SAE OR 30p IN STAMPS

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD. EVENINGS - AGENTS - ALL QTHR

OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON
SOUTHAMPTON SO 4 4 D N
hours of business 9-5.30 ; 9-12.30 Saturday

Head Office, Showrooms G3ZUL Stourbridge (03843) 5917 Brian Kennedy
Cables Aerial Southampton GM8DOX B. of Allan (078683) 3223 Ian McKechnie
Telex 477351 SMCOMM G GW3TMP Pontybodkin (035287) 846 Howarth Jones
Tel: Totton (04216) 7333 (3 lines) GI3WWY Tandragee (0763) 840656 Mervyn Anderson
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Communications Ltd \47i
OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Y10jThe MONITORSCOPE is a convenient Test
Instrument allowing "on the air" monitoring and
testing of Radio Transmitters operating in the fre-
quency range 500 kHz to 30 MHz with a power
rating of up to 2KwPEP (1Kw average).
The Monitorscope is designed to be connected
between the Transmitter or Linear Amplifier
antenna socket and the Antenna or Antenna
Tuning Unit. A visual display of the Transmitter
"envelope" is provided. This will allow the Trans-
mitter to be "talked up" to a full power output
whilst watching for "flat topping" which would
cause distortion and loss of readability also the
"splatter" produced would create interference to
Stations on adjacent frequencies. By using the
2 -tone Test Generator which is incorporated, an
SSB Transmitter may be adjusted to ensure that it
is operating in a linear condition, necessary for
good quality SSB transmission. Likewise, ampli-
tude modulation and Morse Keying characteristics
can be observed. A flexible screened lead is pro-
vided for connection to the Transmitter audio or
microphone input.

LOOK AT YOUR SIGNAL ! ! !

SMC MONITORSCOPE only £69 (-8%)

. .

saci=2.

Coax Relays
12v. DC 50 ohm, Silver plated.

P. and P. 30p (VAT + 8%)
Power crosstalk (at 500 MHz)

CX 120 SOW 35dB Cable entry L9.50
CX230 300W 40dB BNC sockets 117.90
CX600N 600W 40dB N sockets 12.1.50

Boom Microphone "Headset"
600 ohms magnetic lightweight boom mic.

Ideal for mobile or contests, etc.
(Post free but VAT + 124%)

MD35 complete 1I4.75
Microphone only .. 49.75
Footswitch only ... 15.95

Power requirement : 115/230v. 45-65 Hz. A.C.
±20%. 10 watts.
Input/Output impedance: 50-75 ohms using
two 50239 UHF type connectors.
RF Power Capability 10-2000 watts PEP
Sweep Speed : 20-200 Hz
Tone Oscillators: Nominally 1.3 kHz and 2.3
kHz
Tone Level Output : 0-50mV rms per Tone at
50K ohm
Max. E.H.T. on C.R. Tube: I500v. D.C.
Panel Controls :
Intensity/Power on -off Switch Focus
Audio Tone (Single or 2 -Tone) Vertical Gain
Tone Level Horizontal Shift
Sweep Speed Horizontal Gain
Rear Controls : Astigmatism, Tone Balance,
"Y" Shift (pre-set)

Coax Slide Switches
Up to I kW, 1.5 GHz, 0.3dB less,1.2:1 VSWR,
50dB isulation, 50 ohm "N" or "PL" fittings.
Ex -Stock P. & P 30p (VAT + 8%) EX STOCK
TWS120 I in 2 out nickel 50239 ... 0.40
TWSI50 1 in 5 out nickel 50239 ... LI1.50
TWS220 2 in 4 out nickel 50239 ... £11.50

RF SPEECH
PROCESSOR 60

Audio co audio, via 10.7
MHz, mains powered, illu-
minated meter, FT -101
FT2 plugs suitable all
phone modes superb on FM

Ex Stock in Totton
L41.35 (+124% VAT)

(P.P. FREE) NEWS

Solid State Mobile Linears (UHF and VHF) from KLM and Ampere
LEADER WATTMETERS NEW !
LPMO85 Through line (illustrated). 1.8-
54 MHz. 20-200-1000W FSD.

(P & P 75p) L41.50 +8%
LPM8130. Absorption. 1.8-500 MHz. 5-20-
I20W. FSD (P & P 95p) 16440 +8%

HIGH MOUNT KEYS (P & P 60p)
BKI00 (illustrated left)
Mechanic. Bug Key 112.15 -1-8%

H K808
Handkey marble plinth £26.15 +8%
H K707
Hand key 0.5 kg. Dec. delivery.

E7.95 +8%

YAESU MUSEN
ACCESSORIES

.7 0
9 cf 0

LEADER ANTENNA COUPLER
LAC895. 3.5-30 MHz. 50/75 coax (SWR
>5) and single wire (10-250 ohms) feed
transformed to 50 ohm. Wattmeter 20 and
250W. FSD. SSB 500W. PIP.

£00.00 + 124

TRANSISTOR DIP OSCILLATOR
LDM815
1.5-250 MHz on fundamentals battery c/w
earphone and 6 plug-in coils 2 kHz module -
cloy. 1-15 MHz Crystal facility.

L38.50 +8%
LIM870
Antenna impedance meter 1.8-150 MHz.

Kohrn direct reading c/w load.
£38.50 +8%

ALL YAESU ITEMS POST FREE (+ VAT)

World time clock, battery powered, analogue
readout ... L13.00 +13°Z,

Desk microphone, 50K ohm impedance P.P.T. with
lock and microswitch L18.00 +124%

Hand microphone, 500 ohm or 50K ohm (state
which) P.P.T. L7.50 +124%

Low pass filter sharp cut off type c/w 2 PL259's.
115.25 +8%

TH55 Communications headphones low impedance,
well padded £8.00 +124%

OTR24

YD844

YD846

FFSODX

4

ti

If

5 M C NORTHERN BRANCH
The Chambers, No. 3, The Parade,
North Lane, Headingley, Leeds.
Tel.: Leeds (0532) 78232
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday, 9-8 Thursday

AMATEUR RADIO
170-172 Corporation Street,
Birmingham, B4 6UD.
Tel.: Birmingham (021) 2361635
9-5.30 Monday -Saturday.

S M C (JACK TWEEDY) LTD.
Roger Baines, G3YBO
79 Chatsworth Road,
Chesterfield, Derby
Tel.: Chesterfield (0246) 34982
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday

M C (JACK TWEEDY) LTD
Jack Tweedy, G3ZY
Ham Shack, Roughton Lane,
Woodhall Spa, L:ncs.
Tel.: Woodhall Spa (0526) 52793
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday (+ appoint.)
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STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.

47 WARRINGTON ROAD, TELEPHONE
LEIGH, LANCS WN7 3EA (0942) 676790

G3MCN

Midland and North West distributors for the
XCR30 unique crystal controlled receiver. This
receiver is designed to provide precision
frequency tuning over the full short wave
spectrum up to 30 MHz with exceptional
frequency stability for both AM and SSB.
Separate tuned whip antenna.

414500 inc. VAT
XCR-30 FM Receiver with FM band 87-5 to
101 MHz.

L170.00 inc. VAT

Mk. I MULTI TUNER. Designed and manu-
factured by us. 50 tunable switched positions for
antenna lengths over 5 metres in the 2-30 MHz
range. Five different circuits to give an excellent
match between your receiver and antenna.
Now in use in over 35 countries.

Price L17.50 including VAT and Postage

Mk. 2 VARSION, L23.00. Covering 550 kHz
to 30 MHz. Send S.A.E. for full information and
Test Report.

YAESU FRG -7 RECEIVER. Mains and
battery operated receiver 0.5 to 30 MHz.
Solid state. Advance circuitry offers excellent
performance for the DX listener at a moderate
price.

TR2200GX PRICE L130 (3 ch.),
L160 (12 ch.) inc. VAT Ex stock

This is the definitive 2 metre FM portable rig
which has won praise from all over the world.
Over 2W. transmitter output with switched
reduction to 400 mW for local contacts. High
gain receiver with double IF filtering at 10.7
MHz and 455 kHz for razor sharp selectivity.
The TR2200GX is supplied with all accessories
including the battery charger for the optional
Nicad battery pack, the removable telescopic
antenna, the carrying case, the shoulder strap,
external power lead, microphone and handbook.
Fitted with 12 channels, the price is only L160
inc. VAT. If you wish to start out at a lower
price, we can supply the rig fitted 3 channels
for only £130. With all its performance, the
TR2200GX is a must for the portable operator.
At the price, it has to be the best around. Just
look around at the next rally and see how many
operators are carrying them.
Also available are a mobile mounting bracket
at £9.45, a matching 10 Watt amplifier for 445
and a flexible antenna. Send for full details now.

IMO PRICE E432.00

IP

TR7500 PRICE E225.00

VP

1
11'

. ,-0 0-!

R300 PRICE E184.50

TR3200 PRICE E171 inc. VAT. Ex stock
The newest FM handy transceiver from the ever
expanding TRIO range. Superb performance
for the 70 cm. operator with all the advantages
of portability and TRIO reliability. 12 channel
capability in the range 432-436 MHz with three
channels fitted (SU8, 18, 20). Transmitter
output switched 2W1400 mW and incorporating
the exclusive TRIO 1750 Hz tuning fork access
tone generator (does that mean you can ring
for credit') High gain 5/8 wave antenna for
enchanted performance on transmit and receive.
Supplied complete with all accessories as for
the TR2200 GX and including the all important
battery charger.
We have just received the first shipment of the
VB 3200 IOW amplifier for the TR3200. Rather
more complex than the VB 2200, the VB3200
also includes a switchable receive preamplifier.
Price L95 inc. VAT. Send tor details now.

Other TRIO Models available

T5820 HF Transceiver
DGI Digital Display
T55205 HF Transceiver
TR700G VHF Transceiver
TS700S VHF Transceiver ...
TR7010 SSB VHF Transceiver
TR8300 70cm. FM Transceiver
PS5 PSU with clock ...
PS6 PSU
R559D All mode HF Receiver
VB220GX Mobile Amplifier
HC2 World Time Clock

L645.00
4127.00
L489.00
L426.00
L542.00
£189.00
L227.00

L58.00
L57.00

E403.00
£45.00
415.50

Accessories

Aluminium Co -Ax plugs ...
Hy -Mount Morse Keys ...
Nye King Morse Keys ...
Junkers Heavy Duty Morse Key ...
Baeur Keing Paddle ...
Katsumi Electronic Keyet
Microphone plugs 4 pin ...
Microphone sockets 4 pin ... 70p
Yaesu YPI 50 Dummy Load Wattmeter L47.50

Postage extra. Min. postage charge 25p.
All items despatched same day as order received.

Single Meter SWR ... 410.00
Twin Meter SWR ... L12.00
50 ohm Dummy Load L21.93
KW E -Z Match ... L32.53
KWI09 Matching Unit 4I18.12
KWI 07 Matching Unit ... 49563
KWI 03 SWR/Power Meter L19.15
3 Way Antenna Switch ... £9.00
KW Antenna Traps ... ... L9.63
Antenna Insulators ... ... .. 17p
PL259 Plugs ... 51p S0239 Sockets 51p
Cable reducers 17p Line coons 75p

15p
L8.75
L6.75

419.86
L9.75

L6075

COMTEK 2m. Linear Amplifier
Modes SSB - CW - FM - AM
Input Up to 15 watts SSB

Up to 5 watts FM
Power output : 100 watts PEP SSB

60 watts FM
Receiver Pre -Amp 12-18dB. GIQV06-40A.
RF switching for easy control.

Price L140.62 inc. VAT

We carry a stock of products by over thirty of
of the worlds leading manufacturers. For the
call we have a wide range of mobile antennas,
test equipment, valves, publications, aluminium
tubing, cables, plugs, etc.

We carry a large range of stock which we cannot
advertise in the space available. Send 25p in
stamps or postal order and we will forward
you our latest price list and equipment informa-
tion available.
Shop Hours 9.30 till 5.30 Monday to Friday.

9.30 till 5 p.m. Saturday.
ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD facilities available

Instant on spot HP facilities
We are always looking for good clean equip-
ment and spot cash will be paid for receivers,
transmitters, transceivers, etc. If you have
equipment surplus to your requirement we
would be pleased to sell this for you on com-
mission. Our secondhand stock changes daily.
If you require a specific piece of equipment
send us a SAE and we will let you know as
soon as we have the model available. All our
secondhand equipment is covered by three
months guarantee.
PLEASE NOTE ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE

VAT at the current rate.
Carriage, postage is extra

We can quote for delivery in any port of the world
We are located on the A574. Turn at the
GREYHOUND MOTEL on the A580 (East
Lancs. Road) 5} miles from the M6 ; 6 miles
from the M62. Easy access from North, South,
East and West. NO PARKING PROBLEMS.
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ATAL 228 ARAC 102

S.T.E. MILAN VHF EQUIPMENT

ASP 154

1111111111111111

1111111111111111

1111111111111111

1111111111111111

SEE THE ENTIRE S.T.E. RANGE
AT THE AMATEUR RADIO
RETAILERS' ASSOCIATION

EXHIBITION, GRANBY

a

SPEAKER 144 - 146 MHz
I 28-30 MHz 144-146 MHz

AC POWER SUPPLY UNIT I
AM FM TRANSMITTER AM-FM-SSB RECEIVERwith Microphone

ARIO Mosfet receiver. 28-30 MHz Double con-
version superhet. RF and amplifiers stages are
gate protected mosfets for good sensitivity and
low intermodulation. Noise limiter and squelch
circuit. AM, SSB and CW reception. 12v. DC.

AT 222. A complete transmitter exciter unit for
144-146 MHz on AM or FM. VFO controlled or
fixed channel operation. Complete with micro-
phone pre -amp., speech processor including
active audio filter. I watt output. FM. .2.5 watt
AM. Output impedance 50-75 ohm adjustable.
Frequency deviation 3-10 kHz adjustable.

ARIL 12 channel FM receiver 144-146 MHz
Input impedance 50-75 ohm. AM -FM modes.
Sensitivity 0-2.0, AF output 3 watts 12v. DC
operation.

AT23. 12 Channel PM Transmitter. 3 watts.
144-146 MHz. Frequency deviation 3-10 kHz
adjustable. I2v. DC operated AF input sensitivity
2mV adjustable to 50 rnV.

HALLS, LEICESTER,
OCTOBER 27 -28 -29th, (1977)
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily.

Price List (including postage)

AK20 FM Transceiver E170.00
ARAC 102 Receiver [100.00
Atal 228 Transmitter E126.00
ASAP 154 AC PSU with speaker E35.00
ARIO Receiver Module L37.50
AAI Audio Amplifier L4.10
AD4 FM Discriminator E500
AL9 Linear Amplifier E27.00
AT222 Transmitter L50.00
AR20 C.C. Receiver L4500
AT23 C.C. Transmitter ... L50.00
AS 15 Stabilised psu D.C.... E10.00
AG 10 Tone Generator ... 1E4.50
AC2A Converter 28.30 MHz £20.00
AK20 Transceiver Kit ... 1110.00

AK20, STE. Latest model from the ramous
STE Milan range of equipment. 12 channel
operation in the 144-146 MHz range. I I -15v.
DC operation. 3 watts output. Sensitivity
0.2 uv R.I.T. tone burst. Complete with
microphone. and mobile bracket.

Price 617000

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.

455 kHz FM Discriminator Amplifier.
Limit ng threshold 100uV. Amplitude modula-
tion rejection 40d8. Audio output voltage
at I kHz 200-300mV frequency deviation
+ or - 3 kHz.

NEW MODEL ELECTRONIC KEYER
Iambic operation-Weighed transmission-
Three memory lengths up to 1024 bits.
Internal monitor. Transmitter keyed through
internal relay. Silver plated contacts.
220v. AC operation. Price £106.00

47 WARRIN GTO N ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA
Please note new telephone number 0942 - 676790
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At last the Mast
TO SOLVE ALL YOUR ANTENNA SUPPORTING PROBLEMS

ALUMAST
SUPERB VALUE . . . STRONG . . LIGHTWEIGHT .. . Another "WESTERN" Quality Product.

LISA CAN LIFT IT ... and she's only 8 !

ALUMAST TYPE 375/PSS/3

Consider these star features ...
* One 10' section weighs only II kg.
* Easily assembled by one person
* Self-supporting . . . no guys
* Can be extended to 200 feet !
* Climbing rungs incorporated

Corrosion resistant high strength alloy

PRICES (Carr. paid) VAT 8% Extra
375/PSS/3. 30' Self-supporting

Alumast ... Only £111.00
TP-I. Top Plate, takes 129/32" mast £6.50
RMP-I. Rotor Mounting Plate £4.00
FB-I. Fixed Base ... L12.00
HB-I. Hinged Base £21.00
375/PSS/I. Additional 10' Sections £37.00

Alumast
there's no better buy !

Here's why . . .

Some other firms just drive round in their
Rolls - Royces !

At "Western" we plough back our profits
to give you better value.

The more you buy from "Western" . . .

... the better savings YOU will get.

Western  .
YOUR SINGLE -STOP SOURCE!
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Electronics (UK) ltd
New! Extended Range `Penetrator' Series Antennas

Wallet(' 70TV
432 MHz TRANSVERTER
this will be the new pacesetter!

----mrit
ONLY E159 VAT

Get on top of the pile-up with the New DX -34

* Heavy duty 2 kW p.e.p. rating
* Broadband operation
* SWR less than 1.3 : I at resonance
* Forward gain up to 9dB
* Front/back ratio up to 20dB
* Stainless steel hardware

Another Western quality product

PRICES (Carr. paid) 121% VAT extra
DX -31 Dipole 10/15/20 2kW p.e.p.... £35.00
DX -32 2 ele. 10/15/20 2 kW p.e.p. E5500
DX -33 3 ele. 10/15/20 2kW p.e.p. £75.00
DX -34 4 ele. 10/15/20 2kW p.e.p. E99.00

TDI 10/80 Dipole, 10, 40 and 80m. ... £19.50
TDI 15/80 Dipole, 15, 20, 40 and 80m. £19.50
Type P Dipole, portable 10/80 ... E24.00

We have designed and built the 70TV up to a high
standard. Not down to a price ! Don't buy a 70TV
if you're looking for a cheap unit.
BUT if you want to hear signals that some others
can't ... the 70TV is the answer !

* Fully stabilised AC and DC PSU
* Full IOW. R.M.S. output
* Double conversion to minimise spurii
* Noise figure 2.5dB typical
* Built-in 28 MHz attenuator 30 : I

* Built-in relays

* Matches Yaesu styling
* Withstands infinity mismatch

* All units aligned on Hewlett-Packard Spectrum
Analyser

* Can be driven by most 28 MHz Transceivers

Wfutarn Elactroniu (UK) LW
HEAD OFFICE (All Mail(Enquiries)
FAIRFIELD ESTATE
LOUTH, LINCS, LN11 OJH
Tel. Louth (0507)

Agents: LES LYSKE, GI3CDF, NEVVTOWNARDS (0247) 812449
ALAN CAMERON, GM30G.1, ALLOA (0259) 214653
ALAN PAXTON, G4817, CHANDLERS FORD, HANTS.
04215) 65015

OPENING HOURS:-
LOUTH : Open 9-12, 1.5 p.m. MON.-FRI. Sat. by appointment.

LEICESTER : MAY'S HI -F1, CHURCHGATE, Tel. 58662. Open
MON:SAT. 9-6 p.m., CLOSED THURS.
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THE NEWEST LEADER FT227R FROM
THINK HARDER NOW BEFORE BUYING

YA E SU

ONLY

£189
INC. VAT

COMPARISONS ! Have you ever tried it?
Confusing, isn't it-turning from one ad. to another, some giving one piece of information, others not sorre showing data in one form, som e
in a different form. How can you decide on which 2 metre FM rig to buy

LET US HELP YOU ... Take as a basic requirement -10 watts FM, with a good receiver, freedom from "funnies." and no need to spendextra later to extend flexibility.
NOW READ ON . . .

CHANNELS AVAILABLE BY FRONT PANEL CONTROL ...
Yaesu FT227R Trio TR7500. Icom IC240*

400 80 22
(800 over 4 MHz)

Digital II
400

FULL 4 MHz COVERAGE (144-148) WITHOUT MODIFICATION ... YES Apparently NOT Apparently NOT Receive only
FREQUENCY STEPS .- 5 25 kHz 25 kHz kHz
TRUE FREQUENCY DISPLAY ... YES NO NO YES
FREQUENCY MEMORY FACILITY ... YES NO NO NO
REPEATER SHIFTS YES YES YES YESTONE BURST _. YES YES YES EXTRA
FACTORY -FITTED HIGH/LOW POWER SWITCH ... YES YES NOT YET YESPRICE (including VAT) L189 L225 L198 L264t
PRICE COMPARISON . LOWEST : L36 MORE L9 MORE L75 MORE.

* All details taken from current advertising. t Tone Burst El 1.25 extra.
NOW . . . YOUR CHOICE IS CLEAR . . . THE YAESU FT227R SCORES ALL ROUND !

BE THE FIRST WITH THE BEST! LET YAESU DO YOUR TALKING!

ANT11.1011A TIMM

"WHY DON'T THEY DO AN ANTENNA TUNER?"
Yes-it's a Question that's often been asked-and one that's remained un-
answered-until now . . .

We are therefore especially pleased to be able to announce the
YAESU MUSEN FC-30I ANTENNA TUNER

Featuring : All -band coverage, 160-10 metres
* Power and SWR measurement
* Four-way antenna switching
* "Gold -Line" styling
* Realistic price.

SPECIFICATION : Frea. ranges (MHz)

Input impedance :
Maximum SWR

Maximum power :
Insertion loss
Power ranges (meter)
SWR ranges (meter)
Dimensions :
Weight

1.8-2.4 ; 3.5-4.0 ; 7.0-7.3
14.0-1435 ; 21.0-21.45 ; 28.0-
29.7.
50-75 ohms unbalanced.
5: I with respect to input
impedance.
500 watts PEP.
0.5dB max.
25W, 250W, 500W full-scale.
Calibrated to 4 I SWR.
212(w) x 125(h) x 295(d) mm.
46 kg.

* PRICE £88.88 (you have to love it at that price!) inc. VAT *
BOTH THESE NEW MARKET LEADERS FROM ....

YAESU MUSEN
AVAILABLE FROM;

Western Elactioniu (UK)
FAIRFIELD ESTATE, LOUTH,
LINCS. LN11 OJH
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C61301 CQI 10E CQ201

CQI I OE Transceiver (ex stock), L645 plus VAT L80.63, total L725.63
(Price includes Securicor Delivery)

Frequency Range IOM - 15M - 20M - 40M - 80M - 160M
and I I M and WWV 15 MHz on receive only.

Mode LSB - USB - CW - AM - FSK - FAX/SSTV.
Power Requirements 100/110/117/200/220/234 volts AC or 13.5 volts DC.
Input Power 280 watts PEP (240 watts on 28 MHz).
Digital Readout-Separate Crystal Filters for each of LSB, USB and CW.
AC and DC power units are built in. Switched metering for "5" meter, Relative Output, Plate
Current and ALC for setting MIC Gain.

The following accessories are supplied with the Transceiver-Microphone, DC Power Cable,
AC Power Cable 5 RCA Plugs, 2 Spare Fuses, 2 Jack Plugs, 2 Allen Keys and a 60 -page instruction
book. Built-in speaker with 3 watts output.

A hybrid design utilising the best features of valves and semiconductors is used to give a high
performance. 7 Valves -49 Transistors -19 FETs-I28 Diodes --25 ICs. The use of the RCA
low noise beam deflection valve (7360) as receiver mixer gives the CQI 10E high sensitivity combined
with remarkable crossmodulation characteristics.
-- . .. ..... 0 -
CQ301 2kW Linear Amplifier-I0 to 160M with built-in power supply and 2 EIMAC3-500Z Valves.
(Ex stock) E760 plus VAT £95, total E855 (Price includes delivery)

-.. - -.--....  - 4,4.. --.0-00- 
Wealso stock Antennas and Accessories-Microwave Modules-Modular Communication Systems

-Polar Electronic Developments-Antex Products-Components etc.041--*---- - . .

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT

NEC EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE FROM
THANET NORTHERN 64 High Street, Wombwell, Yorks. Tel. (0226) 756229.
CAMBRIAN COMMUNICATIONS 2 Joseph Parry Close, Llandough, Penarth,

(Tony Blackmore) S. Glamorgan, CF6 I PL. Tel. (0222) 702982.

TELEPHONE TELEX
0349 852351 100 HIGH STREET, INVERGORDON 75265

ROSS -SHIRE, IVI8 ODN
ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD - HIRE PURCHASE - INSURANCE
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WATERS Et STANTON
TELEPHONE HOCKLEY (03 704) 6835 (2 LINES)

QUARTZ -16
£169 inc. VAT!
FITTED 10 CHANNELS

FDK

PI N/14,4 RANEICIE ven

QUA RTZ./6

A POPULAR CHOICE - WHY?
This superb transceiver is now selling faster than ever before.

With FDK's reputation for quality, reliability and above all, after sales
service, little wonder. (It really amazes us that some customers are
kept waiting for spares when the UK importer should have them in
stock). Very rarely do our customers have to wait for FDK spares as
we have taken the elementary precaution of making sure that we have
most items to hand in our workshop. It ties up capital but it also makes
for a happy customer!

The Fast Selling 2m. FM Transceiver
NOW ... 145.50 Reads "S 20"!

Yes, the latest version now has a calibrated dial

giving direct readout in European "S & R"
channels.

SOME QUESTIONS ANSWERED
It covers 144-146 MHz, any frequency, not lust the 25 kHz spots! It

is easy to QSY without having to wind the channel knob all the way
round. For example if you fit S20 in the priority position "A" you can
immediately flip from say S7 to S20 in a second. Low power is available
but only in the low power position! (In the high power position you
will typically obtain 12 watts output). Extra channels can be added
simply by plugging in additional crystals thus ensuring complete freedom
of movement throughout the band and, more important, a clean spurious
free transmittion. Tone -burst is automatic but with the facility of
switching it out so that a distant repeater can be worked without
switching on the local one. A remote vfo is available for complete
coverage of 144-146 MHz with the addition of a synthesizer available
soon. It also costs a lot less!

TECHNICAL POINTS
On the more technical side we can add that such things as helical

filters, 10.7 MHz crystal filters, 455 ceramic filters are all included in
the design. The transmitter is completely protected against open
circuit or high SWR and the modulation is crisp and clear. The standard
frequencies fitted are SO, S20, 521, 522, 523, R3, R4, R5, R6 and R7.
Included with the Quartz 16 is microphone, power cord, fuses, plugs,
table stand and English manual.

FREE CREDIT ! (limited period only) UK LICENSED AMATEURS ONLY
QUARTZ 16 Deposit E43 MULTI-II Deposit E53 Balance paid over 6 months
M U LTI-Ull Deposit E59 Send for full details

1FDK MULTI-II

A TRANSCEIVER YOU SHOULD CONSIDER
This really is the deluxe 2 metre fm transceiver that outclasses all

others. FDK engineering and reliability from the company that specialises
solely in VHF communications. But supplemented by the backing of
WSE in the UK, full time service staff, C1,000's of spares and a fast
turn around-no wonder our company has grown-our customers keep
coming back to us!

HIGH POWER OUTPUT
While some transceivers struggle towards 10 watts output, the FDK

Quartz 16 coasts along at 12 watts or more. The PA is completely pro-
tected against open circuit, short circuit, and high SWR.

DE LUXE 2M. FM RIG 23 CHANNELS
Plus Autoscan . .

. . . and a lot more !
A REALLY HOT RECEIVER

Better than 3uv for 20dB quieting is typical front-end sensitivity of
the Multi -I I. Little wonder, with its built-in RF pre -amp it is the hottest
thing around! But sensitivity is no good without selectivity as well.
That's why the Multi -I I has a hi;h performance helical filter resonator
network in the front end. This is followed by a 10.7 MHz crystal filter
and finally a 455 kHz ceramic filter. The result-razor sharp selectivity
and QRM free reception.

MANY UNIQUE INNOVATIONS
The unique dial has a back -lighted indicator that is only illuminated

when channels are fitted. The S -metre can be switched to read centre -
zero. A switch allows the transmission and reception of both wide -
band and narrow band FM. A further switch allows the tx driver stages
to be switched on to monitor the modulation and check both tx and
rx netting. A vfo socket allows the subsequent use of wfo's and
synthesisers. A switch on the front panel allows the automatic tone -
burst to be defeated so that d x repeaters may be worked without
accessing the local ones. A further front panel control allows the receiver
to be tuned approximately plus or minus 4 kHz for perfect reception.

4 CHANNEL AUTOSCAN
This feature is a most useful and practical innovation. It permits one

to monitor the popular calling and repeater channels whilst keeping
ones hands firmly on the wheel. Up to 4 channels may be scanned
continuously. As soon as a signal appears the receiver locks -on. However,
a flip of a switch and the auto -scan reverts to manual control allowing
manual selection of any one of the 4 autoscan channels.

L209 inc. VAT and delivery (7 channels SO, S20, R3, R4, RS, R6, R7)
L219 (10 channels inc. S21, S22, 523)
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ELECTRONIC
TELEX 897406

FASTS MAIL ORDER
SERVICE

FDK MULTI 2700 Mk11
MULTI-2700-THE COMPLETE STATION

The FDK Multi -2700 is a front-line all -mode transceiver that incor-
porates every conceivable feature to ensure maximum enjoyment. In
fact, apart from a mains plug and an aerial, there is little else we can sell
the owner of a Multi -2700. All in all it is an unbeatable transceiver at
an unbeatable price.
ALL MODES - ALL OCCASIONS

All modes are provided AM, FM, SSB and CW. For SSB operation
VOX is included and for CW, fast break-in is provided with completely
adjustable side tone. The 2700 can be Creed at home with its internal
240v. AC PSU or taken out to the local high spot and run from I2v. DC.
This really has to be the QSO machine that you will never tire of.

BEAUTIFUL TO OPERATE - BEAUTIFUL TO HEAR
The transmitted audio quality of the 2700 is second to none. Its crisp,

clear quality reflects the manufacturers knowledge that a clean signal
sells more products! The Optimised 16.9 MHz 8 pole crystal filter gives
clean SSB signals and good selectivity. On FM, direct modulation of the
VCO gives smooth but penetrating audio. Typical power output is 16
watts but the flip of a switch and you have I watt on all modes. (An
internal adjustment permits the power to be adjusted from approx
I watt to 6 watts for driving linears or transverters.l The Multi -2700
has a built-in receiver RF pre-amp-no problems here with a deaf
receiver.

DUAL VFO CONTROL
Until you have handled the Multi -2700 you cannot appreciate the

advantages of dual vfo control. The conventional analogue VFO with its
dual speed silky smooth feel, permits accurate tuning on all modes with

I kHz readout. It also covers a complete I MHz segment at a time,
resulting in minimum band switching. The flip of a switch and you have
full synthesized control of your transceiver. The bright LED display
allows the transceiver to be immediately set to any 2 metre channel. A
VXO control ensures the synthesiser can be used equally well on SSB,

IFDK1

CW or FM. The versatility of dual vfo control is quite amazing. For
example :-use the analogue vfo at the SSB end of the band and the syn-
thesiser on the FM channels ; set the synthesiser to the "eked" frequency
and continue normal operation on the analogue VFO ; set analogue
VFO to DX frequency whilst continuing normal tuning of the adjacent
frequencies on the analogue VFO-the combinations are endless.
Reapater shifts are completely taken care of. The Multi -2700 has ±
600 kHz shifts and 1.6 MHz for 70 cms. operation.

ITS VERSATILITY IS ENDLESS
Inter -continental contacts are possible via OSCAR. Press the OSCAR

button on the front panel and you bring in the 28 MHz downlink receiver
converter to enable true transceive operation through the satellite.
An audio SPEECH PROCESSOR can be switched in to permit extra
punch. The amount of compression being adjustable to suit the operator.
RIT operates on all modes and both vfo's. A NOISE BLANKER is in-
cluded for really excellent suppression of ignition pulses. The receiver
section covers 143 to 149 MHz (Tx covers 144-146 MHz + 1.6 MHz
shift). Apart from the two existing repeater offsets one further
shift may be programmed. AGC control is continuously variable, as is
the VOX DELAY and ANT -VOX etc. All pre-set controls are easily
reached through the top hatch of the transceiver. Separate centre
zero and rx S -meters are provided. We could go on but if you have
read this far perhaps it is time you sent off for the 4 -page brochure
giving full details of this beautiful transceiver competitive
price.

E489 inc. VAT and SECURICOR DELIVERY.

WE ALSO STOCK-YAESU, BELCOM, MICROWAVE MODULES, S.E.M., JAYBEAM,
HYGAIN, STOLLE, CDE, MINI -PRODUCTS, SAGANT, BANTEX, ASP, POLAR, MOSLEY,
G -WHIPS, SEIWA, KEN, etc. STOP PRESS-NEW JAYBEAM KR400 ROTATORS.
SUPPORTS= TON, COSTS £95 S.A.E.

IFDKi 70 cms FM!
MULTI U-II OF COURSE

COMPARE ITS FEATURES: E294 inc. VAT & delivery
* AUTOSCAN
* 10 CHANNELS FITTED
* RECEIVER IRT (ESSENTIAL!)
* AUTOMATIC TONE -BURST
* 27 CHANNEL CAPABILITY
* MIC, BRACKETS, CABLES, Etc., inc.

SEND SAE FOR 4 -PACE BROCHURE

NAIGAI 2200 LINEAR

230v. AC -500W. PEP input (400W. FM-CW,
TUBE-4CX-350 (Fan coiled)
RECEIVER PRE-AMP-IOdB
12, DC OUTPUT -3 amps
DRIVE REQUIRED-I0-13 Watts
FREQUENCY-I44-146 MHz
SWR METER-Built-in.

PRICE E399 inc. VAT and SECURICOR
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER

MAIL ORDER & HEAD OFFICE : Hockley Audio, 31 Spa Road, Hockley, Essex. Tel.: 03-704 6835 (2 lines)
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT CARRIAGE AT COST
AGENTS : G3XTX J.R. Electronics, 198 Collier Row Lane, Romford. Essex.

Tel.: Romford (07081 68956
G3OQT Bredhurst Electronics, Willowbrook, School Lane, Sunbury.
Cheshire. Tel.: (Sunbury) 0829 260708
GM3GRX Eric Simpson, 6 Drossie Road, Falkirk, Stirlingshire. Tel.: 0324 24428

Monday to Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Early closing Wednesday

A.recs

Buy it with ACON6
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ICOM

JUST A HEAP OF WINNERS!
THE ICOM RANGE OF 2 METRE
GEAR IS SOME OF THE BEST
YOU CAN BUY - FOR QUALITY,
RELIABILITY AND EXCELLENCE
OF PERFORMANCE!

ADD TO THIS THE OFT' PRAISED
SERVICE OF THANET WITH OUR
WELL QUALIFIED TECHNICAL
STAFF AND RANGE OF TEST
EQUIPMENT AND YOU NEED
HAVE NO WORRIES IN BUYING

=1 ICOM FROM THANET

FOR MOBILES;
IC -240 The well tried and highly popular FM synthesised rig. If you know a friend with one you will know we have

every right to boast about the excellent quality of the signal it puts out. (Perhaps that is why we have
L198 sold so many !) Now available with Super -Scan as an extra. By the way this is the same size as the SSB

unit on the IC -245E.
IC -245E The leader in multi -mode mobiles. Fully synthesised to give full band coverage in 100Hz or 5 kHz steps.

LED readout of frequency to the nearest kHz. FM, USB, CW, Normal or Reverse Repeat or split frequency
E396 working with any spacing, automatic tone burst etc. An excellent bit of engineering which can also serve

as a base station.
FOR PORTABLES with a decent power output and large battery capacity;
IC -202 The 3W SSB portable which is tunable over all the sideband patch and can be used, when fitted with extra

crystals, to cover 144-145 and 145.8 to 146 MHz. Used by many as a prime mover for something bigger
L172 because of its excellent clean signal. By far the most popular VHF SSB only set on the market. There are a

lot about !
1C -215E The big boy in FM portables, with Rx sensitivity and transmission quality every bit as good as a base station

(and better than many !). A healthy 3W of FM and sensible batteries with four times the capacity of those
LI62 used in most other portables-so that they don't run flat on you in the middle of a QSO quite as often.

Despite this and its rugged construction it is still easy to carry around. Lots of these about also !
FOR BASE STATIONS;
1C -211E The leader of them all. Fully synthesised VFO with 7 digit LED readout to the nearest 100 Hz. FM, CW,

LSB, USB. There's nothing quite like it. Most would make this their choice if it wasn't for the problem
0529 that you have to pay more for the best ! (With these days of inflation it isn't silly to think about HP.)

See October's ad. for more details.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, AND DELIVERY IS FREE ON MAIL ORDERS FOR TRANSCEIVERS

WHY NOT POP A NOTE ON THE ANSAFONE FOR A PRETTY COLOURED BROCHURE AND DETAILS ?
THANET ELECTRONICS SHOPS THANET NORTHERN

HERNE BAY, KENT WOMBWELL, S. YORKSHIRE
02273 - 63859 0226 - 756229

OTHER AGENTS
(PHONE FIRST-All evenings only except Norfolk and Burnley)

LONDON-Terry G8BAM (01 556 9366) NORFOLK-Ted G3FEW (05088 632) MIDLANDS-Tony G8AVH (021 329 2305)
SCOTLAND-Ian GM8DOX (078683223) WALES-Tony GW3FKO (0222 702982) NORTH WEST-Gordon G3LEQ (Knutsford (0565) 4040)

BURNLEY-(0282 38481)
FOR ALL MAIL ORDERS AND SALES DURING BUSINESS HOURS

FROM THANET ELECTRONICS
HERNE BAY (02273 63859)

II IC OM
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ICOM

**A NEW 240??
AND STILL

£198 inc. VAT
The IC -240 from Thanet has had a bit of a face change. Gone is the tone button, which doesn't do anything anyway,
and in its place is a crafty little switch which gives simplex in the centre position, normal duplex at DUP A and
reverse repeat (on Rx AND Tx) at duplex B. With the IC -240 it is the RECEIVER which is shifted when working
Duplex and not the TRANSMITTER as with some other rigs we could mention. This means that you can listen on the
input channel, or work reverse repeat, merely at the flick of a switch-you don't have to re -tune the channel knob
as you would otherwise.

The function of the LH switch has also altered as it now gives high power in the up position and LOW in the down,
the centre being OFF. This, together, with the facility of easy channel change, clear channel indication and sheer
rugged construction still puts the IC -240 at the top of the list.

Now that we have sold several hundred 240's we can tell you that these little sets are extremely reliable. The
number we have had back for repair under warranty is really very small and the initial teething problems have been
ironed out long ago. By the way, should you be feeling a little upset that your nearly new IC -240 has been made out
of date have no fear. Unlike a model change in cars, we can sell you a conversion kit for f3 to bring your set right
up to date so that you can't tell the difference. Please don't all rush at once though as initial stocks of these are
limited. There will be plenty available later.

Check off these points against that competitive rig :-
YES NO

Can it cover the whole 2m. band 144-146 ?

Is it easy to qsy from say R7 to S20 without too
much knob winding ? ...

Is low power available ? ..

Can you add extra channels, in the order you want
them, without having to buy crystals ? ...

Is the tone burst automatic ? ...

Is a scanner available ? ...

Is it relatively easy to add periferal bits and pieces ?

If the answer is YES to all these and its cheaper than an IC -240 it may well be
worth buying.

SEE ONE AT LEICESTER - STAND 9

** At the moment this is a THANET mod. Until this is done in Japan you may not find it on all sets bought from other
dealers, but we understand that some intend to fit it.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL MAIL ORDERS MUST BE SENT TO HERNE BAY AND NOT TO AGENTS.
All warranty and other repairs for sets bought from Thanet Agents and Shops must be referred to our
Service Dept. in Herne Bay where we have a good range of test equipment and the technical skill to use it.
Sets from other dealers MUST be referred to that dealer.
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DRAKE TR4CW RIT

THE FABULOUS TR-4CW TRANSCEIVER NOW WITH RIT
FROM RADIO SHACK LTD.-UK IMPORTERS OF R. L. DRAKE

ASTATIC MICROPHONES
ATLAS TRANSCEIVERS
BEARCAT SCANNING RECEIVERS
HAL RTTY AND MICROPROCESSORS
NYE MORSE KEYS, MFJ FILTERS
HY-GAIN ANTENNAS, CDE ROTATORS
HUSTLER MOBILE ANTENNAS, OMEGA -T
PRESTEL FIELD STRENGTH METERS

TRIO at RADIO SHACK LTD
also JAYBEAM, MICROWAVE MODULES, BANTEX and all the run of the mill

amateur items
We decline to make exaggerated claims to greatness

SECURICOR
B.R.S.

BARCLAYCARD

DRAKE SALES SERVICE

Radio Shack Ltd
188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW6 3AY

Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station

Telephone : 01-624 7174
Cables : Radio Shack, London NW6. Telex : 23718 Radack G. Giro Account No. 588 7151

Open Monday -Friday 9-5, Saturday 9-12.30. Closed for lunch 1-2

HIRE
PURCHASE

Access

Allik4411,
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UpYour
Frequency!

Get away from the madding crowd below.
The MMT432/28 432 MHz Linear Transverter will get you there.
This solid state linear mode transverter allows you to operate your 28 MHz units at 432 MHz .. . up
where there still aren't a lot of people.
This precision built British made unit is available direct from ourselves, or from our many retail outlets
throughout this country. Price L109.13 inc. VAT.
Not such a high price to pay to enjoy a QSO in the peace and quiet of one of the most civilised up and
coming amateur bands.

Frequency coverage
Input frequency range
Input modes
Drive requirements at 28 MHz
Power output
Spurious outputs
Receive converter gain
Receive converter noise figure
D.C. power requirements
Current consumption
RF connectors
Power connector
Size
Weight

SPECIFICATIONS
432 - 436 MHz
28 - 30 MHz
SSB, FM, AM or CW
5mW to 500mW. VARIABLE INPUT ATTENUATOR
10 Watts continuous rating
Better than -65 dB
30 dB typical
3 dB maximum
12 Volts nominal
2.1 Amps peak
50 Ohm BNC
5 pin locking DIN
187 x 120 x 53 mm.
900 grams

MICROWAVE MODULES LIMITED
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN
TELEPHONE: 051-523 4011. TELEX: 628608 MICRO G
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YAESU

YAESU proudly announces a new
Synthesized 2 metre FM transceiver

FT -227R

The world famous Yaesu state of the arts
technique has brought computer theory into
VHF communications.

What are the frequency splits for repeaters ?
Don't worry ! Yaesu has computerised it.
In addition to a conventional +600 kHz split,
any transmitter offset frequency is memorised
with a touch of a push-button.

What was my last frequency channel ?
Don't check ! A touch of a push-button will
bring you back to the memorised channel
instantly.

Why one knob to select a channel out of 800
channels ? Yaesu utilises an "OPTICAL
COUPLING" system to select each channel in
10 kHz steps and the channel may be offset

5 kHz higher with a touch of a push-button.
Thus 800 fully synthesised channels are pro-
vided with one -knob and no rotary switches
to get oxidised and noisy.

When will the FT -227R be available ?
October, 1977.

Many, many other features such as automatic
encoder -decoder for tone guarded squelch
(TGS) (optional). Tone burst accessed
repeater operation, automatic final protection,
busy channel indicator, high -low output
selection, diecast front panel, and famous
Yaesu quality throughout !

See your dealer today for an informative
catalogue, at a most attractive price.

Amateur Electronics,
508-514 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock,
Birmingham B8 3HX

South Midlands Communications Ltd.
S.M. House, Osborne Road,
Totton, Near Southampton,
Hampshire SO4 4DN

Western Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Fairfield Estate,
Louth,
Lincolnshire LN I 10tH
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AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
YOUR KEENEST BUY FOR YAESU MUSEN!

AS DIRECT
IMPORTERS

WE OFFER

YOU. . .

THE SUPERB FT -221R COMES TO YOU
FOR ONLY £336.37, VAT AND
SECURICOR CARRIAGE PAID-

HOPE YOU HAVEN'T JUST PAID MORE ELSEWHERE OM !

MAIN
AGENT

dirt ATLAS SOLE

144. Orr RADIO INC. AGENT

TO DESCRIBE THE ATLAS 210X

& 215X AS A SUPERB MOBILE

RIG IS SIMPLY NOT TELLING

THE WHOLE STORY-THE

RECEIVER SECTION ALONE WILL

OUT -PERFORM MANY A

CONVENTIONAL RIG

£2.50 FOR 25 PENCE!!
25 pence brings the latest Yaesu catalogue
with our Credit Voucher for f2.50 against
eventual purchase. A couple of stamps
brings the Atlas leaflet or our used
equipment list.

YAESU

I. LOWEST PRICES
2. LARGEST RANGE
3. HIGHEST STOCKS
4. TOP AFTER -SALES SERVICE
5. BEST DEMONSTRATION

FACILITIES

Sh Vela iv
ELECTRONICS

PLEASE
SEE SWAN
AD. IN THIS
ISSUE

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT ALUM ROCK WHERE
ALL EQUIPMENT IS ON FULL DEMONSTRATION-PLEASE
SEE PREVIOUS ISSUES FOR DIRECTIONS AND OPENING
HOURS

SUPER SERVICE FROM YOUR LOCAL MAN
BRANCH: AMATEUR ELECTRONICS, UK-COASTAL, CLIFTONVILLE,

KENT. KEN McINNES, G3FTE, THANET (0843) 291297. 9 a.m.- 10.30 p.m.
BRANCH: AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK-SCOTLAND 287 MAIN STREET,

WISHAW, LANARKSHIRE. GORDON McCALLUM, GM3UCI.
TELEPHONE WISHAW 71382. (EVENINGS CARLUKE 70914.)

AGENT: WALES & WEST-ROSS CLARE, GW3NWS, CAERLEON 422232.
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EDITORIAL

Interference
The sort that goes on, on GB3LO, divides three ways: 1. The chap who used to
foul up Top Band transmissions; 2. Those who jam the repeater for idle enter-
tainment; 3. Licensed amateurs jamming deliberately because they don't
like the concept of repeaters. The practical result is an equal mixture of hot temper
and hot air, with a bit of tyre -slashing thrown in for good measure. The problem,
(if indeed there is a problem outside the mind) is one which can reasonably be
resolved by letters to the Home Office, the RSGB, or one's MP depending on
personal preferences and affiliations. These have been shown to produce results
within the last few days over the Phase Two repeater hold-up, where a representa-
tion to an MP cleared a seven -month long -jam in almost hours. That is something
jamming or tyre -slashing could never have done.
However, the Post Office and the Home Office also have a problem. The former
have to catch their man in flagrante delicto- which is all but impossible with a
transistorised bit of gear which doesn't get hot. The Home Office is required, in
the case of licensed offenders, to act the part of The Law, their sentence being
cancellation of the licence for a greater or lesser time. This, since it doesn't give
room for a defence to be formally made, is contrary to Justice and a quite unfair
responsibility on the Home Office. For the Post Office, their task should be made
easier by imposing a simpler requirement of proof: for example bearings taken and
plotted on at least two occasions onto the building in which the offender operates,
together with recordings of the received signal, and the display of the offending
piece of gear. Proof needs to be as simple as that for a speeding offence, the only
other requirement being that it be shown the interference was beyond reasonable
doubt deliberate.
This is not to be taken that the writer necessarily has any opinions one way or the
other on the desirability of repeaters; but it can and must be taken as a request
to "cool it" for the benefit of the vast majority of amateurs, and to take the
arguments through the proper channels.

MCC-November 5 and 6, and the Rules were given in the last issue, p. 489.
It only remains for us to add that it should be another good clean contest, and lots
of fun for those clubs which compete. Good Luck, and may the best club win!

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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VHF
BANDS

NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK

VHFCC Award
JUST one reader has been awarded

a 'VHF Century Club certificate
this month. No. 288 for 2m. opera-
tion goes to Ian Gordon, G8IFT,
from Rubery, Birmingham. Ian
passed the R.A.E. in May, 1973
and he commenced operation on
October 30 that year using a home
built AM Tx. After much TVI he
went over to FM. In 1975-6, he
built an SSB rig using the Plessey
SL -600 series of IC's. The present
gear comprises an from IC -202 with
a QQV06-40A amplifier. The aerial
is an 8-ele. Yagi used in the loft and
outside at 20ft. Ian hopes to get this
up higher some time and to build a
4CX250B type amplifier. He has
been QRV on 70 cm. since 1975
and on 23 cm. since January, 1976.
His QTH is 700ft. a.s.l. and he has
used many local hills for contest
work.

Beacons
A fairly constant request is for

details of beacons. Brian Bower,
G3COJ, has kindly provided the
list of U.K. beacons from 4m.
through 3 cm. shown in the table
and says, "I believe this list to
give the correct beacon situation."
As will be seen, GB3DD on 1296.89
MHz is on again. The recently
commissioned Lerwick beacon
GB3LER on 144.965 MHz has been
heard aurorally in at least five
countries.

A new beacon in Austria is
OE5XBL in GI77a on 144.920 MHz
running 80-100 watts e.r.p. from
an 8-ele. Yagi but confirmation is
awaited concerning which direction
it beams.

Contests
Results: -101 groups entered VHF
NFD on the July 2/3 weekend. The
combined Martlesham and Ipswich
clubs turned the tables on last year's

U.K. BEACONS

Call
QRG
MHz

ERP
QTH wt's Keying

GB3SX 70.685 AL71d 16 F

GB3SU 70.695 ZN61a 20 Al, Fl

GB3NEE 144130 Z012a 30 Fl

GB3GI 144137 X041j 40 Fl

GB3VHF 144150 AL52j 40 Fl

GB3CTC 144915 XK64a 75 Al, Fl

GB3LER 144965 ZU65f 65 Fl

GB3ANG 144975 YQ35c 20 Fl

GB3SUT 432-89 ZM31b 60 Fl

GB3EM 432-91 ZN32b 50 Fl

GB3AND 1296.87 ZL63b 50 Fl

GB3DD 1296.89 ZLO8e 2 Fl

GB3WRN 1296-91 YM28g 2 Fl

GB3UOS 3456.0 ZN42c 4 F2

GB3IOW 10100 ZK34a 0.8 F2

GB3LBH 10100 AL31c 1.5 F2

GB2ALD 10120 YJ30h 1 F2

winners, the March and Distric
RAS, by beating them into second
place. The Wulfrun Contest Group
came third. The leading GI group
was the All -Antrim -Amalgamated
Contest Group; in GM, the Lothians
Radio Society led the field, while
the Isle of Man RS took the honours
for GD. In the Channel Islands, the
Guernsey Radio Society were top.
Band leaders were, on 70 MHz,
GI3FFF/P, the All -Antrim folk; on
144 MHz, G4BPO/P, the Martlesham
and Ipswich clubs; on 432 MHz,
G8AGU/P, the Plymouth RC and
on 1.3 GHz, G3DY/P, the March and
District RAS.

In the 144 MHz QRP Contest
on July 31, there were 16 entries in
the Fixed section which was won by
G3BDQ (Hastings) with 1998 points,
followed by G8KUC (Canterbury)
with 1086. The Portable section
attracted 48 entries, the winner
being GW3ERP/P with 1548 points,
followed by GD4AFN/P with 1260.

The two part 70 MHz Open
Contest on August 13 and 14 was
won by GU3HFN in the Fixed
section with 710 points from 58
contacts. G4AEQ (Manchester) was
second with 626 points from 82
QSO's and G3NHE (Sheffield) came
third, his 90 contacts being worth
610 points. In the Portable section,
G3JYP/P was the winner with 1038
points from 91 contacts;

GM4DMZ/P scored 856 points
from 66 QSO's and G3UVT/P was
third with 810 points from 82
QSO's. All the above news from
GB2RS.
Coming Events:-The 144 MHz CW
event is on November 5/6 from
2000-0100 GMT. On November 20,
The Grafton Radio Society is
holding a 144 MHz all -mode con-
test from 2000-2300 GMT, scoring
as in normal RSGB events. All
entries to G8JGE (QTHR) by
December 9. The club call is G2CJN.

Meteor Scatter
On August 11, Dave Price,

GW4CQT in YL25d had an MS
schedule with UW6MA in TH69c,
the QRB being 3090 kms. Dave
only got a few pings and bursts from
the Russian but, in a subsequent
letter, UW6MA reckons he got
a four minute burst from Dave, so
much so that he wonders if it really
was all MS. According to G3POI,
the Russian runs good gear, never-
theless, this is too long a distance
for pure MS since a simple geo-
metrical exercise shows the ionisation
would have to be at about 190 kms.
In this instance, it seems likely that
Dave's signal enjoyed a bit of tropo-
pheric bending before it "headed for
the trail." Of course, if GW4CQT
has all the necessary callsign and
report information taped, this would
undoubtedly be a new, European
record. Even so, it is a remarkable
distance to propagate a 2m. signal.

Ian White, G3SEK, and Clive
Penna, G3POI, have worked out
their MS procedure proposals to
somewhat supersede the 1975 War-
saw Conference document WA -79.
The next major shower will be the
Geminids in December, of which
more next month. Meantime,
Chris Bartram, G4DGU, has sug-
gested the following "do's and clones"
for newcomers to MS. First the
"do's": Use standard procedure;
get on frequency (plus/minus 200
Hz); get your timing right (plus/
minus 1 second referred to GMT,
all receive and transmit periods
starting at zero second of any
minute); try to speak clearly and
listen first.

Second the "dont's": use 144.200
MHz for tropo. contacts; waste
words; be an alligator (all mouth,
no ears!); try to use speeded -up
speech; use phonetics; call "CQ"
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unless you have an adequate rig
and know how to use it. (Something
approaching the legal limit to a
reasonable aerial-say 10 -elements
or more-and some previous experi-
ence of schedules SSB MS.)

These notes were compiled after
the salutory experience of the
Perseids when it was very obvious
that some enthusiasts had a rather
hazy idea of the way to attempt
random MS contacts on SSB.
The standard procedures for the
time being are those set out in
WA 79 which was based upon Joe
Ludlow's (GW3ZTH) definitive
article in Radio Communication for
February, 1975. If new to the game,
it is recommended you talk to an
experienced MS operator before
trying MS.

G3POI reports that the Italian
expedition to the Pantelleria Islands
did take place, the calls used being
IH9's LCK, JT, XIX and ZWV.
The QTH locator was FW20a
giving those lucky enough to work
them Zone 33, counting as Africa.

Repeaters
The Home Office has now issued

the licence for all the Phase 2 UHF
repeaters and all groups should have
received their paperwork by now.
GB3SV at Bishops Stortford, Herts.,
was due on RBO on October 13 and
GB3MS, the Mid -Severn one on the
same channel, the following day.
'MS is co -sited with GB3MH.

The Satellite Scene
No firm news about the Russian

OSKARS. UB5WN intimated that
the first launch might be at the end
of October or the beginning of
November. AMSAT-USA is to
put up a small, fully manned
building at the Goddard Space
Center, which sounds very ambitious
and expensive. A -O -D is now
complete and ready to fly but con-
firmation of launch date is awaited
following recent Delta rocket failures.

Oscar 7 has been rather erratic of
late and has slipped into a slightly
lower orbit for some unaccountable
reason. It is now in a period of
maximum sunlight and getting rather
hot and Nicad batteries do not like
that. It's on -board, 24 hour clock
seems to go haywire at times. For
example on Orbit No. 13082 on
Sept. 24 when it should have been
on Mode "A" it was on Mode "B"

instead. At 2227 GMT, the telemetry
indicated it thought the time was
0232 GMT the next day, and four
minutes later, the TLM decoded
it as 0302 GMT!

New stations on 0-7 on CW,
Mode "A" include SV1DO,
UBOMSK and 4X41X, all around
29465-29-470 MHz downlink
5T5CJ is a strong signal on 29.440
MHz but 5T5CW is rather weak on
29.490 MHz CW running about
5 watts. VP91B is reported QRV on
both modes and W5AT is going to
PJ2 some time soon.

Ken Willis, G8VR/W1, operates
from Southbury, Connecticut, and
says that Oscar operation " . . . is a
bit of a scramble . . . " over there.
He uses a 5-ele. Yagi in the living
room and the 10m. dipole is strung
around the picture rail. European
signals tend to be rather weak but
he hopes to be on Mode "B" soon
as) the 2m. signals are very strong.
Ken says that tropo. conditions over
there are very different from what
he was used to over here. They have
received European 52 MHz TV
signals over there this year.

QTH LOCATOR SQUARES TABLE

Station 23 cm. 70 cm. 2 m. Total

G8FUF 1 79 199 279

G3POI - - 203 203

G3JXN 26 63 82 171

GM4CXP 25 122 147

G3CHN 143 143

G8GML 8 46 85 139

G3FPK - 139 139

G3COJ 16 52 68 136

G4BWG 25 110 135

G3OHC 30 98 132

G3XCS 21 110 131

9H1CD 6 120 126

G8HVY 33 93 126

G4BAH 32 92 124

G8LEF 4 37 79 120

G2AXI 1 43 71 115

G8BKR 1 17 92 110

G4FCD 22 88 110

G8HHI 24 81 105

G4DKX 5 30 68 103

GD2HDZ 10 32 58 100

9H1BT - 94 94

GSIWA 17 74 91

G4DEZ 91 91

GISAAZ 22 66 88

G3FIJ 25 62 87

G8G1I 22 63 85

G6UW - - 85 85

9H1C - - 83 83

G8EOP 8 36 38 82

G4AEZ 2 22 57 81

G4AWU 80 80

G4FBK 5 72 77

G8JHX - - 74 74

GUM. 74 74

G4ERX 1 17 53 71

G8IFT 7 18 45 70

G4GET 69 69

G3BW 21 47 68

GD3YE0 8 59 67

G8KUC 7 60 67

G8KLN 1 62 63

G4CIK - - 62 62

G8LHT 1 60 61

G3KPU 60 60

G4GCQ 60 60

G8KSP - 60 60

G8ITS 10 49 59

GSJEF 58 58

GW4FIK 57 57

G8KSS 54 54

OZ9IY - - 53 53

GM8NCM 1 40 41

G4EYL - - 41 41

G8LLG 1 38 39

G8JAH 1 35 36

G8JGK - - 34 34

GSJA.T - 24 24

Gt3JKA - - 21 21

Starting Date January 1, 1975. No satellite
or repeater QSO's.

DX Notes
Paul O'Brien, EI4CM (Co. Gal-

way) operated from UO and UN
squares the weekend of Sept. 17/18.
He was not heard in SE England but
G8JHL (Manchester) managed a
scratchy QSO at 0829 GMT on the
18th when. Paul was in UO square.
He has now returned to the U.S.A.
but comes back periodically so
more rare square operation is on
the dards. Con Hunter, EI9V.
reckons to be activating UL and
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UM squares some time. G3POI
reports that CT3AR in Funchal
operates portable on 2m. and that
CT3AB runs 120 watts of CW on the
band. Consequently, as the QRB
from central, southern England is
about 2,400 kms., MS and E's
Madeira to U.K. contacts should be
possible.

GM3YOR is contemplating ex-
tensive operation next year from
OY and/or TF including 2m. and
70 cm. and initially is seeking
guidance on licensing and the more
practical aspects of such a trip.

Anjou
Sunday, Sept. 18 saw the launch

of the 9th Anjou balloon from the
airfield at Angers-Avrille (ZH48h).
It was launched at 7.00 a.m. and
was not heard after 9.15. The input
frequencies were 432.35-432-65 MHz,
the output of the translator being

0145-45-145.75 MHz. The only
correspondent to report on it was
David Butler, G4ASR/A, (XJ05h)
who worked 14 F's and 1 G station,
the G being G4DML in Southend,
Essex. Dave's best DX was
F1BKM/P in BC square. At G3FPK,
some strong signals were heard
though quite why our French friends
chose that part of the 2m. band full
of FM and repeaters is puzzling.
Bernard Stroh, F6EYK, asks that
all reports be sent to Jean-Louis
Barreau, 82 Bd A. Camus, F-49000,
Angers, France.

The UHF Contest
Pretty unanimous agreement that

the conditions for the UHF Contest
on Oct. 1/2 were lousy! Angus
McKenzie, G3OSS (London) told
your scribe that GB3SUT on 70 cm.
was S1 with his 88-ele. Multi -
beam fed with super low loss coax.
He reckons conditions were as bad
as he can remember. Angus describes
23 cm. conditions as "diabolical"
but with lots of stations operating,
of which he worked 16, mostly on
CW. At the end of the contest, he
recalls hearing GW3UBX/P giving
serial No. 005!

GW3UBX/P was the only GW
heard by Paul Davies, G8HBQ
(Leeds), who worked 35 stations on
70 cm. No portables in the south
and west were heard, nor any GM's.
It was too windy for Paul to put
up his 23 cm. aerial. Ray Elliott,
G4ERX (Brentwood), did not work
very far afield either but added five

new 1977 counties. George Zitter-
stein, G8ITS (City of London),
found 70 cm. conditions "abyssmal"
and made just 11 QSO's.

Seventy Centimetres
G4ERX found many S9 DL's on

the 11th until the band went quiet
at about 3.00 a.m. on the 12th.
John Woodham, G8BKR (Bristol),
missed out till about 1700 GMT on
the 11th when a couple of F's in
AK square were worked followed
by a clutch of PA's for the first
ever Dutchmen on the band. Some
good ducting into Scandanavia on
the 19th produced a QSO with
SM6ESG (GR72h) for G8HBQ.
This station also worked by G4JJ
and G8FUW. This September
opening very much favoured the
northwest of England plus EI and
GI.

GD2HDZ took advantage of the
Sept. 19/20 lift to work three new
squares in SM, viz; FR, FS and GR,
for probably the first GD/SM QSO
on 70 cm.? Strangely, Arthur did
not hear any OZ stations in this
period. Lawrence Woolf, GJ8AAZ,
worked G8GON/P in Devon on
Sept. 11 using two-way, 625 line
TV. Lawrence uses a Vidicon
camera with TTL/Diode ROM call -
sign generator. This was a "first"
G/GJ two-way TV QSO. For
Derrick Dance, GM4CXP (Borders),
the period Sept. 17-21 was productive
of many SM, LA, OZ, GI, GM and
GW stations using 6 watts output
to a 46-ele. Multibeam. EA1CR
(XD32d) is reported to have copied
G8HVY's signals during the Sept.
10/11 opening but unfortunately,
Jose was unable to transmit on 70 cm.
GM8NCM (Fife) is now QRV on
70 cm.

Two Metres
The main events this month have

been the fine opening to the south
through east on the weekend Sept.
10/11 and several auroras. G3XCS
worked EA1CR at RS 59 each way
on the 10th and also EA2OZ who
was mobile in Bilbao in YD square.
On the 1 1 th, Colin managed to get
through the pile up to LX1DB
(DJ32b) on SSB but could not
crack LX1GX's pile up. FODH
in Dept. 09, was overheard telling
that his home call is 3A2EE.

G4ASR/A really "hada ball" in the
tropo. opening, notching up 16

countries including EA, LX, HB9
and DJ1BP/P/HBO in Liechtenstein,
QRB being 1,110 kms, on Sept. 10.
Dave worked 3 EA's, 2 LX's, 18
HB9's and 171 F's over the weekend
and his total stations worked in
31 hours was 342! Two Italians
called him but were too weak to
work. Readers seeking the Scillies
in WJ square on 2m. might find
G4ASR/P on 144-26 MHz SSB on
Nov. 11-13 as Dave hopes to be
QRV from there. If so, he will
participate in the CW contest with
150 watts of CW to 2 x 6-ele. Quads.
G3AUS was another west country
operator to work all over France
from HB to EA during the Sept.
10/11 lift.

G8BKR missed out on the EA's
and though the QRM around
LX1DB more reminiscent of 20m.
John did work F6FBB/P in ACO7c,
however. Steve Lowe, G8FEO
(Reading), wasted a couple of
hours calling F1CYO/P in AE21g
on the 10th and gave up when he
found that Joel was running 800
watts to a 32-ele. array. On the
11th, Steve was QRV from 1500-
0130 GMT working many F's and
PA's, most of whom were S9 -plus.
Ken Osborne, G8KSS (Bristol), is
still on AM but with SSB in the
offing. He failed to raise HB9AMH/P
in DH66c on Sept. 10 but on the
11th, he too managed F6FBB/P
near the Andorra border, along
with other F's in AF, AG, AM
squares. The evening brought forth
a few ON's and a PA. On the 14th,
Ken heard a couple of F's in CH
square. He remarks on the lack of
SSB stations above 144.40 MHz
but mentions a few operating in
the CW section of the band.

C. J. Reed, G8MFP (Warks.),
worked some F's, PA's and ON's
with his Trio TR-7010 and 8-ele.
Yagi at 40ft. and mentions 8 sun-
spots on the limb of the Sun on
Sept. 13. Martin Green, G8MKW
(Warks.), took his Liner -2 to GD
for a week in September and enjoyed
being on the receiving end of a
pile up. He worked " . . . a host of
GI's . . . " EI4CM in Galway,
GM8MJV/P near Peterhead and
GW's and G's.

GM4CXP noted seven auroral
events on Sept. 13th, 19th, 21st, 22nd,
23rd, 24th and 26th. On the 13th,
GB3LER, proving to be a very
reliable portender of auroral activity,
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THREE BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

January to December 1977

Station
FOUR METRES

Counties Countries
TWO METRES

Counties Countries
70 CENTIMETRES
Counties Countries

TOTAL
Points

G2AXI 47 7 53 20 36 ' 7 170

G3011C 50 7 60 15 29 8 169

GD2HDZ 41 5 57 14 39 10 166

G8HBQ - - 70 14 54 10 148

G8GML - - 65 14 51 12 142

G3XCS 44 6 53 19 10 4 136

G4BYP 25 5 53 12 28 9 132

G4FCD 36 2 69 19 3 1 130

G8LEF - - 66 17 36 11 130

G4ECQ 44 4 65 15 - - 128

G3FIJ 37 5 50 11 20 4 127

G8BKR - - 70 16 28 6 120

G8HIII - - 57 15 36 11 119

GM4CXP 18 2 55 21 14 8 118

G4DWZ 26 3 52 13 17 4 115

G8HQJ - - 58 17 28 10 113

G8IFT - - 61 13 31 5 110

G4AEZ 29 6 37 12 17 4 105

G3BW - - 49 12 30 7 98

G3FPK - - 74 22 - - 96

G4CMV - - 69 15 7 2 93

G4ERX - - 50 13 23 6 92

G4FOR - - o2 16 7 2 87

G4DEZ - - 67 20 - - 87

G4FBK - - 58 14 12 1 85

G4DKX 7 1 37 11 19 6 81

G8ITS - - 46 10 21 3 80

G8JHX - - 61 18 - - 79

G8KSS - - 57 17 - - 74

G8LHT - - 58 14 1 1 74

G8GII - - 31 5 28 6 70

G8JJR - 55 12 - - 67

G8MKW - - 51 12 - - 63

G8JGK - - 46 12 - - 58

G4GCQ - - 45 9 - - 54

G4GET - - 40 7 - 47

G8IZY - - 38 7 - - 45

G4FKI - - 21 5 4 1 31

was 53A from 1544-1835 GMT,
QTF 020° but only 2 GM's worked.
On the 19th, it peaked 5AA (040°)
between 1638 and 1750 GMT and
Derrick worked SM5FVH (IT25c)
and LA3WU (CU47d). On the 21st,

'LER was auroral from about 2240
GMT and still so at 0030 when he
went to bed, QTF again 040° this
event producing QSO's with EI,
G, GI, LA, SM4 and SM6 and OZ,
the QTF's being 045-070° but

with DLOPR (E054c) peaking 57A
at 2255 at azimuth 350°. On the
22nd, some auroral SSB was heard
at 1547 on an IC -202 plus whip
aerial. Between 1611 and 1950
GMT, G, GM, EI, LA, PA and ON
were worked at QTF's 050-080°.
On the 23rd, Lerwick was 57A from
1551-1712 GMT with LA6HL
(CSO8c) and GM4BVD (Perth)
worked. On the 24th, GB3LER was
weakly Au for a few minutes around
1700 GMT. On the 26th, Lerwick
was 55A from 1605-1730 and again
from 2120-2310 GMT. LA4VHF
(CU47c) on 14489 MHz was heard
a few times around 2150 at 41A,
QTF being 045°. Only GM8NCM
was worked in this event which
was predicted by Ed Tilton, W1HDQ,
during a talk at Alexandra Palace
last May.

Alistair Simpson, GM8NCM
(Fife), found September to have
been an eventful month. He now
has a lively, 200 watt linear for his
FT -221R which nee is taming! On
Sept. 19, he worked OZ's and SM's
via tropo. in EP,. E ER, FR, FS,
GR and GS squares and on the
22nd, G8GXP, GM4EOU and
GM8DMZ via the Aurora, all
QTF 040°. At G3FPK, GB3LER
was first copied on tropo. at RST
419 on Sept. 16 at 2243 GMT. An
opening to the west produced EI4CM
(VN51) on the 14th. On the 17th,
the Edinburgh and District Radio
Club operated from ZR42h and
RS 58 reports were exchanged at
1802 with GM8MJV/P. Sept. 17
produced 3 GI's on SSB. Only the
Auroras of Sept. 21 and 22 produced
any contacts but the going was
tough due to a persistent "burbler"
around 144.04-144-06 MHz. Chris
Bartram, G4DGU (Oxon.), managed
LA5JS (DS70d) via the Sept. 21
Au, QTF 020° and SMODJW
(IS10d) at 1822 GMT on the 22nd,
QTF 0°.

Deadlines

That's it for another month.
All copy for December by Nov. 3
and for January by Dec. 8 to:-
"VHF Bands," SHORT WAVE MAGA-
ZINE, 34 High Street, WELWYN,
Herts., AL6 9EQ. 73 de G3FPK.
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THE DATONG UC/1
UP -CONVERTER
A TEST REPORT

ROADLY speaking, amateur radio equipment falls
1 -"into two categories. Firstly there are the obvious
items like transmitters, receivers, wavemeters and aerial
tuning units and secondly the "Why didn't somebody
think of this before ?" type of accessory. The Datong
UC/1 Up -converter belongs in this latter category.

Prior to the introduction of Class -B licences, VHF/
UHF operators invariably used a normal down -converter
feeding into an HF band receiver. Nowadays this
situation has been largely reversed in that many Class -B
licensees own high performance, self-contained two -metre
receivers or transceivers and later wish to listen on the
LF/HF bands. An expensive solution is to buy a com-
plete receiver covering these bands but a more cost
effective and certainly space -saving alternative is to
acquire an up -converter using the two -metre receiver
as a tunable IF. The Datong UCI1 is a unique accessory
to achieve this.

The Circuit

When connected as shown in Fig. 2 the UC/1 will
enable thirty, one megahertz bands up to 30 MHz to be
tuned using a 144-145 MHz receiver as an IF strip.

The heart of the device is a frequency synthesiser with
a basic crystal controlled reference frequency of 1 MHz.
(In some models a 5 MHz crystal is used in which case
the frequency is first divided by five.) A train of very
narrow 1 MHz pulses is fed to a balanced sampling gate
phase locking a voltage controlled oscillator to any
multiple of 1 MHz between 115 and 144 MHz. Harmonic
locking of the PLL allows the reference frequency for the
PLL to be equal to the channel spacing without the need
for high-speed dividers. The trade-offs are low spurii for
reasonable cost.

The LF/HF signals are routed through a low pass
filter and 0, 15, 30 dB switched attenuator to the pre-
selector. The preselector is a five band, capacitor tuned
stage covering nominally 90 kHz to 30 MHz using
encapsulated inductors and very low noise J-FET's. The
preselector output is actively impedance matched to the
first mixer, which is a balanced type using a dual J-FET
type E431. The local oscillator frequency is any one of
the thirty between 115 and 144 MHz selected by the
"MHz" switches and it passes through a wideband
buffer amplifier to the gates of the E431 mixer to give
the 144-145 MHz IF output.

A conventional two -metre down -converter is incor-
porated in the UC/1 using two dual gate MOSFET's as

LF/HF Ae

12V

U C/1

144 -145 MHz IF

J
144-145 MHz

Rx

Fig. 2 CONNECTION TO 2m RECEIVER'

LF/HF Ae

12V 28-29MHz IF

UC 1
28-29MHz

Rx

Fig. 3 CONNECTION TO 10m RECEIVER

145 MHz amplifier and mixer with the second local oscilla-
tor signal being derived from a 116 MHz overtone crystal,
voltage stabilised. This gives an alternative IF output of
28-30 MHz.

Installation

The UC/1 requires a DC voltage between 9 and 15
at no more than 150 mA. The power socket is a standard
three -pin DIN type and a matching plug is provided.
The three input/output sockets are SO -239 VHF types.
For use with a two -metre receiver, the UC/1 is connected
as shown in Fig. 2. If a receiver tuning 28-29 MHz is
employed, the built-in two -metre down -converter is used
and the inter -connexions are as in Fig. 3. In this case,
an attenuator is automatically switched in in front of the
144/28 MHz converter to prevent overloading the second
mixer.

For straight use as a two -metre down -converter with
a tunable 28-30 MHz IF the same inter -connexions as
Fig. 3 are used except that the two -metre aerial is plugged
into the 144-146 MHz input/output socket as shown in
Fig. 4.

Operation
Two -metre reception at the reviewer's station is

achieved with a Solid State Module's 2/10m. down -
converter feeding into a Hallicrafter's SX-146 receiver.
The UC/1 was used in both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 modes, thus
utilising either the SSM or UC/1 down -converter
respectively.

Setting up any frequency up to 30 MHz is quite
simple. To take as an example setting up on a frequency
of 17.319 MHz, the "MHz" selector switches would be
set to "1" and "7" and the preselector switch to the
"9.7-30 MHz" band. The main receiver dial would be
set to 144.319 or 28.319 MHz, depending on which IF
was used. Lastly the signal would be peaked up by the
"RF Tune" control on the UC/1. Note that the "MHz"
switches would actually select the phase locked 127th
harmonic of the 1 MHz crystal as the local oscillator
frequency which, mixed with the incoming signal on
17.319 MHz would give the IF of 144.319 MHz.

Using a few feet of wire around the picture rail as an
aerial, everything from MSF on 60 kHz to 27 MHz
Citizens' Band from Italy and the Oscar 7 downlink on
29.4-29-5 MHz was heard. Naturally, the facilities of the
SX-146 were all available such as various modes, variable
bandwidth, calibrator, noise limiter, gain controls, etc.

About ten years ago, one dealer advertised a particu-
larly mediocre receiver as having, "twice the number
of stations above 15 MHz!" That was another way of
warning that the thing had a diabolical image response.
The first IF of the UC/1 is 144-145 MHz so, for coverage
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from near "DC" to 30 MHz, the image signals would be
between 289 and 259 MHz. Obviously there are no
images.

The switched attenuator ahead of the preselector is an
essential refinement. With no attenuation some cross
modulation and overloading was noticed on certain
frequency bands where the received signal strengths were
very high. However, switching in 15 dB of attenuation
always eliminated these problems.

The harmonics of the 1 MHz crystal were all detectable
without an aerial connected but were overlooked when
any aerial was used. For those who need the highest
accuracy, those at 5, 10 and 15 MHz could be used to
beat against MSF or WWV to ensure that the synthesiser
crystal is really "spot on." A trimmer associated with
the crystal and accessible through a hole in the larger
diecast box in the photograph would allow this to be
achieved using the attenuator to match the amplitude
of the received signal to that of the harmonic.

The gain of the 145 MHz down -converter was about
15 dB less than that of the SSM device, but then gain is
not necessarily too important. The circuit produced no
objectionable cross modulation effects nor did it suffer
any overloading from very strong signals during a recent

2m Ae

12V 28- 30MHz IF

UC/ 1
14 28-30MHz

Rx

Fig.4 CONNECTION AS 2m CONVERTER

contest. Due to the use of a 116 MHz overtone crystal,
no annoying spurii from non -amateur VHF transmissions
were found.

Conclusions

The reviewer was very impressed with the UC/1.
Without doubt it is another thoroughbred from the
Datong stable; an ingenious design using "state-of-the-
art" techniques. The workmanship and presentation is
of the fine standard we have come to expect from this
manufacturer. The writer is not aware of any comparable
device on the market to enable a two -metre receiver to be
used as a tunable IF for an LF/HF bands, continuous
coverage receiving system.

Fig. 1. Interior view of Datong UC/1 Up -Converter. From left to right, the two controls on the first PCB arethe input attenuator and band selector. The middle knob is the preselector tuning and the two knobs on theright-hand PCB are the "units" and "tens" of MHz selectors. The sockets at the rear are the 2m. input/output, the 10m. output, the 0.09-30 MHz input and the power supply.
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THE GM3RFR BROOMSTICK
ANTENNA

S. POLSON, GM3RFR

THE following is a detail of investigations carried out
over the past two years at GM3RFR QTH. The

aim of the experiments was to discover if antennas, and
particularly antennas for the 40m. and 80m. LF bands,
could be grossly compressed in size and yet remain
effective. First experiments were made with a 20 metre
compressed antenna, the amount of work involved being
much less than for 40 or 80 metre antennas : failure could
occur and there was obviously no point in taking more
time to reach the failure point.

Anyway, to the method of operation: A length of
sturdy insulated wire approximately twice the length
required for a quarter -wave antenna, e.g. 33 feet, was
close -wound on to an ordinary broom -stick. The total
winding length, dependent on the thickness of the wire,
should be less than twelve inches. In other words the
normal 16ft. 6in. ground plane is compressed to approxi-
mately 1/17 of its normal length.

The tuning procedure was as follows. A length of
twin 50 -ohm feeder was attached, one wire of the feeder
to the antenna and the other to a radial of 16ft. 6in. in
length; using a Tx and a SWR meter sufficient output
from the Tx was injected into the antenna to give a reading
on the meter. A check was made at each end of the 14
MHz band for the lowest SWR reading. A low but not
low enough reading at 14.00 MHz would suggest the
antenna is too long and gradually a turn or two should
be clipped off until a low reading is seen around 142
MHz. A lowish reading at 14.35 MHz would suggest
that the antenna is too short and by adding a few turns
the SWR can be brought to a satisfactorily low reading
at the middle of the band.

A further adaptation was to attach the antenna by a
short length of wire, in place of the radial, to the station
earth, thus permitting indoor usage. A slight adjustment
to the number of turns again resulted in a satisfactory
SWR. The final product was properly refurbished,
coated by insulating tape and then tried out. The results
have been surprising: all Europe responded easily to the
indoor version and subsequently VE and W were worked,
followed by LU and CX, with the antenna leaning against
the wall inside the shack. By the way, the position of
the antenna does matter as neighbouring walls have a
detuning effect and indeed the best position in the 'RFR
shack has been horizontal, six feet above ground between
the top frame of the window and a handy cupboard.

Having been successful on 20 metres it was obvious
that experiments should follow in the realms of 40 and 80
metres where compression would permit antennas on
these bands to be put aloft in the form of ground planes.
A start was made on the broom -stick which held the
completed 20 metre model. Using the same procedure
as before, and leaving a gap of about 2 inches between
the 20 metre winding and the new winding, sufficient
additional wire of a similar type was wound on for the
combine to reach resonance on 40 metres; again after
some cutting and trimming the antenna was ready for
testing. It was tried outside with one radial during a

40 metre contest: all Europe was worked plus CT3 and
UA9. Finally enough extra wire was wound on to make
the system resonant on 80 metres. A useful tri-band
indoor antenna was therefore created which resonated
on all three bands with the earth wire attached. Crocodile
clips were used to link up sections as required.

A friend subsequently suggested the use of a hollow
alkathene 13 -in. water pipe as a base for one of these
antennas and an 80 metre version using about 157 feet of
insulated earth wire was made up as per recipe. Sixty-six
feet were scaled down to 4 feet and the contraption
mounted with 3 radials at 22 feet above ground in the
vile hollow which contains the 'RFR antenna farm.
Resonant point was 3.72 MHz, a bit too low for the SSB
DX section of the band. On 5 watts p.e.p., OZ, OH, G,
El and GM have been worked: on QRO, contacts have
been made with VE, 5Z4 and VS6.

It should be said of the broom -stick that it obviously
cannot compare as a DX-er with its giant full-size
relations, but as a pigmy it carries a useful punch and
might be a handy avenue of experiment for those poor
souls who, locked in modern concrete jungles and
trammelled by the limitations of planning permission,
have to keep their antennas in a cupboard.
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   SWI   SHORT WAVE LISTENER
FEATURE

By Justin Cooper
ONE often wonders just how anyone can ever afford

to have a hobby at all in this day and age, unless
they have a working wife and an approach to economy
that is almost fanatical so as to be able to afford even
simple gear. Yet people are for ever changing their
receivers, for instance, for ever -more -expensive boxes
each time selling the previous one at a loss.

Apart from the economics of it, one wonders whether
the approach is at all valid in terms of SWL. Certain
it is that the writer had held his call for well over twenty
years before he first aspired to a new bit of gear, then he
bought a KW -2000B; and that one was replaced by a
TS -520 only as a result of a legacy. Neither is any
better on receive than the KW -77 receiver which "stands
by"-though probably being used more in fact !-and the
old 888, both of which belong to the Magazine rather
than your old J.C. thanks to the original Editor, G6FO,
who wished to make sure there was no excuse to be late
with the copy by claiming the lateness was due to mending
the old home-brew!

But, whatever you have in the shack, there is ever
a need to keep it "up to scratch" and free from faults
(particularly of the insidious "getting a bit older" type).
One should have a Table of Voltages in the handbook
somewhere which can be checked when the set is first
bought, and marked -up with the figures found with your
meter and your receiver; just about any fault will be
reflected by changes in the readings, including the "old
age" one. If you are unlucky enough to be landed by an
intermittent fault then you have a problem indeed. The
formal method is firstly to try and carry out any limiting
of the field by comparing the symptoms against effects
which would be expected from a fault in a particular
stage. If nothing very obvious is noted, you have to
recall that somewhere in the circuit you have a fault
which will cause almost certainly a change either in the
voltages noted or the currents drawn by each stage.
Therefore, you can break the circuit into two halves
and insert a current meter: you will then be metering
half the circuit. Note the reading of the current meter
while things are working properly, and when the fault
appears. If there is a change, you are metering that
part of the circuit in which the fault lies; and so you
progress, slowly but surely to the offending stage and
component.

However, from the insides of receivers, to what
comes out of them.

The Mail
Initially, let us look at the new reporters. I. McKay

(Dingwall) last reported in 'way back, and he wonders
whether anyone still has copies of "SWL" from back in
the 1965-1967 days available for disposal-he has
"slung" his and wishes he had them back. Offers to
lain at 5 Castle Gardens, Dingwall, Ross -shire.

L. Stockwell (Grays) uses an HA -600 receiver to a
sixty -foot wire at twenty feet, which he feeds to the
receiver through an ATU. Looking at the list we find
Len has a claim to fame by way of the two "BY" stations

he mentions-whatever they were, they were not from
BY, and if they were from BY they wouldn't be using BY
anyway! Confusing, isn't it? But no amateurs from
Red China about sums it up, and we guess they could be
mishearings for PY's.

SWL has been the hobby of A. Cuthbert (Jarrow) for
the past ten years, from the fourth floor of an 11 -storey
tower -block on which no aerials are permitted; aerials
are the main interest, clearly, for one in such a situation
and various attempts at a beam have been made but
not all that successfully. It seems from the writers'
experience that indoor beams are not all that clever at
HF, and probably the best chance is to use an all -driven
array rather than a parasitic or Yagi type. The initial
Eddystone 2245A is still there, but has been put into
second place; the prime receiver was a Drake 2C which
eventually developed a fault which couldn't be dealt
with, and now there is an Inoue IC -700R. To date some
170 countries have been put in the log.

"Caught it from the teacher" is W. Pretty's explana-
tion for his addiction to SWL; teacher had an HRO
and long-wire at school it seems. However there are now
two SWL's in the Diss area, as Wesley seems to be on
from home now with a CR-70A. This is a very simple
receiver admittedly, but there is no reason why, properly
used, it shouldn't work several wonders; after all, John
Fitzgerald used a brace of transistor portables for years
before he got round to a "proper" receiver, and indeed
his HPX total at that time was around the 8-900 mark
we seem to recall. We reckon that if you can knock your
CR-70A into the All -Time list before you go to something
more expensive, you will have learned about the skilful
usage of simple gear, which is of inestimable benefit
in getting the best from any receiver.

Another return to the fold is indicated by D. Hill
(Crawley) who last reported in from Edinburgh some
eight years ago before marriage, two shifts of home, and
three junior ops. provided some variation in the activity!
Now things have stabilised a bit, an FR -101 is run into
dipoles on 14, 21, and 28 MHz; since August 1-six
weeks to the time of his letter-some 339 entries have
been logged. Many years ago, Dave passed the R.A.E.,
and now that his interest has been sparked off by Oscar,
and he has got the knack of predicting the passes, he is
seriously thinking of having a go at a G8 for just this
last activity. A minor mystery was a station heard on the
downlink giving no callsign but repeating a QRA
locator of UI48e which would put him off the S. Coast
of Ireland!

Dipoles for 28 and 21 MHz, plus an eighty footer
for the rest, and all or any fed into an FRG -7 receiver
is the formula for K. Kniveton (Kingswinford). As to
where to send DX reports for the Short Wave Magazine
-why not here? They always are of help in evaluating
conditions, and if enough people are interested in a
DX Corner we wouldn't mind putting one in.

The accuracy of the dial readings on a Trio 9R59DS
is noted by K. A. Burch (Plymouth); this is normal on a
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general -coverage receiver-dial accuracy of 2 per cent is
as good as the normal signal generator, and to go up to a
closer accuracy you have to calibrate against a crystal.
For a general -coverage receiver one needs 1 MHz steps
as well as the usual 100 kHz ones, and to be able to go
down to 10 kHz steps is nice; they can all be obtained
by an IC or two and a 1 MHz crystal, which in its turn
can be checked against WWV. The use of a counter on
a receiver is pretty -looking, but when one has taken
into consideration that the counter has to monitor every
oscillator in the receiver and mix them in the correct
manner in order to look at the final receiver frequency,
that there will be an error of ± one count on each, and
that the counter itself can only be as accurate as its
internal crystal oscillator the achieved accuracy is not
much, if any, better than using a calibrator and a good
set of ears. Half the world at least seems to have bound
itself to the idea that if you display something digitally
you have made it not just more, but absolutely, accurate
which is, frankly, the acme of foolishness. Both digital
and analogue displays have their good and bad features,
which determine which is right for a particular applica-
tion.

In answer to the inquiry last time round by L.
Stockwell, K. Rogers (Lutterworth) comments on his
NR -56 in use in the car; he uses it /M as much as at
home, the car aerial being a 5/8 wave whip; and, praise
be, his Ford Escort doesn't generate any noise! Having
answered one, Ken asks one in return-how the blazes
does one rid oneself of TV line-timebase QRM? A
Good Question, to which the only answer is probably for
every amateur and SWL in the country (including all the
BC listeners!) to write to his MP and ask precisely what
his party is going to do about it, and other forms of
similar QRM. If a dozen letters of this sort landed on
the mat of every MP in the country one morning, each
demanding a reply, and each with a copy for the personal
attention of the Minister of the Environment, one would
think that "things" would happen! And, we could add,
we suspect that the average TV service -man would be
shown up as the bodger he is, saving the few-and
honourable-exceptions. For the meantime, there is a
little one can do. For a start, check whether it is mains -
borne or coming in via the aerial; if the former, a filter
on the mains will help, in the latter case fitting a balun
to any coax -fed aerial such as a dipole should help the
screen to do its job; and any of the varieties of skywire
which need an earth connection are out. If that fails,
turn off the power station and run off your own generator!

G3KFE is taken to task for giving bad gen in the
September issue; ISWL's Bureau doesn't need an
s.a.e. for the incoming cards to be put in-which is one
of the major benefits of ISWL membership. Actually,
old 'KFE is getting a mite absent-minded in his dotage,
as he should have known the right answer! John Fitz-
gerald (Gt. Missenden) is now fully kitted-out for reception
on all bands between 1.8 and 432 MHz, the four -metre
band being covered by a converter and a dipole as from the
August contest, in which some 3 countries and 28
counties were heard. The winter time to come is for
another(!) serious attack on the Morse, both to lift the
present 150 prefixes heard to an "enterable" score and,
in the long term, to permit John the luxury of a callsign,
having passed the R.A.E. years ago.

Oddly enough, M. C. P. Bennett (Datchet) effectively
is taking your conductor to task for the same evil of
forgetfulness-of course those odd calls mentioned last
time by K. Linge were surely MARS stations and so
not acceptable. On a different tack, 4079WARC and
YTOIARU are both genuine calls, emanating from
Yugoslavia.

J. 011is (Solihull) also mentions these two, and also
comments on the noticeable and steady improvement of
the bands; true enough, but the sad part about it is that
the general shape of the sunspot curve is a sawtooth
with a fast rise -time and slow decay; and the last one
was quite an exceptionally long time a -dying, as even
now the odd spot is being noted from the old cycle.
John has not neglected the constructional side of things,
having fitted a Toko mechanical filter to the receiver
and made the result work nicely, not to mention building
an HF band converter which seems to be OK on Twenty
although misbehaving a mite on Fifteen and Ten; a few
ferrite beads here and these will doubtless calm it down.

"What is a MARS station?" asks K. Linge (Willing -
ton). It is a unique animal, operated by an amateur but
not part of the Amateur Service as defined in the inter-
national sense. These stations tend to appear wherever
"GI's" are, operating phone -patch traffic back to the
States, or handling third -party messages in the same
way. Unlike an ordinary American "handling traffic"
the MARS station is set up especially for handling
traffic, and if the operator comes up to work the world,
he will be using a different callsign.

The very next letter is from G. Brazil (Dublin) who
has a great beef about the MARS stations-and other
Americans-handling phone -patch traffic. MARS
stations are outside our bands (just) and so of no interest,
but the normal "traffic" activity is amateur -to -amateur
and so in our bands and a darned nuisance. We couldn't
agree more, but the W's got that privilege years ago,
almost before they knew their signals could girdle the
earth, because the telephone service there is not a mono-
poly-and there is no doubt that the public -relations of
an amateur with his neighbour are improved by the
ability to pass on an urgent message. Also the countries
to which traffic may be passed are clearly defined in their
licence. All of this, of course refers to non -emergency
traffic: when the chips are down in earnest, whatever
the country and whatever the rules, amateurs will do
all they can to help. Old-timers will never forget the
epic of the Flying Enterprise and her radio -amateur

ANNUAL HPX LADDER
Starting date, January 1, 1977

SWL PREFIXES SWL PREFIXES
D. W. Waddell (Herne Bay)
S. Hammond (Solihull)
R. E. Thomas (Corwen)
Dr. H. Squance

499
499
449

K. M. Rogers (Lutterworth) 371
A. R. Darby (London SE16) 341
G. M. Parker (Peaslake) 331
K. Kniveton (Kingswinford) 309

(Bangor, Co. Down) 445 J. W. Grice (Castleford) 304
P. Ramsey (Steventon) 431 M. Turner (Luton) 282
P. Sharpe (London W2) 426 Mrs. S. Waterfall
M. Shaw (Huddersfield) 419 (Chasewater) 277
K. Linge (Willington) 415 S. W. Allsopp (Banbury) 270
K. A. Burch (Plymouth) 403 B. Shepherd (Staines) 263
D. Hill (Crawley) 399 G. Brazil (Dublin) 237
G. A. Passmore (Pembroke) 393 L. Stockwell (Grays) 236
K. Piper (Bognor Regis) 386 P. Q. Armitage (Amersham) 205
Starting score, 200 Prefixes heard, in accordance with HPX Rules.
All Prefixes to have been heard in 1977.
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master, Kurt Carlsen, or the East Coast floods-bad
enough for us, but a major disaster for the Dutch with
so much of their country below sea level. It was in fact
the aftermath of the latter which resulted in the formation
of RAEN, and the facility in the G licence to handle
traffic for the authorities in such a disaster. However,
back to Gerard and his queries: Hand IK are off -shore
islands belonging to Italy and as such not of any great
rarity -value save to a prefix -hunter, while the J28 call
prefix has been allocated to the Republic of Djibouti
when that area gained independence.

On a different theme, M. J. Thomson (Dundee)
comments on the usefulness of a BC221 as a front-end
injected BFO for use with any old transistor portable.
True enough, and it has the further advantage that it
can, by adjusting the spacing between the BC221 and the
receiver, be made to provide injection of just the right
quantity as well as quality.

Returning to that question in July about W6 in the
far off pre -1939 days, W6OJW points out that in those
days W6 covered California, Utah, Nevada, and Arizona.
Alaska, now KL7 was then K7, while the now KH6
was then known as K6. Thanks, Bill!

Once again, Bert Glass (Plymouth) is threatening to
give up, as he is finding it a bit hard to winkle out new
ones on CW, and also Bert is of the opinion that his
"pet" 21 MHz band has been under the weather of late;
one might, just might, argue that proposition!

S. W. Allsopp (Banbury) has been a bit pushed for
time lately, but has used some to go through his copy
of Geoff Watts' Prefix List and marvel at the value
thereof for a keen SWL or for that matter transmitter.
We would agree and, what is more, it is quite amazing
just how easy it is to keep up to date given that you
keep your back -numbers of DXNS. The writer was
spurred into correcting his own copy from April -last
to date, in a matter of five minutes, by working back-
wards until he picked up corrections already noted.

K. Piper (Bognor Regis) often has a session before
he goes to work in the morning, hunting the VK's-
unless he forgets to get up! The latter is your scribe's
besetting sin also, come to think of it!

Another newcomer-we missed him in the sorting as
his handwriting is a perfect double of the familiar fist of A.
Nielson! R. Towlson (Nottingham) has entered a claim
for the "1977" in parallel with an All -Time one, as he
was unsure as to whether he needed to appear in the
"1977"; so we are showing him straight in the All -Time
in accordance with our established practice. Ray uses
a FRG -7, and would like to hear from Joystick users-
his address is 35 Brushfield Street, Hyson Green, Notting-
ham NG7 5LL.

Dr. H. Squance (Bangor, Co. Down) is in the process
of moving into a garden shack, the XYL having dropped
a few broad hints about the landing "shack" being
rather cluttered; so his list is a bit small this time. The
next moves in the game will be to pass the R.A.E. and
apply for a G18 call.

S. M. Phillips (Dunkinfield) is, he says, at last taking
positive steps towards R.A.E., with a view to taking it
before 1980-and Morse is also in hand with the same
idea in mind.

On to K. A. Whiteley (Castleford) who heard LA4AR/
MM and believed the station was a YL, which startled

SWL PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY

K. Kyezor (Irchester) 1781
S. Foster (Lincoln) 1643
R. Shilvock (Kingswinford) 1600
R. Carter (Blackburn) 1510
B. Hughes (Worcester) 1507
J. Fitzgerald

(Gt. Missenden) 1486
K. A. Whiteley (Castleford) 1380
M. J. Quintin

(Wotton-u-Edge) 1358
P. C. Jane (East Looe) 1352
A. W. Nielson (Glasgow) 1245
H. A. Londesborough

(Swanland) 1188
E. W. Robinson

(Bury St. Edmunds) 1185
M. C. P. Bennett (Datchet) 1179 CW ONLY
J. H. Sparkes (Trowbridge) 1125
G. Ridgway (Ardleigh) 1105
Mrs. J. B. Jane (East Looe) 1081 N. A. Phelps (Devizes) 1341
H. M. Graham (Harefield) 992 A. Glass (Plymouth) 1323
P. Barker (Sunderland) 954 H. A. Londesborough
M. Rodgers (Harwood) 911 (Swanland) 1019
B. T. Mackness (Dagenham) 871 J. H. Rosling (Bakewell) 470
W. H. Smyth (Hartlepool) 861 A. F. Roberts
S. Budd (Worthing) 848 (Kidderminster) 465
L. Gibson P. L. Shakespeare

(Barrow-in-Furness) 828 (Foulness) 378

Minimum starting score 200 heard for CW, 500 for Phone. Listings
in accordance with HPX Rules, and only include recent claims. A
"Nil" return is permissible to bold a place.

HPX LADDER
(All -Time Post War)

SWL PREFIXES

J. Aspinall (Leeds) 807
D. Taylor (Harborne) 800
P. Rooney (Liverpool) 737
R. Towlson (Nottingham) 685
M. Gibson

(Barrow-in-Furness) 666
S. T. Bowen (Kippax) 641
I. Wilkinson

(Llandudno Junction) 636
P. L. Shakespeare

(Foulness) 616
M. Law (Chesterfield) 602
S. M. Phillips (Dukinfield) 562
J. G. 011is (Solihull) 522

him. In fact, YL's as radio officers are about, and it's
not that long ago that we published a photograph of a
YL R/O.

Odd that straight after K. Whiteley's letter, which
mentions his visit to Jim Grice, should be the letter
from J. W. Grice of Castleford next in the pile. Jim
seems to be having a spot of tuning -drive trouble with
his Trio 9R59DS; maddening, but not serious to repair.
Jim says he would like some articles on the 9R59DS and
their improvement-we'll print 'em if anyone will come
up with something suitable.

A CW log from J. H. Rosling (Bakewell) seems to
about round off the letters this time, save for those
others who confined themselves to "just a list" with no
comment. On this point, Mr. and Mrs. Jane of East
Looe have two entries each, having just missed the boat
on the July lot; but there seems to be a slight discrepancy
in the arithmetic which says maybe they have done
themselves out of the odd prefix or two-so for the
moment we have taken their highest score claim as
being right.

Other Points
It has always been a marvel to this old scribe just

how "het up" and argumentative people will be over the
Phone/CW thing; just today a friend was saying he
would take the course for a Yachtmaster certificate but
not the exam because it contained Morse at four w.p.m.
The fact that so many beacons sign themselves in
Morse, and that a "set" of them are all on the same
frequency doesn't seem to raise in his mind any doubt as
to whether he could copy any one of them with a list of
the code dits and dahs in his hand-we hope the lifeboat
crew can read his lamp SOS in Morse!

But seriously, one forever wonders at the postures
adopted on both sides, and the wondrous way in which
facts are bandied about as subjects for argument and
debate. Perhaps, here in "SWL", we can recite some of
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the facts, and thus clear them out of the way of the
arguable points which are largely matters of preference
anyway. Fact Number One is that for a given path a
CW Morse signal will convey information at the lowest
power level; the reason lies in, firstly, the fact that the
"modulation" is always 100 per cent, the carrier switching
on and off, and secondly because with a modern receiver
tailored to CW, there is a minimum noise bandwidth to
take into account - noise of course in this sense being
equally distributed across the pass -band of the receiver;
thirdly, Morse CW signals are more tolerant of poor
receiver -operation, as compared with, say, SSB although
one has to admit that the human ear might protest a
bit at the result. Fact Number Two is that, while SSB
is far more able to cover long distance or QRM-filled
paths than AM, with the best will in the world it needs
a bigger signal to be laid down at the receiver simply
because the intelligence is contained in varying amplitudes
of signal and the fact that there is no "redundancy" while
CW, having benefit of redundancy, can be copied
by any reasonably capable pair of ears at a level such
that the key -down signal is equal to the noise level, and
even lower for a skilled operator. Fact Number Three
is the "elitism" aspect; any person with an R.A.E.
pass and a licence is part of an elite to the chap who
just builds two -transistor amplifiers from one of the
comics-this is why the latter is for ever bleating about
"why can't I have a call without passing the R.A.E.?"
Similarly, within the amateur field itself, we have elitism:
at the bottom of the pile comes the G8 with his "B"
licence, in the middle the "A" licencee, and at the top
of the pile the /T chaps. Long may it continue so-the
fewer people in populous countries like ours who have
an "A" licence the better, so that the CW operator finds
himself in a better situation with respect to QRM,
with respect to "lid operators" and with respect to
pirating of any sort. Once that is away, then all that is
left is personal preference!

Second Wave
Since we were daft enough to set a Sunday deadline

for you all, the mail was divided into those who assumed
J.C. meant Saturday and those who opted for Monday-
we've dealt with the first group, now we have the second
wave!

First we have H. M. Graham (Harefield), who collected
a prize funny -man when he heard (on Eighty, where
else!) "MUW" asking amateurs to clear off his frequency
and calling QRZ with no replies audible. Probably
some type of military or Cadet Force station. An oddity
on 14M Hz was 8P30H, no location given and no-one heard
replying, but with a Scandinavian -sounding voice.
Looking at the bands in general, Maurice found a few
EU stations only on Ten, Fifteen like the curate's egg,
and Twenty looking up. As for the LF's, Forty and
Eighty weren't of much use in terms of DX heard, but
a few more WAB areas were weeded out.

P. Rooney reports this time from Littleton, Chester;
studies at Oxford were successfully completed and then
there was an almost instant QSY to the College of Law
in Chester, so that yet again there just has to be a nil
return. Meantime, Philip wants to know how you
measure a minus quantity like spare time!

S. Foster (Metheringham) finds less time to operate
at night now, as the junior op. sleeps right through!

Stew encloses a note from G3XCS concerning various
old suffixes which may be heard tacked on to the end of
W calls. It seems that if a station upgrades, say, from
Novice to General class, or General to Extra, he is
given the rights of the new class immediately. To
avoid him being noted by FCC monitoring stations, he
tacks a two -letter code on the end of his callsign, for
example W4DQD, operating in the General class parts
of the bands after upgrading from Novice, would sign,
on CW, "W4DQD/SV" or on Phone "W4DQD
interim SV." Since the SV is a two -letter abbreviation
of the location of the office where the deed was done, and
since FCC have some 24 such offices, the possibilities
of errors in prefix claims are obvious. Two at least of
the offices have codes like amateur prefixes: SV for
Savannah could be mistaken for SV Greece, and PA for
Philadelphia could be taken as a PA Netherlands.

P. Q. Armitage (Amersham) was led to the path of
ruin by his teacher, John Fitzgerald, who got him reading
such things as radio magazines; the reading was followed
up by a receiver, and then an aerial. Quentin wants to
know whether there is a fully described 80-10 metre
trap dipole in the literature which has a top 100-130
feet long. Well, the thing which in the U.K. is often
called the "KW trap dipole," as it is commercially made
by KW, is known in the States as the W3DZZ design,
and all the details have been published. However with
130 feet to play with, there are all sorts of devices possible,
such as for instance a quarter -wave against earth, or
a "G5RV" aerial.

M. Shaw (Huddersfield) managed to "lose" three
Prefixes in the course of making -up an index system, and
so asked would we send his initial entries back to him for
checking. This we have done-but we must make it
clear from now on we will not be able to continue the
practice, owing to the high cost of postage, and the time
spent of necessity in scratching about in the archives-
we like to do a bit of SWL-ing ourselves!

On now to P. L. Shakespeare (Foulness), who has
been tackling both the phone and the CW ends of the
bands, with intermissions of-wait for it!-decorating
and house repairing.

One of the best reasons for running a two -metre
ladder we have ever heard comes from R. E. Thomas
(Gwyddelwern), who indicates that he could thereby
obtain a suntan while sitting on the top of sundry Welsh
mountains listening for DX!

A final -final is from D. L. Mallet (Maidenhead), who
points out that the USA MARS stations discussed
earlier in fact operate out of our bands-for example the
AE4WDF signal is on 14.40 MHz.

Finale
Which is where we come to the deadline date for

next time-make it Friday, November 11, to give us a
reasonable allowance for the inevitable delays in
Christmas mails between ourselves and the printers,
and also the long Christmas break. Meantime, enjoy
yourselves-at the time of writing this N4XX predicts a
solid week of High Normal conditions, and it looks as
though things could be quite fun on the bands over the
Christmas period. The mailing address, as always, is
to "SWL," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
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TIME-OUT WARNING CIRCUITS
A. B. PLANT, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E., G3NXC

710 many operators using the VHF repeaters, the time-
out blips are becoming a depressingly familiar feature

of their contacts. In an attempt to avoid the problem,
numerous amateurs have built themselves simple timers
which give some form of indication when the 60 -second
allowable period has elapsed. The usual comments
heard over the air about such devices relate to the lack
of consistency of the timing period or to the fact that
the circuits do not give any warning of impending
time-out. In the following article, the author shows why
the simple circuits can be very inaccurate and describes
a more accurate system. A more complex circuit, which
gives an indication of impending time-out, is also
described.

Simple System
The 555 integrated circuit is often used for timers of

this type, as shown in Fig. 1. Initiation of the timing
period occurs when the +12 volt supply is switched on,
the trigger pulse duration being determined by the time
constant R1, Cl. At switch on, the output of the 555 is
driven high thus holding off VT1. When the time period
is completed, the output goes low which turns VT1
on and activates the warning device. From the 555 data
book, it can be found that the time period, t, is given by
the expression: t = 1.1 x R2C2. The data book also
recommends that, for a 15 -volt supply, the value of
R2 should not exceed 20 megohms.

Using the above equation, values of 5M6 and 10 µF
give an answer near enough for all practical purposes.
For the capacitor to be of reasonable size and price an
electrolytic type is usually chosen and this is where
the problems start. Electrolytic capacitors tend to
suffer the twin disadvantages of high leakage and high
temperature coefficient of capacitance.

Consider the circuit of Fig. 1 using a 10aF 25 volt
electrolytic capacitor whose leakage current is defined
as I = V/15 + 0.6 //A, where V is the voltage across the
capacitor (this is realistic for an aluminium capacitor
run up to 33 per cent of its rated voltage). The first
sign of the problems to come would be that with R2
set to 5M6 the circuit would never time out. To get the
circuit to give a 60 -second period would require the
value of R2 to be reduced to about 3M.

Having to adjust the value of R2 to yield the correct
time is not too serious-as long as the constructor is
aware of the need to reduce the value by such a large
amount. More serious are the effects of the temperature
coefficients of leakage current and capacitance. Some
typical data show that raising the ambient temperature
from 20°C. to 30°C. causes the leakage current to
increase by 20 per cent and the capacitance to increase
by 5 per cent.

Feeding the 30°C. figures into the appropriate
equation shows that the time period would extend to
about 86 seconds at the higher temperature. If the leakage
current increases by 30 per cent (and the temperature
does not have to increase much beyond 30°C. for this
to happen), the circuit would never time-out.

+12V

ov

R1 R2 R3

6 4 8

7 555 3
2

5 1

C1 C2

TT T
Fig.1 SIMPLE TIMER CIRCUIT

R4

TR1

Warning
device

Stable Simple Circuit
Ferranti have introduced a new type of timer IC,

the ZN1034E; although the operation appears similar
to that of the 555, the way in which it achieves this is
quite different. An RC circuit sets the frequency of oscilla-
tion of an astable circuit. The application of a trigger
pulse causes one of the output pins, the "Q" output,
to be set high and the oscillator to be connected to a
12 -stage binary counter. After the counter has been
clocked 4096 times, the "Q" output pin is set low and
this state held until the next trigger pulse is received.
Two output pins are provided, "Q" and "r/" The "Q"
output operated in a similar way to the 555 output,
i.e., it goes high for the duration of the time period,
whilst the "a" output is normally high and goes low
for the duration of the period.

The prime advantage of the ZN1034E is that the
action of the counter reduced the time constant required
of the RC circuit. By the addition of an adjustable
calibration resistor, the factor by which the RC time
constant is effectively increased can be varied between
2736 and 7500. An internal pre-set calibration resistor
is provided, if this is used the multiplication factor is
2736.

Fig. 2 shows a timer circuit suitable for the 60 second
time out application; the circuit is triggered by the
application of the supply voltage. At switch on, the
"Tr output, pin 2, is low thus holding VT1 off. When
the timer period expires, "a" goes high which causes
VT1 to conduct and operate the warning device. The
R and C values are such that stable components of
reasonable size may be used. Calibration can be carried
out by monitoring the frequency on pin 13 and adjusting
VR1 until this equals 68.25 Hz; alternatively, the timer

December issue will appear on Friday, November 25th.
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Table of Values
Fig. 2. Stable Timer Circuit

Cl = 0.1AF R4 = 10K
RI = 180K VR1 = 100K
R2 = 820R ICI = ZN1034E
R3 2K2 TR1 = BC108

+12V

Ti

RV1

ov

R2

-T-
11 111,2r

1
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1 7

Warning
device

R4

R3

Fig.2 STABLE TIMER CIRCUIT

TR1

can be run in its normal mode and VR1 adjusted until
a 60 second period has been achieved. The second
method is usually the easiest to carry out, but requires
a plentiful supply of black coffee!

Timer with Pre -warning
Whilst the ZN1034E circuit can give the accuracy

required for the repeater time out application, the action
is still of the "sudden death" variety. The circuit of

A R1
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Fig 4 DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION
OF TIMER OPERATION.

Fig. 3 is more complex than those described previously
but offers the advantage of a 10 second warning period
prior to the 60 second time out signal. The heart of the
circuit is a CMOS 14 stage binary counter and the
basic operation is similar to that of the ZN1034E.

Inverter gates IC1A and IC1B form an astable
multivibrator oscillating at about 170 Hz, the frequency
being determined by R5, '1/4/R1 and Cl; inverter ICIC
is included to buffer the oscillator from the rest of the

90

Table of Values
Fig. 3. Pre Warning Timer

Cl = 22n
C2 = 1 µ 30v.
C3 = 0.lA disc
C4 = 68n
RI = 220R
R2 = 27K

R3,
R6,
R7 = 82K
R4 = 330K
R5 = 100K
R8 = 33K
R9 = 6K8

R10 =
VR1 =
MR1 =

MR2,
MR3
VT1
VT2
ICI
IC2
IC3

MBT

3K9
47K
94 volt zener

1N914
BC179
BC108
CD4049
CD401 I
CD4020
Mini Bleeptone
(see text)
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Table of Values
Fig. 5. Simple Tone Generator

R9 = 2K2
RIO,
R11 = 82K
C5 = 4n7

Audio
out

Fig. 5 SIMPLE TONE GENERATOR

circuit. With the trigger input held at low the counter,
IC3, is held in the reset condition; in this condition, Q8,
Q12 and Q14 are low which results in the outputs of
IC2B and IC2C being high, hence holding off the warn-
ing device (MBT). When the trigger is taken high, the
reset signal is removed from IC3 which then starts to
count. After the appropriate time period, Q14 goes
high which enables IC2B and IC2C; as Q14 goes high,
Q12 goes low thus continuing to hold IC2C output high.
IC2B, being enabled, lets through an inverted version
of Q8 which causes the output device to be "bleeped"
as the repetition rate of the Q8 output.

Eventually, the Q12 output goes high which causes
the output of IC2C to go low and hold the warning
device on. With the output of IC2C low, gate IC2A is

M

B

0

Black

White

Red

3"

Fig. 6. Printed wiring board layout.

disabled thus preventing the clock pulses reaching IC3
and hence latching the circuit into this condition.

To the user, the effect of the circuit is that for 50
seconds after triggering it, the warning device is silent;
it then gives seven bleeps over a 10 second period after
which the device comes on and stays on until the circuit
is reset. Fig. 4 shows the operation in diagrammatic
form.

It can be shown that the time from initiation to the
start of the first bleep is 8320/f and to the start of the
continuous tone is 10112/f seconds, where f is the
frequency of the astable multivibrator; with the fre-
quency set for an overall period of 60 seconds, the start
of the first bleep occurs at about 491 seconds. The trigger
input terminal may be connected to the +12 volt supply,
in which case the circuit operation is initiated by switching
the supply on. If the circuit is to be used in this way,
it is important to keep the values of C2 and C4 to those

 0
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Fig. 8. Completed Timer Unit.

shown; with C2 made too large or C4 too small, the
reset signal for IC3 will go low before the power supply
has had time to stabilise and the circuit may not function
as expected. However, if the circuit is to be operated
from a constant supply and the trigger switched, C2
may be any convenient value above 1µF and C4 could
be reduced to 470pF or less. Diodes MR2 and MR3
prevent transients on the trigger line causing damage
to the input of IC1D. The VDD supply for the CMOS
circuits is generated by a 9.1 volt zener diode as shown
in Fig. 3.

The circuit has been designed to operate a low power
high -intensity warning device. In the author's unit, this
device is a Mini-Bleeptone manufactured by A. P.
Besson of Hove. They require very little power, about
5 or 6 mA from a 12 volt supply, but deliver a very
penetrating note. An alternative arrangement could be
to use the spare two input gates of IC2 and one of the
spare inverters of ICI to form a gated oscillator as
shown in Fig. 5. The output signal, which is at about
1870 Hz, can be fed to an audio amplifier to produce
the warning.

Construction

A printed wiring board was used by the author to
interconnect all of the components except an on/off
switch and the Mini Bleeptone; this printed wiring
board, the layout of which is shown in Fig. 6 is 32 by

2 inches. Fig. 7 shows the disposition of the components
on the circuit board and the interconnections between
the board and the external devices. If the CMOS devices
are to be soldered directly to the circuit board, the usual
precautions need to be taken, i.e. the soldering iron bit
should be earthed and the IC's mounted after all of the
other components.

The Mini-Bleeptone has three flying leads: two of
these, coloured red and black, are for the supply with the
red lead being the positive connection. The third wire,
coloured white, may be connected to either the red or the
black lead. If the former connection is used, the device
gives out a single high pitched tone. The other option
results in a lower frequency modulated tone. Which
tone to opt for is a very individual matter and the
author would advise intending builders of the circuit
to try both options before committing himself.

A standard plastic equipment box, of approximately
4Iin. x 2iin. x Ifin. can be used to contain the com-
ponents. Figs. 8 and 9 show the assembled unit with and
without the lid fitted. The 12 volt supply and trigger
signal, if the latter is required, can be fed in to the rear
of the box via a 3 pin DIN socket; most FM transceivers
have some form of output available on their rear panels
when the rig is transmitting. This output may be in the
form of either a +12 volt supply or a pair of relay
contacts. For the case of the + 12 volt supply, the trigger
input should be linked to the supply, as shown in Fig. 7,
and the supply taken from the switched +12 volt
signal. If relay contacts are provided, pin A of the
printed circuit board should be connected to a fixed
+12 volt supply and the relay contacts connected as
shown in Fig. 10.

R1 A
o-{ I-0 0
°-f -Th0

S1

+12V

n/o relay contact

B

la) Using normally open relay contact.

R1

o 0

Link

R2

Ov

+12V

n/c relay
contact

(b) Using normally closed relay contact.

Fig.10 CONNECTIONS FOR RELAY INITIATION

OV

Fig. 9. Timer assembly, showing internal details.
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE

Since last writing a CDXN,
your conductor has had a pleasant
holiday in which he enjoyed a
session with G3UUZ but for one
reason or another didn't quite make
it to see G3RPC; walking the lanes
and paths without a thought for
either the Magazine or for radio
of any sort was the main part of the
prescription, even though we may
have missed some pleasing conditions
on the bands. And, praise be, we
are definitely beginning to see the
upswing owing to the new sunspot
cycle; the general indications now
that we can see the whole form for
1976 are that the two bottom months
were March and June 1976, both
with smoothed numbers of 121;
thus March 1976 is being taken as
the start of Cycle 21, which makes
Cycle 20 to have lasted 11.5 years.
At that time, solar flux figures day
by day were doing well to get up to
seventy, while the reports for mid
September 1977 show periods of a
week or more when the flux had not
dropped below 100-so, keep trying!

Ten Metres
Our regular observer, G2ADZ

(Chessington) sent a couple of
reports; his first, through the system,
we haven't yet got to hand, but the
second one was sent direct to let
us know that the week -end of
October 2 was a real humdinger,
with all continents heard, and a
wandering gremlin in the trans-
ceiver which meant his best was
about five watts; VK5GK was
ragchewing with a G for quite a
while; VU2KVI was calling CQ
in the Phone section while a G
station called CQ DX right on top
of him, UA9's, UAO's, UL7AAB,
and an HL with a lot of QSB on his
signal; from Africa 5R8AL, several
ZS, of which Bill managed to attract
ZS6DL and 9G1JN; some weak
W's from Four -land, and weak
Europeans. The band was open as
far as G2ADZ was concerned from
0830 right through to 1950 clock -
time. An interesting thing about
it was the number of G stations
who came out of hibernation, when

normally they just don't appear to
surface. Odd . . . Returning to the
matter of that gremlin, one seems
to recall that the things bred in the
bottom of Fremlin bottles and
danced up and down the wings of
Merlin-engined aeroplanes bringing
all sorts of "interesting" problems in
their wake; the G2ADZ one probably
popped out of a bit of war -surplus
in the junk -box after the warm
weather had brought it out of
hibernation.

Those 21 MHz attic aerials of
ex-G2XC (Horndean) work quite
well on 14 and 28 MHz too; South
Americans and ZE, VP9BA and a
station on the same frequency
sending VEOUNEEEA; the grand
opening seems to have begun on
September 30, on which a couple of
ZS signals were logged; then on
October 1 and 2 a couple of short
sessions at the receiver produced
more ZS's, ZE1CB, ZE3JO (nice
to hear of Mal again), ZC4IO,
5R8AL, all CW, while on SSB
JY3ZH, UA's including UA9CAS,
ZS's, 4X4, 7P8AC, 9G1JX, and
9J2GJ were all booked in.

We have already mentioned the
second letter from G2ADZ; now
we have the first one to hand through
the system, which covers the month
of September. G2ADZ reckons the
band just couldn't make up its
mind, as there were six blank days,
six short -skip days, DX worked/
heard on thirteen days, sometimes
overlapping the short -skip, and five
days when DX beacons were to be
heard but nothing else. The openings
when they did come along were in
the evenings, and built up suddenly
to give contacts with PY2WUZ,
4X4BS, PYIZAE many times,
9G1MK, 4X4WF, ZE2JV,
HKOBKX, and LU5DON ; also
ZS6DL and 9G1JN. On the Gotaway
front one notes a couple of VP8's.
On September 19, there was an
opening to North America, but the
skip seemed to be favouring the
Germans and G2ADZ didn't manage
to raise one although hearing W/,
W4, W8 call areas, plus S9 from
PY and S9 -plus from 5T5ZR.

During a QSO with PYIZAE,
Bill received the information that
the PY beacon, PY1CK had been
QRT for over a year.

Top Band
We have already made a few

comments on the band, in the pre-
amble, but we have reports from
various parts to add to the tale.
GM3YOR has been somewhat
restricted as to his operating time
since he returned from the far
North, but he still managed to
improve his score in the Table-
actually the improvement is not,
sad to say, as much as it looks since
Drew has to admit he forgot how
to score his entry properly. On a
different tack, Drew and Dave,
GM3OLK are looking into the
possibilities of doing O Y and TF
for their DX-pedition next year,
covering all the bands from Top
Band right through to 432 MHz.
They ask if anyone has ideas
on who are the right people to
contact for licences and other
matters they would be pleased to
hear from them.

Like so many of us, G2HKU
(Sheppey) has been a wee bit "under
the weather" during the last period.
In addition the home -end mast is
down for overhaul, which has
brought one end of the "G5RV"
aerial down to seven feet high; this
doesn't seem to make a lot of
difference to the signals in either
direction, but with the feeder in the
apple tree much of the RF is busily
cooking the apples, and when the
weather is a little wet, the VSWR
indicated dances a hornpipe. None-
theless, PAOPN was worked on
SSB, plus CW QSO's with GI3LFH,
GI3PDN, OL4ATY.

Steve at G4EDG (Newton Abbot)
continues to be surprised at the
things happening to him on this
band. One annoyance was to do
several late night stints and hear
assorted W's, who couldn't be
raised as they clearly weren't tuning
the low end. What, Steve plaintively
enquires, can one do about it?
One supposes a call on their fre-
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quency would be worth a try, but
if you raise them it might be an
idea to ask them to keep an ear to
the DX segment down at the
bottom of the band because they
are getting out better than they
realised. Of course the boot can
well be on the other foot too; one
knows of at least one operator who
has missed several DX QSO's
through not listening in the DX
segment; but one should take care
about this sort of thing lest the
idea of the DX Window become
swamped by local QSO's on either
side of the Pond. G4EDG had better
luck in the opposite direction,
though as a result of hearing a lot
of chat about ZL contacts among
the eighty -metre rag -chews. So,
he spent a while searching all
through the September period with-
out any luck, but on the last day
around 0618 ZL3GQ was heard at
a strength of around RST229. This
fired the imagination, so Steve
tried a CQ or two the following
morning, and was amazed to hear
ZL3GQ, this time at 549, giving
him a call in response to the CQ.
Overslept on October 2 because of
lying awake half the night wondering
about it no doubt, but on October 3,
a call of CQ ZL raised ZL3GQ once
more, this time with a nice solid
569 both ways, after which ZL3GQ
was heard to call N6DC-no sign
of the N6DC signal was heard
though. Other QSO's during the
month were with PY1RO and
9H1CG, and between them these
have raised morale considerably
at G4EDG! As a matter of interest,
the aerial at Newton Abbot is in
fact the 7 MHz ground -plane, loaded
at the top by about eighty feet of
wire.

Eighty Metres
One very pleased GM reports

for the first time, namely GM4EQY
(Paisley), he having for the first
time managed to get across the
Atlantic on Eighty SSB, using an
indoor dipole driven by the trusty
TS -520; John says it was almost as
much of a thrill to work K2NN and
W1ZY like this as it was earlier to
grab the first VK on Twenty also
with an indoor dipole.

One reader who never misses the
odd comment on Eighty is G2NJ
(Peterborough); this time he en-
quires how many noticed the way

the band went completely dead
from around 1100z to 1330z during
which period neither he nor G2CAS
could find any phone or CW
contacts, although 7 MHz was still
yielding at least an SM6/MM calling
another SM. Incidentally it is rather
amusing to see the way that G2NJ/M
operates -he sits on the back seat
working CW on 14 MHz with a
Uniden rig while G5NX/M up
front takes care of the two -metre
Phone stuff. On an entirely different
theme, G4DQA, who is on leave
in Sunderland, has been making
enquiries about a /MM licence;
he is after a British call, but is
operating from a foreign tanker.

One or two excellent days, avers
G4DMN (Wirral), with KH6XX
at 0615 as prize of the month.
However the band has suffered from
some degree of disturbance but other
QSO's, all SSB, included C6AEY,
DK3AD/W3, EA9FE, EL0N/MM/
2, KP4DDO, HH2HL, KP4EBH,
PJ2FR, YV1AVO, YV4YC,
DL2RL/YV, VE3PET, X01FG (V01
in disguise), ZD8EW, ZD8RR,
ZL4AP, 4Z4DT, 4Z4MQ,
9K2DR, 9G1JX, 9GOARS and
9Y4NP.

Now we turn to G2HKU, who
seems to have bought some new
batteries, insofar as his QRP input
is now up to 3 watts, with which he
made GI3LFH, GI3PDN and
OL4ATY, CW of course.

Forty
Perhaps the first surprise here is

in the heading to the letter from
G4EAN (Nottingham) who hopes
his letter will reach us in time for
the December issue -clearly no
faith at all! Last time round Ian
was complaining that the SWR on
his aerial had suddenly rocketed
up; the problem was resolved fairly
easily by re -soldering the duff
connection in the co -ax PL259 plug,
and the rather wistful thought
"Wish I could solder! "However,
hope is not given up yet, and Ian
hopes to get the 18AVT trained
before the winter is out.

Trying QRP on Forty seems a good
way of driving one's self round the
bend, but a surprisingly large
bunch do this with some degree of
success, notable G2HKU who offers
SM5AHD.

Stick to the key if you want to
work some real DX, advises

GM3YOR, who used this mode to
work EP2SV, N2US, K3EST,
UL7CAD and PY7AOW.

Next we have G4GIE, who is
down to half power as compared
with Eighty on this band, with 240
milliwatts output to a Joystick
which combination offered him
contacts with DJ7WJ, DM2CZJ,
DF1HF, ON5VC, G3OSZ,
DF3LG, DA2SL, DL8YT,
YU2BOP and F6COB. Meantime
the old rig stands to suffer some
competition, as we are given to
understand that an HW-8 is on the
stocks for some more band coverage.

On now to GW4BLE, who only
made one attack on the band with
the specific intention of working the
Galapagos Is. DX-pedition, an ambi-
tion which was not achieved (Snap!);
on the other hand, as a sort of con-
solation prize, SSB QSO's were made
with KZ5DG and LU5OI.

Another one who didn't listen
much was G4DMN, although he
does admit to a couple of morning
sessions which brought him SSB
QSO's with HC1AL, HI8SRH,
OA4VR, PJ2FR, VK2WC,
VK3BKM, VK7CK, ZL3GQ,
ZL4IJ, WA1SQB/VP9 and 9GOARS.

It is now forty years since G6TC
(Wolverhampton) first got his ticket,
and Ted is as active as ever; at the
moment it is 7 MHz where the DX
is being hunted, and the month
brought in 50 VK/ZL QSO's, the
star turns being VK3MR and
VK3VJ, both of whom have been
worked in the morning and the
evening times. In addition, Ted
notes W5, W6, W7, VE5, PY, LU
and KH6, all worked on CW with
an inverted-vee dipole fed with
balanced feeder.

Strays
An interesting come -back to that

piece about Poldhu (October issue,
p. 475) came in the letter from
G3CED, writing basically to note
that work is far too thick on the
ground for him to spend time on the
air; George says he recalls the
broadband effect of spark being
used during W.W.II, as a means of,
hopefully, putting off the early
radio -controlled flying bombs being
thrown at H.M.S. Beaufort; because
the control frequency was not known,
they rigged a primitive and quite
untuned fixed spark which, if
nothing else, clobbered all channels
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TOP BAND/TEN METRES COUNTY/COUNTRY LADDER
Starting date January

TOP BAND
1, 1977

TEN METRES
Call AM CW SSB Countries Total AM CW SSB Countries Total

GM3YOR 160 14 174 2 20 22

G4FJU 30 68 68 13 179

G4A.E.1 50 30 12 6 98

Scoring is on the following basis: one point per county worked on SSB, two per county on CW, three per county worked on
AM; two points for county AM/SSB QSO's, each end to score two points in the appropriate column for the mode used. No
other cross -mode working permissible. Countries score one point each regardless of mode.

on the ship. The captain claimed the
result of his seamanship was their
survival, PO Tel. Partridge reckons
it was his spark -gap machine. And,
like the Poldhu question, the truth
will never be known!

We now have to hand the results
for the 1977 CQ WW Top Band
Contest, thanks to W1WY, and it
raises some interesting results when
one looks at the actual score break-
down. For instance, it is quite
clear that K1PBW ran well out into
first place, among the Americans,
with a score of 180,432 points.
However, KV4FZ made 385 contacts
which netted him a points score of
270,648. Then we can go on to
G3UBR, who made some 306
contacts which netted a mere 87,250
points. It raises some interesting
questions, one of which is very
definitely that one needs to do more
than just work lots of stations if
the grade is to be made. For a
winning score, one must work at
least 30 countries in the contest,
for a station in Europe. Incidentally,
we should at this point note that
W1WY himself is no slouch at Top
Band operating, as his log showed
some 160 QSO's and the first W to
F QSO into the bargain. Frank
notes that the 1978 battle is slated
for 2200z Friday evening January
27 until 1600 on Sunday January 29,
giving a total of some 42 hours of
activity, through which you need
to keep up a steady QSO rate of one
every six minutes or so throughout
the time! Rules are the same as last
year, but with more stress on the
penalty and disqualification criteria
this time. This means careful log
work, and the result should be
mailed to: CQ 160 Contest, 14
Vanderventer Avenue, Port Washing-
ton, L.I., N.Y. 11050, with a post-
mark no later than February 28,
1978.

Verulam Club Contest is down
for a four-hour shortie, 0900 to
1300z, the two -metre one dated
November 27, and the Top Band
one December 11 -details from
G4DUS at the appropriate address
which is given in the Club Secretary':
box associated with the "Clubs"
piece.

The CQ WW DX Contest has its
Phone leg on October 29/30, and
the CW one November 26-27, from
0001 Saturday to 2359 Sunday all
times GMT of course. Exchange
RS(T) report plus your CQ Zone.
QSO points three for each one
outside your own continent, same
continent one point, same country
no QSO points but one for the
Multiplier. Multiplier to be one for
each Zone worked, and one for each
country worked. Final score is the
sum of the total QSO points, times
the sum of the Zone and the Country
Multiplier. Logs postmarked before
December 1 for the Phone or
January 15 for the CW contests to
CQ WW DX Contest Committee,
14 Vanderventer Avenue, L.I., N.Y.
11050, USA.

Looking at the Surprises, one of
the first is hardly in the category
of a surprise, that those 3V8P
contacts included a rubber QSL,
bouncing straight back; on the other
hand, we hear that after all this
time, some WG1JFK QSL cards
have surfaced. Changing the
subject dramatically we have it that
VS6DA, during a recent VK trip,
broke the world record for a hot-
air balloon by rising to 30,500 feet,
some 500 feet above the previous
best; contact being maintained up
to 1200 feet as VK6XB/BM with
VK6RU, while VK6AO was in the
ground crew.

Fifteen
Not unexpectedly it's been a bit

up-and-down, with most of the
activity in a North -South polarity,
but it has been doing its stuff in a
far more enthusiastic -making way
than of yore; so let's look in the
box.

GW4BLE found it in very good
shape, even opening on occasion to
the West Coast USA. SSB was used
to hook up with 3D6BP, VP8PL (S.
Orkneys), KPBRI, KP4BPJ, S88TH,
ZS6BNO, ZS2MI, FR7BI,
5H3KS, 5Z4KW, 7P8BC,
A2CZV, EL3T, SU1CR, 9G1JX,
9GOARS, VU2DK, 9K2DR,
4Z4MQ, K6NA, STORK, ZE1CH
and 9J2WS.

"CDXN" deadlines for the next
three months -

December issue -
November 3rd

January issue -December 1st
February issue -January 5th

Please be sure to note these dates!

Openings to the West Coast are
also mentioned by G4DMN, who
connected with A4XHA, GD3FXN,
GW4BLE, HZ1A13, HK3AWY, JR1,
N6KA, S88TH from Transkei,
K5DUT, WA6NGJ, WOFXY,
KOSA (Colorado), YN1PJ, ZP5RA,
4Z4MQ and 9J2CB.

"Varying from very good to
very bad" about sums up the views
of ex-G2XC; he heard A2CVL,
HD8CD, JA's, KOWIQ/DU2,
KG6JIH, KX6BU, P29BB, P29JF,
S88TH, VS6HF, lots of W6 and W7,
several YB's, ZS2MI, 5H3KS,
5V7WT and 9N1MM.

G3NOF, cautiously, says he has
found conditions good at times.
Morning openings both long and
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short paths to JA, Africans in the
later afternoons, preceded by open-
ings to VU, AP, 9V1 and so on,
with the usual North Americans
from noon to midnight, but with
deep QSB and fading out. South
America has been noted later in
the evenings, all adding up to QSO's
with C5AAP, CE1NF, CE3PY,
CP1BP, CX6AM, KK3DFT,
K5EJO, KH6JJD/VQ9 (Diego
Garcia), KP4DLC, KP4ERR who
got this call for the Virgin Islands
out of the FCC computer instead of
the more usual KV4 prefix,
LU6DWA, N7ZL, PT2TF, PY2AKJ,
PY8JO, S88TH, VP2AZB,
VP2SAG, VU2KMK, WA4FZG/
KV4, WA7NJI, WB5SFS,
WD5BHA, WB5DKS, ZD7SD,
ZP5CBE, ZS1EZ, ZS1JJ,
ZS6HE, 9J2WS, 9L1NP and 9L1SE.

A first report from an old call:
G2DHV (Sidcup) back on with 50
watts to a dipole. George offers
SM7EDI/MM, VK8GG, VR4BT,
KG6JIH, SU1IM, F6EBN/MM,
J28AY, 9J2B0, OZ5MM/MM near
Togo, ZS6BRJ, VU2BAI with a
very good signal, 9Y4FG and
9Y4TR.

For GM3YOR there
QSO's to EA9EO, LU3EX,
PY1BOA, UK9ADZ, UK9CAE,
UK9CBD, UK9SAY and UV9AH.

A new reporter is GI4GDV
(Lisburn) who has been giving 21
MHz quite firm notice of arrival,
starting on September 2 with a
string of South Americans, followed
later by W6's in a bunch, and so
through the month: 5N2NAS,
KP4ERR (this chap seems to have
puzzled lots of people -wonder
how long it'll take the authorities
to sort it out ?) HZ1AB, TU2HH,
UD6DFD, UK9QAA, A4XGY,
OD5IZ, 4Z4UZ, JA6FIO, 9K2F0,
A9XCD, ZS6ADQ, "SC6BPQ,"
S79DF, ZP5AP/P8, SV1TSL,
KZ5CA, CT3AF, 9K2F0, lots of
W's, and on October 2, from 1000z
a veritable string of JA's, while an
evening look produced East Coast
W's plus HI8XBH.

Twenty

Last this time, but by no means
least -in fact the picture overall is
livelier than one has seen for quite
a while.

Our first reporter this time is

G4DJY (St. Annes-on-Sea) who
mentions heavily restricted operating
time at the moment, although the
attempt is made to get on for a half-
hour daily. Stations worked in-
cluded contacts in all continents
although, as he says, none of them
is "much to write home about"
save for CR9AJ and P29JS. The
countries score is now up to 130
worked, and 91 confirmed and -he
has operated phone this month!

G4GIE is down to 240 milliwatts
by the time he reaches 14 MHz, but
he still managed to get through to
ISOYDD, UA1QAU, UB5ZP,
F8PM, F6BRF, DK9AY, DK8EI.
HA7KTM, UK3MBQ and UW3ZK,

Next on the list is G3ZSU (Maid-
stone) who says he has thrown away
the Top Band aerial and put up a
Delta loop on Twenty. He had a
go with it one evening and got a
spate of TVI complaints which
were thought to have been cleared
up years ago. Nevertheless there
were a few W's put in the log, with
a W7 notable, LU, P Y, plus an
early -morning long -path opening to
VK5QG. On a different tack al-
together, Shaun mentions that he
took his rig to EI with him for the
summer holiday. To Get an EI
licence one has to apply for each
band separately, and Top Band is
the subject of a special permit under
the Wireless Experimenters Act
and needs a good reason and several
weeks delay before one sees the
permit turn up. It also takes
several weeks to get any sort of
"ticket" through and G3ZSU thinks
it is not unreasonable to allow three
months after the forms have been
filled in. An address is required and
it should be transmitted upon the
commencement of each QSO and
at each thirty minutes.

GW4BLE found things excellent
in the mornings over the long path,
which in any case is his best take-
off area. All contacts were on SSB,
with FM7WV, FP8DF, P29JS,
VS6MM, 9L1JM, HD8GZ,
C9MDB, KZ5JM, TI2CAP,
HI8MDB, YN1KL, VP2LDD,
VP2LDJ, S88TH, PJ3BW, HP1JC,
9Y4LR/M, 9Y4NP, 4079WARC,
VU2DK, PJ2FR, 9G1JX,
9GOARS, 5V7WT, FB8ZL,
YS1RRD, YS1GMV, CP1AT,
8P6FU, HP1SI, OA4BI, OA7MZ,
JY9VK, VK1 to VK8, ZL1-4.

Like pretty well everyone else,
G4DMN mentions the longpath
JA openings around 0730z. Richard
worked C6AEY, HD8CD, JA,
HCIBL, JE1SSE, VK2-VK6, ZL,
4S7DA, 7P8BC, K4YT/8R1,
9M2DW, and 9M2EE.

In a rather throw -away line, Ted,
ex-G2XC remarks that his pair of
"W8JK" aerials in the loft for 21
MHz also function, for listening at
least, on Twenty, although the
directivity is not quite so good -and
different. Nevertheless VK's and
ZL's have been heard.

The later band -openings mentioned
previously caused G3NOF to ask
his locals, and their observations
tallied nicely. In the mornings the
JA's are in by 0730z, preceded by
VK/ZL, and some West African
openings have been noted at this
time too, although not much from
the Pacific (which G3NOF reckons
might be in part owing to the
effect of his new working -hours).
SSB QSO's have been made with
DKlYG/HBO, DU1MEL, HZ1TA,
HZ1TB, I4LCK/IH9, K7LUH/CY6,
KH3CHC, KL7HQW, N7ML,
P29JS, TT8SM, TU2GA, U6OS,
UKOLAD (Zone 19), UWONE also
in Zone 19, VE6TD, VE6UX,
VK3ABH, VK3AGG, VK3MO,
VK4IV, VK5QI, W6RHC, W5QKZ,
W5TYQ (New Mexico), W7APA,
W7LQQ, W7OF, W7VV, WA7GVM,
WA7LCP, WB70F0, W7MR, both
in Utah, WDOAOY in Colarado,
ZL2NY, 4079WARC, 9G1JX, and
9GOARS.

For G4EAN there is the promise
of more next month; but for the
moment Ian has had to be content
with VO1FN, VE3FMI, VE6DX
and VP9IR.

Up in the Kingdom of Fife
GM3YOR came out fighting, the
CW going out to overcome EP2IA,
DL2RL/YV6, LU6ACA, LU9FAZ,
PY4CZ, UK6KAA, UI8LBA,
UA9ABV, UK9CBD, VE1BKB,
W6PN, WA6TLA and 8P6IM.

Finale
You have it all there for this

month; for the next offering look
into the box in the body of the
column, which gives the dates.
Address, as ever, is to CDXN,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts, Herts. AL6
9EQ. Till then, good DX.
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THE QRP SCENE, 1977

Worldwide Activity

FOLLOWING a period of ever increasing effort and
enthusiasm the United Kingdom has emerged as the

world centre of QRP activity, closely followed by the
Western European mainland. In the UK most activity
revolves around the G-QRP Club which during the
past three years has built up a membership totalling
19 countries. Main centre of West European mainland
activity is the Benelux QRP Club, embracing the Belgium/
Netherlands/Luxembourg complex, and the QRP section
of the German CW activity group, which also includes
HB stations. Although not yet formally organised there
is also considerable activity in France, and during QRP
contests the Italians, Czechoslovakians and East Germans
appear in considerable numbers. Adding to this wide-
spread activity in the U.S.A., Japan and other areas,
produces a picture of steadily increasing world-wide QRP
operation.

DX Working is Commonplace
To many QRO operators the words "QRP contact"

conjure up a picture of two stations desperately trying to
hold an RST 339 QSO over a distance of 100 miles.
Nowadays nothing could be further from the truth.
Some examples may illustrate this point: in the 3 watt
class, DJ1ZB, G3KPT and G8PG already have over 50
countries confirmed, and many other stations are near
this total. During the January 1977 DL QRP Contest
GM3OXX, running 2 watts to a dipole, worked 28
countries and four continents on 14 MHz in 15 hours;
in the same contest G4BUE turned in a score which is
likely to be an all-time record. In the mobile field,
OE1SB has worked some outstanding DX with a 5 watt
rig in a VW Beetle. Portable -the -hard -way is represented
by DL7DO/P who likes to operate from above the winter
snow line; his ski -carried 28 MHz milliwatts have
produced some outstanding contacts, often when the
temperature was so low that the batteries had to be
carried next to the skin to prevent them freezing! Also
in the milliwatt range the work done by G4AYS will be
familiar to all readers of CD XN. In an equally difficult
environment, G4EZF enjoys his QRP with the aid of
some lengths of wire in the roof space of his council flat,
energised by the 5w. c.c. rig recently described in the
Magazine.

VHF/UHF not Forgotten
While a great deal of QRP work takes place on the

HF bands, VHF and UHF are not neglected, with many
G8 + 3s and others consistently using low power. One
outstanding contact was the UK -Canada QSO achieved
by G3NEO when using 5w. on the 70 cm. Oscar up -link;
various other 5w. space contacts were also made. This
work, plus consistent performance on other VHF and
HF bands won G3NEO the G2NJ Trophy awarded
annually by the G-QRP Club. These low power contacts
via Oscar have another significance, however: the next
generation of amateur satellites will allow access by tens

of thousands of amateurs for long periods, and because
of this occupancy rigid power discipline will be essential
if the operation of the satellite is not to be seriously
affected. The maximum recommended power is 100w.
e.r.p., equivalent to lOw. into a beam with 10 dB gain.
As the G3NEO contacts show, however, lower power will
often be effective, and every user of the satellite must be
ready to reduce power whenever conditions permit this.

Research and Experiments Encouraged
Research and experiments, both operational and

technical, are carried out by QRP operators in the UK.
Current subjects include loop aerials for fade -free short
range communication on 3.5 MHz; propagation, includ-
ing exploiting summer E layer appearances on 21 MHz;
and the development of transistor transmitters. It is
anticipated that during the next few months a large scale
investigation into the development of aerials for use in
restricted spaces will begin, and this is scheduled to run
for 12 months. What may prove to be an even more signi-
ficant advance than the introduction of SSB is coherent
CW (CCW). In this method control of the transmitter
and receiver at both stations is by means of a highly stable
oscillator (ideally, stable to within 1 Hz). This oscillator
also drives a clock circuit which controls an el -bug and a
special gated active filter; with the clocks in synchronism,
the el -bug at the sending station can only start a dot or
dash symbol at the instant that the filter at the receiving
station is being gated on. The filter will recognise the
beginning of the symbol and remain on for its duration,
after which it is gated off. The originators of the system
claim that at 12 wpm (9 Hz bandwidth) it provides the
equivalent of a 100 times power increase because it
gives a 20 dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
They also state that in tests between Japan and the U.S.A.
a lOw. CCW signal provided the same communication
effectiveness as a 1 kW conventional CW signal! In the
UK, QRP enthusiast G3FMW is tooling up for the
method, so we may hear of the first UK/U.S.A. CCW
contact before long.

Home Construction is Booming
A complaint never heard in QRP circles is the one

about everybody using the same Oriental black boxes.
A proportion of commercially built rigs are in use, but
the majority of QRP operators build their own gear,
either from kits such as the Heath HW-7 and HW-8, or
from scratch. Designs published in the Magazine are
popular, and these are supplemented by some useful
circuits published in SPRAT, the quarterly journal of the
G-QRP Club. The latter include valve and transistor
rigs for CW, DSBSC and AM developed by enthusiasts
such as G3YUQ, G3IGU, DJ1ZB, W9SCH and G8EPE.
An increasing number of newly licensed stations are
turning to QRP, and it is felt that this is partly due to the
attraction of making contacts with reasonably simple
home -built equipment.

Schedules and Contests
Regular contacts between QRP stations in Europe

are now being organised. Such stations should be looked
for around 3540 kHz, 7040 kHz and 14065 kHz. Activity
is particularly likely on the two higher frequencies
between 1130 and 1200 on Sundays, and on the lower
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frequency between 1400 and 1600 on Sundays; spot
frequencies for QRP SSB are currently being investigated.
Much inter -European QRP working also takes place
during QRP contests. The DL AGCW QRP Contest, a
world-wide affair, takes place twice yearly in January and
July and all bands between F8 and 28 MHz are used.
UK stations often occupy leading positions (details from
G8PG). The RSGB QRP contest, held each April, uses
the 3.5 and 7 MHz bands; this contest is now open to
non-members resident outside the UK. Special QRP
activity weekends are also held regularly. Of course
many QRP stations work DX during the more conven-
tional contests: for instance during the 1976 ARRL DX
Contest two 3 -watt G stations were at one stage averaging
a trans -Atlantic contact every five minutes!

Special Awards

Several highly prized certificates for outstanding QRP
work are awarded by the G-QRP Club; the Club also
awards trophies for outstanding contributions in specific
areas (details from GRJV). Incidentally the Club
welcomes SWLs, and offers them training aids such as
Morse tapes.

Summary

To sum up, despite the low state of the sunspot cycle
the level of international QRP activity appears to have
reached an all-time high. It is characterised by an excep-
tional spirit of friendliness and co-operation.

CORRECTION
The diagram in the article "The Poldhu Story-Fact

or Fiction ?" on p. 475 of the October issue is incorrect

lto2
microseconds

and should have been as shown below. We apologise
to the author G. R. M. Garratt, G5CS-and to readers-
for our mistake.

50,000 microseconds

Probable waveform of the 1901 Poldhu transmitter. Each "train" of oscillations comprised a single swing ofenormous amplitude, the successive waves dying away within microseconds. There was then an interval
of 50,000-100,000 microseconds (1 /20th -1 110th second) before the next spark generated a fresh train of oscilla-tions. Since all the energy (3-5 kW.) was radiated within the very brief period (1-11 microseconds)of each trainof oscillations, it is probable that the power in each initial half -wave exceeded 100 megawatts with thegenerationof very powerful harmonics in the HF frequency band.

TESTING A MUSEUM PIECE
F. H. WALKER, ex-G4TX/G5AX

WHEN visiting the Science Museum at South Kensing-
ton in 1926 I noticed that there was very little SW

gear on exhibition, so I wrote to the Curator asking if
he would be interested in a receiver as used by many
amateurs of that period. He was interested, and I built
the Rx in the spring of 1927, and presented it to the
Museum.

I saw the Rx on exhibit on a few visits to the Museum
over the years, but gave the matter little thought until I
retired from the film recording business in 1973. Looking
over old logs of the '20s etc., I thought of the Rx and
a photograph of it which was lost and wrote to the Direc-
tor of Telecommunications at the Museum asking for
a copy. The Director kindly sent the photo and this
led to a visit to the Museum in July 1976 when it was

suggested that I had the Receiver at my home to
evaluate its ability after fifty years!

The circuit was the popular Reinartz "Det & One
Step" of those days, with Gecophone slow-motion all-
brass variable condensers, S.L.F., air spaced "low loss"
coils 3in. dia., a Ferranti AF3 intervalve transformer,
a Bowyer Lowe HF choke, and a Mullard PM5A
detector followed by a PM6 LF valve. To try out the
receiver a dry battery was used for the filaments, and
54 volts of HT from PP3s; the only phones I have are
low impedance so a small transformer was added in the
plate circuit.

My aerial is only 20 -ft. high and 50 -ft. long: when
first connected the Rx was very noisy owing to the oxide
on the variable condenser contacts, and the large doils
picked up mains hum from the shack wiring (not in
conduit). These troubles were soon cured, and reception
on 7 MHz and 14 MHz quickly obtained. On CW
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selectivity was very good and many of the SW Broadcast
stations received clear of QRM. With the coils provided,
the coverage was from 7 MHz to about 18 MHz and the
amateur bands and a few "marker" stations enabled a
graph to be made of the frequency range of the three
coils. This showed the excellence of the S.L.F. con-
densers.

It was on a similar Rx to this that I received Australia
on November 12th, 1924, the reception being reported
in the Press the following day (this being the first amateur
reception of that country in England, the transmitter
being A3BQ, Box Hill, Victoria).

When the receiver was constructed there was no
mains supply within 1 -mile, and that was DC, so the
matter of hum pick up on the large coils was never
dreamed of! On the amateur bands the best reception
was on 14 MHz where W's, K's, and very many European
stations were received on CW; SSB was not so well
received. I feel that the quality of Morse from amateur
stations is much better these days, and noted the use of
electronic keys.

Until a few years ago I was using a CRO Rx, and feel
that as far as CW goes the Museum Rx would hold its
own with the CRO, but would require a little more skill
in handling.

My interest in radio started in 1920 when a weekly
paper "The Scout" published an article on making a
crystal set for the reception of ships, FL (Eiffel Tower),
MPD (Poldhu), etc., and having built this Rx
listened to MPD's Wx reports sent at 12 w.p.m. until
the code was mastered; the following year a one -valve
set was made and the SW listening started. In 1922 the
Transatlantic Tests were held in the December, and a
number of Americans on 200 metres were heard. The har-
monics from the arc transmitter GBL at Leafield, Oxon.,
caused a lot of QRM. Much midnight oil was burnt in

+60V
HT

OV

Schematic of the Science Museum SW receiver

the mid '20s, QSL cards being greatly in demand!
A transmitting licence with the call G5AX was

obtained in 1925 and QRP work on 100 metres with a
DE5 valve, a Hertz antenna, and 120v. HT allowed a
QSO with Canada and the States. It was also in this year
that I met my lifelong friend Tom Dearlove, G3FMN,
and together we conducted many experiments with a
W.E.205 valve on 5 metres. In 1929 I was working with
Western Electric Co. installing cinema sound equipment
and from then on, except for a period during the War,
no further radio work was done, but in the '50s I re -
licensed and obtained the call G4TX, worked QRP on
7 MHz, and later on 28 MHz with a rotary beam obtaining
phone QSO's with many K's and W's.

In conclusion I feel that I was very lucky to have
experienced the joys of early amateur radio when the SW
bands were so free from QRM, and a new signal gave
one's heart a faster beat!

Fred Walker with the receiver descrided in his article.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS

By "Club Secretary"

BEFORE we get down to the gory details and doings
for this time, we have a plea for help: a letter from

a young SWL who lives in Fressingfield, which is near
Diss, in Norfolk, and wants to join a club. The nearest
clubs of which we know are Ipswich, Norwich and
Stowmarker; does anyone know of a nearer one, or if
not will any member of one of these clubs who goes
anywhere near Fressingfield on his way to meetings
please get in touch with: W. Pretty, 7 Priory Crescent,
Fressingfield, Diss, IP21 5PL.

The South -East
As usual numerically the largest pile; either the rest of

the country is less "clubbable" or they have a dislike of
being known!

November's programme for Harrow is all taken at
Roxeth Community Centre, Scott Crescent, West Harrow.
Friday, November 4 sees three short lectures being given
by members, the subjects being respectively Op -Amps,
Flip -Flops, and FETs. A week later, on 1 1 th there is an
informal and on 18th G4AUF will talk about Micro -
Processor Applications; and on 25th the month is
rounded off nicely with a Bring and Buy Sale.

Milton Keynes Hon. Sec. isn't standing for re-election
this year; a pity from our point of view since he was
one of the few who organised things to help us get it
right. Sadly the October date is now past-it was a
visit to the Whitbread brewery in Luton; but on Novem-
ber 14, they have Brian Wilks from Wolverton College
of Further Education, who will be taking as his theme
"Aerial Polar Diagrams."

All we can say for Echelford is that their Hq. is at
St. Martins Court, Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middle-
sex, on the second Monday and the last Thursday of
every month; but the details as to what is going to happen
on these dates are not given; if you must know before
you make a firm decision to attend, contact the Hon.
Sec. at the address in the Panel.

It is the first and third Thursdays as a routine for the
Cray Valley chaps, their Hq. for these being at the
United Reformed Church Hall, 1 Court Road, London
SE9. We don't have details on these two, but we can tell
you that the annual Buffet -Dance will be on November
19, at Tudor Barn.

A wee bit further southwards now: South -East Kent
YMCA who foregather every Wednesday evening at the
YMCA, Godwyn Road, Dover. An interesting feature
is that the gang have talk -in arranged on GB3KR for
any visitor to any meeting.

At Maidenhead they have a room at the Red Cross
Hall, The Crescent on the first Thursday and the third
Tuesday in each month, and they always have something
of interest organised.

Sad to say, the Surrey newsletter, which is usually
so good, this time fails to tell us the Hq. address, and
we are too far ahead for the meeting details; however,

we have the first and third Wednesdays for the calendar,
and the name and address of the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

On to Sutton & Cheam; their newsletter, like so
many others in the London area, carries comments on
the problems with GB3LO. However, to return to our
theme, we can say that this crowd have two homes-
Sutton College of Liberal Arts, Cheam Road, Sutton and
Ray's Social Club, London Road, North Cheam.
However there isn't any clear definition of the pattern
of future meetings so we have to refer you to the Hon.
Sec.-see Panel.

It's a very rare club that is so healthy that it has a
clubroom capable of holding sixty and yet is having to
seriously consider restricting membership! This is the
case with Bournemouth (Wessex A.R.G.), and long may
it continue. They can be found on the first and third
Fridays, at the Dolphin Hotel, Holdenhurst Road, at
7.30 for 8.0. November 4 is down for a talk by G3AA0
on Air Traffic Control Communications, while on 18th
G3BRW will be talking and showing slides of visiting
radio contacts in the Seychelles and Australia.

November 19 it is for Crystal Palace, when they will
be hearing a talk and demonstration by Catronics, at
Emmanuel Church Hall, Barry Road, London SE22.
They also have an informal, but since this is at member's
homes a contact with the Hon. Sec. would be courteous
before a visit.

DON'T FORGET THE 1977 MCC ! !

NOVEMBER 5th and 6th
See p. 489 of the October issue for rules, etc.

Now we come to Verulam who have their Hq. hidden
away in the Market Hall, St. Peter's Street, St. Albans,
with plenty of room for a large attendance-which they
get regularly thanks to a live -wire committee. They are
even organised to the extent that a PA system is brought
along to each meeting for the benefit of the speaker in a
room where the acoustics are not too good. The "main"
meeting is at the Hq. above on the fourth Thursday in the
month, while on the second Thursday there is an informal,
held in the R.A.F. Association Hq. in Victoria Street,
St. Albans.

Quite a large September issue of the Reigate "Feed-
back" with a couple of cartoons, and extracts from the
issue of fifteen years ago. However, when we turn to
the dates, we find them all neatly listed out on the
front page: November 8 for the Natter session at the
Marquis of Granby, and November 22 for G3NPF to
talk about Printed Circuits.

A nice idea at Southdown, who are hoping to put on
a Home-brew Gear Demonstration possibly in liaison
with the Eastbourne Model Flying Club, on November 7,
the venue, as usual being the Chaseley Home, South
Cliff, Eastbourne. Looking forward to December, on
5th there is the Annual General Meeting.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick are based on Chiswick
Trades and Social Club, 66 High Road, Chiswick,
London W4. November 15 will be devoted to a report
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on the club entry in MCC.
There isn't any data on the meetings of Mid -Sussex

in the Newsletter-it is rather more taken up with the
fact that everyone who takes on the Editorship seems to
suffer some misfortune in the way of health! So-all
we can do is suggest you contact the Hon. Sec. for the
needed information, and take the chance to commiserate
with them! The venue, by the way, is Marle Place Further
Education Centre, Burgess Hill.

Time was when we used to hear from Maidstone
YMCA as regularly as clockwork; and the club scribe
says this state is going to be restored-good for him!
The venue is the "Y" Sportscentre, Melrose Close,
Cripple Street, Loose, Maidstone, Kent, every Friday.
The first and third Fridays are devoted to the beginner,
although of course everyone is welcome; November 11
is down for a visit to the new Kent Police Hq., and on
25th another talk by G8HLE, the subject this time not
known at the time of writing. And of course, November
5/6 will be MCC weekend, for which it is threatened to
put G3TRF and it's thumping great signal back on the
air.

Midlands
Firstly, a couple of new ones. The first is called

Foster Cambridge Amateur Radio and Electronics Club,
based on Foster Cambridge Ltd. Sports and Social
Club, Howard Road, Eaton Sown, St. Neots. Out-
siders who are interested are welcome to join as Associate
members-this is the normal situation where a club has
its Hq. in a company's social club. At the moment, the
crying need is for some licensed amateurs-believe it or
not they have eleven members chasing May's R.A.E.,
but not a single licensed member yet on the books.
Details, from -the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

Our second newcomer is at Bury St. Edmunds where
the group get together on the second Monday in each
month at 29 Angel Hill, which appears to be the G3GBB
spot, at least until they can get up the numbers enough
to justify looking round for Hq. and setting things up
formally. Details from G3IRM at the address in the
Panel. For both these clubs, our best wishes and hopes
for long-term success.

Stockport have November 9 and 23 booked at
Blossoms Hotel, Buxton Road, Stockport; the former
for a talk on Astronomy and the latter for the Construc-
tion Contest. Looking on to December we see the AGM
on December 14, the December 28 date being scrubbed.
Incidentally, the group now have 110 licensed members
which must come close to a record number.

It's not so many moons ago that the Hon. Sec. at
Hereford was beefing at low attendances-this time he
can record a headcount of thirty at the last meeting, so
they must be doing the right things. They have their
bookings on the first and third Fridays in the month,
and this gives November 4 and 18th, at County Control,
Civil Defence Hq., Gaol Street, Hereford.

An inaugural meeting is to be held at the Old Bakery
Chester Walk, Cheltenham on November 3-this will
be the first session of the combined Cheltenham club and
RSGB group, plus some non-members of either; this has
come about by way of a lot of planning, a lot of give -
and take, and above all, a lot of good will on all sides.
Let us hope the combination goes from strength to

strength. For the moment, and until we have any firm
news .of a change, we will put the RSGB group Hon
Secs, name and address in the Panel, that being the most.
recent information we have.

Mid -Warwickshire don't often report to this piece,
but they are announcing their Autumn/Winter programme
by way of a newsletter which reached us. From this we
see they have moved from their old place to 61 Emscote
Road, Warwick, there they now have the first and third
Mondays in each month. November 7 is given over to
a talk and demonstration of TV Cameras and Monitors,
and on 21st SWL Smith will be talking about Contests
and Awards open to SWL's-he himself has brought
home the Continent and the World award in ISWL
contests so he knows what it's all about.

The Wolverhampton Newsletter usually has something
of interest, and orrgsionally the shafts of wit from the
Vice -President, apparently acting as typist, can strike
hard, right on target . . . but at other times? Seriously,
the group foregather at Neachells Cottage, Danescourt
Road, Stockwell End every Monday. November 7
sees G8EDG and G3UBX talking and demonstrating the
FRG -7 receiver while on 14th there is a Natter Nite in
the Club room. The Junk Sale on 21st will be a bit more
complex than usual-on the one hand the Junk Sale, and
on the other the flea -market. The only reservation the
committee make (and we are surprised that no club to
the writers' knowledge has ever done this) is that any
item brought to the clubroom for sale must be removed,
or it will become club property and subject to resale.
The final date in November is 28th, on which the com-
mittee meeting takes place.

The group associated with Nunsfield House, Alvaston,
Derby have their AGM on November 4, while on 11th
they have a talk on the GB3DY repeater by members of
the repeater group concerned; and on 18th there is a
Surplus Sale. On November 25, someone un-named is
going to try and take a peek at the future in terms of
electronic component developments-a brave man
indeed!

Deadlines for "Clubs" for the next three months-
(For December issue-October 28th)
For January issue-November 25th
For February issue-December 30th
For March issue-January 27th

Please be sure to note these dates!

Another of the once -a -week clubs is at South Man-
chester, where the Hq. is at Sale Moor Community
Association, Norris Road, Sale on Friday evenings.
G3HZM will be bringing in a bit of nostalgia for the
OT's when he talks about the club history on November
4, and on 11th the "inner -man" is comforted by the Annual
Dinner. November 18 is set aside for Mr. B. Moreman
to talk about "Ionospherics in Antarctica." Finally on
November 25, G3LEQ discusses and demonstrates some
VHF/UHF gear. In addition to all this, there are still
informal VHF sessions at the Club Shack, Greeba,
Shady Lane, Baguley.

Its AGM time for Peterborough, at the Scout Hut,
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Occupation Road, on Friday November 18, the start
being timed for 7.30.

November 8 is down for a Giant Surplus Equipment
Sale, while December 13 is the AGM, says Bury's Hon.
Sec., who adds that they also have every Tuesday booked
at Mosses Community Centre, Cecil Street, Bury.

Up North
Our first from this neck of the woods is Northern

Heights, still getting together at the Peat Pitts Inn,
Ogden, Halifax on alternate Wednesdays. November 2
is shown as a Junk Sale, November 16 as the "Wakefield
Project"-whatever that may be, it's probably meaningful
to the members!-and November 30 is a Quiz with the
White Rose side.

York next, at the United Services Club, 61 Mickle-
gate, York, where the routine is a bit puzzling even for
the members; they turn up on Fridays except the third
one in each month. November 11 is a special date for
them, as they will be receiving a talk from the Vero
Electronics representative.

Now to East Lancs. which is the name of the group
serving the Blackburn area; the only snag about their
newsletter is that it doesn't mention anything about
Hq., dates, subjects or whatever; although to be fair,
the Hon. Sec.-we assume-noted October 6 on the
front cover, which we suppose implies the first Thursday
in the month. More details from the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

A change of venue for Wakefield is indicated; the
aerials and facilities at the old place were not enough
to balance out the pleasanter surroundings at Holme-
field 8 sees them
"away" from either place, as they are going to the Rose
and Crown, Methley for a Pie and Pea Supper. However,

they are back in Holmefield House again on November
22 for an evening on the Two -Metre Transceiver Project.

Another new club appears; this one is called the
Edinburgh and District, and would appear to be a re -birth
of the Pioneer club which died for lack of a more suitable
Hq. The group now have Hq. at the premises of the
Edinburgh Astronomical Society-most appropriate
as some of the members have interests in Radio -
Astronomy, sunspots and similar things. For all the
details on what sounds from the newsletter to be a lively
youngster of a club, contact the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

Away West
This covers Wales, the West Country, Ireland's

two parts-with just two reports!
The first is from Cornish; they never miss sending

along a copy of the "Link" with all the news and views.
From it we recall that they get together on the first
Thursday in each month at the S.W.E.B. Clubroom, Pool,
Camborne; we don't at the time of writing know what
they in fact organised for the November date but it is
sure to be of interest.

Yeovil have sent out a circular to all in their "catch-
ment area" known to be interested in our hobby, setting
out what they have to offer in the way of facilities-which
seem to be quite a lot. The Hq. is now at Building 101,
Houndstone Camp, where they can be found on any
Thursday. Thus, on November 3, G3BEC and G3NOF
induce some nostalgia with a combined effort on pre-
war amateur radio, and on 10th the members will be
bringing along their slides of radio interest; it's the mem-

17th, this time giving five-minute talks,
and the month is rounded out by G3BMO talking about
SSB. This idea of a circular to all the locals is a good

Names and Addresses of Club Se
ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH,

188 Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London W3 8LB.
(01-992 3778.)

B.A.R.T.G.: J. P. G. Jones, GW3IGG, Heywood, 40 Lower
Quay Road, Hook, Haverfordwest, Dyfed SA62 4LR.

BOURNEMOUTH (Wessex ARG): G. D. Cole, G4EMN, 6
St. Anthony's Road, Bournemouth (20027), B112 6PD.

BRISTOL CITY (RSGB): B. L. Goddard, G4FRG, 2 Green-
field Park, Portishead, BS20 8HQ. (Bristol 848140.)

BURY: E. R. Thirkell, G4FQE, 59 Oulder Hill Drive, Bamford,
Rochdale.

BURY ST. EDMUNDS: P. Lumb, G3IRM, 14 Linton Gardens,
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 2DZ.

CHELTENHAM (Combined): G. D. Lively, G3KII, 26 Priors
Road, Cheltenham (34785), Glos.

CORNISH: H. F. Adcock, 1 Bowglas Close, Castle Road,
Ludgvan, Penzance TR20 8HD. (Cockwells 562.)

CRAY VALLEY: J. M. B. Tripp, G3YWO, 57 Cathcart Drive,
Orpington (38199), Kent.

CRYSTAL PALACE: G. Cluer, G4AVV, 24 Patterson Road,
Upper Norwood, London SE19 2LD. (01-653 4340.)

DERBY (Nunsfield House): I. Cage, G4CTZ, 25 Petersham
Drive, Alvaston, Derby DE2 OJU.

EAST LANCS: E. A. Lomax, G4DGR, West End Post Office,
Accrington (34012), BB5 4NQ.

ECHELFORD: R. S. Hewes, G3TDR, 24 Brightside Avenue,
Laleham, Staines, Middx.

EDINBURGH: J. Martin, 22 Ross Gardens, Edinburgh EH9
3BR. (031-6678707.)

FOSTER -CAMBRIDGE LTD.: D. Davis, 10 Springbrook,
Eynesbury, St. Neots, PE19 2DT.

G-QRP CLUB: Rev. G. C. Dobbs, G3RJV, 13IA Mansfield
Road, Nottingham (411546).

HARROW: M. A. Kipp, G4FBK, 43 Southdown Crescent,
South Harrow, Middlesex HA20 OQT. (01-864 1412.)

HEREFORD: S. lesson, G4CNY, 181 Kings Acre Road,
Hereford (3237).

MAIDENHEAD: M. Adams, G3ZLQ, 76 Blind Lane, Bourne
End, SL8 5LA.

MAIDSTONE YMCA: M. Baynham, G3VCW, Le Perquage,
Copperfield Drive, Leeds, Maidstone, Kent.

cretaries reporting in this issue:
MID -SUSSEX: E. J. Letts, G3RXJ, 87 Meadow Lane, Burgess

Hill (3552), Sussex.
MID -WARWICKSHIRE: N. K. Read, G8CXL, 86 Telford

Avenue, Leamington Spa, Warwicks CV32 7HP.
MILTON KEYNES: D. Stimson, G3THC, 108 Cambridge

Street, Wolverton, Milton Keynes (316730) MK12 5AH.
NORTH BRISTOL: K. Osborne, G8KSS, 10 Mortimer Road,

Filton, Bristol BS12 7LF.
NORTHERN HEIGHTS: A. Robinson, G3MDW, Candy

Cabin, Ogden, Halifax (244329) HX2 8XG.
PETERBOROUGH: L. Critchley, G3EFL, 36 Waterloo Road,

Peterborough, Cambs.
REIGATE: F. H. Munday, G3XSZ, 2 Conifer Close, Reigate

(43130), Surrey).
ROYAL SIGNALS: Lt. -Col. (Ret.) Sir E. Y. Nepean, Bt.,

Goldens, Teffont (275), Salisbury, Wilts.
SOUTHDOWN: B. Chuter, G8CVV, 15 Coopers Hill, Willing -

don, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9JG.
SOUTH-EAST KENT YMCA: P. Whatton, G4DCV, 21 High

Street, Dover, Kent CT16 lEB. (0304-206230.)
SOUTH MANCHESTER: W. L. Seddon, G3VIW, 12 Barwell

Road, Sale, Cheshire M33 5FF. (061-973 3355.)
STOCKPORT: G. R. Phillips, G3FYE, 6 Ross Avenue, Daven-

port, Stockport. (061-456 7239.)
SURREY: S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road,

Selsdon, South Croydon CR2 8PB. (01-657 3258.)
SUTTON & CHEAM: J. Korndorffer, G2DMR, 19 Park Road,

Banstead, Surrey.
THAMES VALLEY: R. J. Blasdell, G3ZNW, 92 Bridge Road,

Chessington, Surrey KP9 2ET.
TORBAY: M. Yates, G3UIQ, Top Flat, 23 Waverley Road,

Newton Abbott (3025), Devon.
VERULAM: B. Pickford, G4DUS, "Netherwood," 130 The

Drive, Rickmansworth (77616), Herts.
WAKEFIELD: I. R. Forth, G3WWF, 6 Eastfield Drive, Wood-

lesford, Leeds LS26 8SQ.
WOLVERHAMPTON: 1. Cook, G8EDG, 75 Windmill Lane,

Castlecroft, Wolverhampton WV3
YEOVIL: D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil,

Somerset.
YORK: K. R. Cass, G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York.
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idea, although if all are sent through the mails it could
cost a tidy sum; but certainly the chaps in the Call
Book could be sent theirs by hand-who knows, it may
turn up some new members or bring back some lapsed
ones!

Others
The first of these is the G-QRP Club, which is now

up to 292 members; but will all members please note the
change of address for G3RJV to that shown in the Hon.
Sec. address panel. Doing this will, it is hoped, reduce
the chance of mail going astray and get the information
to the members most quickly. Turning to the club and
its activities, the latest issue of their SPRAT is as usual
full of interesting things-your scribe is already in haste
to get this piece finished and get the old soldering -iron
to work again! Of course the commercial -gear users
are catered for also, by way of the QRP Awards and so
on. In fact this is much more like what we used to call a
club-something for everyone, and everyone helping as
needed.

The letter from HB9AMS about the Jamboree -on -
the -Air event for 1977 was a bit too late for our longer
deadlines, and so for 1977 we've missed the 'bus. All
is not lost though, as we can tell you that the 1978 date
is the weekend October 21-22, 1978-which should
give you time to get ready.

The news from the Royal Signals this time is that each
issue of "Mercury" is going to cost 14p, and forces a
rise in subscription from January 1, 1978. On the other
hand, your scribe is of the humble opinion that the issue
is front of him right now is one of the best he has seen
for a long time. Details from the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

Finale
That's the pile, once again. For next month the

deadline is publication day of this issue-but your
forward dates for three months are as usual, and will
continue to be each month, set out in a "box" in bold
face in the body of the piece. So-let's have your next
lot of news, along with the Hon. Sec. name and address,
the Hq. address details and all the rest of it. Address it
to "Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Meantime, keep up
the good work.

Hold Up!
Just as we were taking this lot to the post, who should

we bump into but Postie-bearing two packets of several -
days -old mail! When we ripped it open, we found
several "Clubs" items so we are adding the gen on the end
of the piece here, and will take in the Hon. Sec's.
various addresses to the Panel by a quick re -typing job.

B.A.R.T.G., with the familiar fist of GW3IGG to
tell us that they have their AGM on November 12, at
London House, Mecklenburg Square, London WC1;
please, members, make the attempt to turn up and give
the committee the advantage of hearing your views.
On a different tack, the "lectures for clubs" programme
goes on, and several thousand miles have been clocked -
up by members going to give talks. And, of course, the
Newsletter-always well worth a read-has now been
turned into "tabloid" shape with the approval of the
readership.

An interesting and off -beat subject for Torbay on
November 26, is Marine Biology, by Mr. L. Jackman.

The Hq. is at Bath Lane, rear of 94 Belgrave Road,
Torquay.

Both our next -two come from Bristol; let us give the
new North Bristol its place first; they foregather at
Romney Avenue, Lockleaze, every Friday evening.
And if you want to take R.A.E. or revise your knowledge,
they are doing a course at the Hon. Sec.'s address-see
Panel.

Next we have City of Bristol RSGB group; their
first request is to clarify the route to Hq. for newcomers:
to get to the Small Theatre, Queens Building, University
Walk, aim yourself for the Wills Memorial Building,
that being a well-known Bristol landmark; University
Walk is just behind that block and has a "continental -
type" barrier entrance. As for the date, that will be
November 28, to include a talk by Gordon Mather,
G3GKA.

It's November 1, if you want to join Thames Valley
at their meetings at Giggs Hill Green Library, Giggs Hill
Road, Thames Ditton, when their speaker will be
G3XZV, who will be talking about that eternal favourite
-Aerials. Looking forward a little, nothing is finalised
for December 6, but on January 3 comes the Grand
Inquisition, in the form of an AGM, something which
all members should do their best to attend.

Geoff Watts, Editor of the world -famous -"DX Newsheet"
1962-1976, has been elected to the "CQ" Hall of Fame in
recognition of his services to amateur radio. Geoff, who
has been associated with Short Wave ilaanne for many
years, will be the subject of an article in a forthcoming
issue ; in the meantime, we send him our heartiest con-

gratulations.
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SEM
P.O. BOX 6, CASTLETOWN, ISLE OF MAN Tel. PORT ERIN (0624) 833714

NEW! SENTINEL V.H.F. TRANSMIT POWER AMPLIFIER AND RECEIVE PRE -AMPLIFIER

A new concept in add on units to improve 2 metre performance on transmit and receive.

On transmit the Power Amplifier produces a power gain of 4, up to a maximum of 12 watts in, for 48 watts out. The circuit is suitable for
all transmission modes with a sophisticated bias stabilisation circuit for correct full power operation rather than the simple diode arrangementnormally used.

The receive pre -amplifier has the same performance as our standard Sentinel or Sentinel Auto.
Supply voltage is 13.6 nominal (12-15v.), 5mA on receive, up to 6 amps on transmit.
Size : 6" x 2" front panel, 4f" deep. Sockets are 50239.
Price £53.00 + VAT = £59.62.
Also available without the receive pm -amplifier at £44.00 + VAT = £49.50.

N E W I THE ONLY ONE AVAILABLE
SENTINEL TOP BAND CONVERTER
Top Band (Marine Band) to 20 metre converter. If you miss being
able to listen on 160 metres this provides the answer. 1.8 MHz -
2.3 MHz in 14-14.5 MHz out. Price £18.00 + VAT = £20.25.
IN STOCK.

2 METRE CONVERTERS
Sentinel D. G. Mosfet converters. These provide a performance
that cannot be beaten. N.F. 2dB, Gain 30dB. Supply 12v. (9-15)
15mA. Size is 2+" x 11" x 31". IFs : 28-30 MHz, 4-6 MHz, 2-4 MHz.

These are also in stock for Marine Band to 28-30 MHz and Satellite
Band to 20-22 MHz. 4 metres to 28-28.7 MHz. Price : £18.00 -I-
VAT= £20.25. IN STOCK.

SENTINEL 2 METRE CONVERTER
Containing a mains power unit and RF gain control. Specifica-
tion as above. Size : 5" x 2" front panel by 5" deep. Price :
£22.00 + VAT= £24.75. IN STOCK.

SENTINEL 2 METRE CONVERTER KIT IF 28-30 MHz
Performance as above converters. Complete unit with box,
connectors, etc. Price : LI 1.50 + VAT = E12.94. We will get
them going if you have trouble for £2.50, so you can't go wrong.
IN STOCK.

70cms. CONVERTERS
The most economical method of listening on 70cms. is our 70cm.
to 2 metre FET converter. N.F. 3dB., Gain 30dB. Price : LI8.00
+ VAT = E20.25. Size : 21" x II" x 3,+". IN STOCK.

SENTINEL 70
70cms. to 28-30 MHz N.F. 3dB., gain 30dB. Size 2+ "x II" x 4".
Price: £20.00 + VAT= £22.50. IN STOCK.

PRE -AMPLIFIERS
We have now sold thousands of these pre -amplifiers and many
who have a V.H.F. unit come back for an H.F. unit or vice versa.
Many of you report to us on the improvement in performance
obtained and we have had no reports of anyone not finding an
increase in sensitivity, I think that we can safely say that they are
the most cost effective units you can buy.

THE SENTINEL AUTOMATIC 2 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
Contains an RF operated relay for connecting straight into your
transceiving aerial co -ax. Performance : IdB N.F., I8dB gain
from selected FETS. Supply I2v. nominal. Price : £13.00 + VAT
= £14.62. B/L sockets standard, SO239s LI .50 + VAT= £1.69.
IN STOCK.

THE SENTINEL STANDARD 2 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
Same circuit as the one above but without the RF switching.
Price : £7.75 + VAT = £8.72. IN STOCK.

THE PA3
Size only about I cubic inch to fit inside your transceiver. N.F.
2dB gain I8dB. Price : £5.57 + VAT= £6.27. IN STOCK.

SENTINEL H.F. PRE -AMPLIFIER. These are wideband pre-
amplifiers from 1-40 MHz. N.F. I dB, gain 15 dB. Input and output
impedances 50/75 ohms. Size : 2+" x II" x 3". Price : £7.00 +
VAT = E7.87.

SENTINEL H.F. PRE -AMPLIFIER with change over relay:
Same specification as above but including a change over relay
for switching straight through. This can be operated by your
transceiver for direct connection in your aerial co -ax. Price :
L9.00 + VAT= £10.12. IN STOCK.

SEM "Z" MATCH
A compact and attractive A.T.U. 80-10 metres tested at 1 kW
into 50 ohms. Slow motion calibrated dials. Size only 8+" x 4"
x 7+". S0239 and screw terminals for co -ax fed or wire aerials.
Balanced or unbalanced. Price : £28.00 + VAT = £31. 50. IN
STOCK.

SEM EUROPA C
Now includes a relay controlled by the ON/OFF switch for
switching the H.F. equipment between the Europa or your H.F.
aerial. I.E. NO PLUG CHANGING.
* Receive converter-2dB N.F. 30dB gain with MOSFETS.
* Transmit converter 200MW drive for 200W input.
* Spurious output-80dB !
* Size only 9" x 41" front panel, 4" deep.
Price only £100 + VAT= El 12.50. IN STOCK.
Complete to plug into Yaesu equipment.
Complete power supply for Europa £45.00 2,- VAT = £50.62.
IN STOCK.

EUROPA SS All solid state Europa.
* Receive converter 2dB N.F. 30dB gain.
* Transmit converter 200MW input for IOW output, capable of

operating into o/c and s/c loads.
* Front panel meter reads P.A. collector current.
* Contains rectifier and smoothing circuits for operation off

12v. a.c. of d.c. Price : £80.00 + VAT = £90.00.

ALL OUR PRODUCTS CARRY A 12 -MONTH GUARANTEE

To order : C.W.O. or credit card. We take credit card orders from anywhere in the world, just send or phone your card number
for same day service.
We welcome trade enquiries from anywhere in the world.
If you require more detailed information or help do not hesitate to ring or write.

ALL OUR PRODUCTS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN LEICESTER FROM THE AMATEUR RADIO SHOP
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LEE ELECTRONICS LID.
ESTABLISHED FOR MORE THAN TWO DECADES

01-723 5521 CLOSED THURSDAYS G8JVL
400 EDGWARE RD., PADDINGTON, W.2

LONDON'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF YAESU 
 ANTENNA SPECIALISTS  STANDARD  ICOM
BANTEX  JAYBEAM 0 REVCO  QM70  ETC.

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Perspex Dust Covers designed and manufactured by us to keep
your Yaesu equipment in mint condition. Suitable for Models
FT101,101B, FL101, FR101, FT201, FTIOIE, FL2I00, FT277, FT288A.
FRG7, etc. Price £4.00 each inc. VAT. Carriage 45p,
FT301, FT221, FT220, FT620, £3.00 each inc. VAT. Carriage 45p.

YAESU MUSEN PRICES -FREE DELIVERY WITHIN UK
FT301T/RX 108-30. 100W.

FT30 I D Digital Readout
'301 £585.00

FT30IS IOW. PEP '301 ... £340.00
FV301 External VFO £62.00
FP301 PSU/speaker £79.00
FP301 D FP301 + Clock,

'dent. 4125.00
FT200B T/RX 3.5-30 ... £249.00
FP200B AC PSU/speaker £54.00
FRG7 RX 5-30 cont. AC/

FT22I R T/RX 2m. All
Mode" ... £339.00

FT223 T/RX 2m. FM 23
chnl. 12v. £139.50

FTV250 Transverter 2m.
12/230v. 4139.00

YD844 Desk microphone £18.00
FRIOIS Rx 1.8-30, 12/

240v. 4299.00
FRIGID De Luxe "S" BC,

FRIOI SD Digital Readout

FRI OIDD Digital readout

SPI 01B External speaker £15.50

FL101 T.X. 1.8-30 MHz
230v. £325.00

FL2100B Linear I '2kW

FTIOIEE T/RX 1.8-30
AC/DC

FTIOIE TX/RX with RF
CLIPR

FV101B External VFO £62.75
FLI 10 Linear amp. ... £117.00
YC221 Digital display ... £72.50
YC500E 500 MHz 0.02

£285.00

YC500S 500 MHz Counter
I PPM ... 4225.00

VC500.1500 MHz Counter
10 PPM

VC601 Dig. Display 101 &
401 £110.00

Y0301 Monitor scope ... £123.50
Y0100 Monitor 2 tone

YP 150 Dummy load/
wattmeter £44.00

QTR24 World time clock £13.00

MICROWAVE MODULES
M MT 144/28 2m. Transverter
MMT432/28 70 cm. Transverter
MMT432/144 70cm. Transverter

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
MMD 050. 50 MHz Counter
MMD 050/500. 500 MHz Counter...
500p Pre -Scaler ...

MMV 1296. 23cm. Varactor

.- £79.00

._ 497.00
4133.00

£62.00
£79.00
£25.00

£30.00

ALL MICRO -WAVE MODULES CAN BE DISPATCHED TO
ANY PART OF THE WORLD POST FREE

MICROWAVE MODULES CONVERTERS
MCC70. 4m. Converter ... £18.00
MCC70/LO. 4m. Converter ... ... ... £20.00
MCC 1 44. 2m. Converter, IF out. 2 -4 -or 28 MHz £18.00
MCC 144/280LO. 2m. Converter £20.00
MCC432/28. 70cm. Converter ... £22.00
MCC432/ 144. 70cm. Converter ... £22.130
A.T.V. 435/51. ATV Converter ... £22.00
MCCI 296. 23em. Converter £25.00

Available with IF 28 or 144 MHz.
All 2m. Converters available with 2-4-12-14-18-28

MHz IF output.

ALL YAESU AND MICROWAVE MODULES SUBJECT TO VAT IN UK
ASP -MOBILE AND BASE STATION ANTENNAS

ASP201. kW. 2m. Mobile ... .. .

ASP2009. a 3 dB 2m. Mobile. NEW MODEL with swivel base
ASP629. W. 2m. Mobile 3dB.
ASP677. a 2m. 3dB Mobile ...
ASP393. 2m. 3dB Mobile ...
ASP. No hole boot mount ...
ASP. Magnetic mount with cable
ASP. Gutter clip less cable... ...

£3.25 ASPE462. 70cm. 3dB Mobile ... ... £7.23
£5.95 ASPE667. 70cm. 5dB Mobile ... £16.90
£7.60 ASPA659. UK 70cm. 5dB Base antenna ... £15.45

f13.50 Special Offer :
£17.00 ASPA680 UK. 6dB 144/148 MHz Co -linear power handling

43.70 350W. Length 12ft. (41.50
£7.95 ALL PRICES OF ASP ANTENNAS + 8% VA
£3.85 CARRIAGE FREE

ICOM IC215. 2m. ... 4144.00
ICOM IC202. 2m. SOB £152.90
ICOM IC22A. I Ow. 2m. £145.00
ICOM IC240. lOw. 2m. 4176.00
Scanner Unit 1C240. £69.50
Battery Charger for IC215/

202 ... £6.95 ± Post 50p
JAY -BEAM

ANTENNAS
ALL MODELS IN STOCK

J.V.L. 6dB 2m. CO -LINEAR

Fully adjustable for maximum gain and minimum S.W.R.
£29.00 Carriage £1.50

KYOCUTO DIGITAL II

IOW. 2m. 400 channel Mobile Transceiver ... f2.3500

F.D.K. RANGE
MULTI Ull. 70cm. mobile £221.00
MULTI -1 I. 2m. Mobile E184.00
MULTI. 2700 FM/SSB £435.00

HELICAL ANTENNAS
2m. with BNC £3.85
2m. with PL259 £3.85
2m. for C I46A, IC215,

TRIO 2200GX £3.25
ALL + VAT + 25p POSTAGE

FRG7 - DIGITAL
Yes. The world famous FRG -7 is now available with digital read-out fitted

in place of kHz dial ... ... Special Price £180+VAT

For customers who already own FRG -7's we can supply the digital
read-out complete with installation instructions £37.00 + VAT

FRG7 Digital £180 FRG7 with analogue dial E145.00
FR7 Perspex cover as illustrated 0.50 All plus 12-1% VAT

SE-HABLA ESPANOL
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BARCLAYCARD
MINIM

VISA

by telephone

Easy terms
up to 3 years

Securicor
delivery

AMATEUR RADIO
EXCHANGE

PROPRIETORS : BRENDA APTAKER, BERNARD GODFREY (G4AOG)

The Aladdin's Cave for the enthusiast, with a secondhand selection that is second to
none. Come and browse . .. Come and buy .. . Come and have a cup of Brenda's coffee
either way ...

AUTUMN LISTENING
Not only . the finest general -coverage syn-

thesised communications receiver
on the market, now available
in two versions . . .

Analogue at L162.00 inc. VAT
Digital at L223.00 inc. VAT

But also . . . available from us with special

2m. converter and accessories,
all for just L17.00 extra.

Phone for details of current stocks - new and secondhand - and
opening hours.

2 NORTHFIELD ROAD, EALING, LONDON, WI3 9SY Tel. 01-579 5311

C.B. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 3, 771 ORMSKIRK ROAD, PEMBERTON, WIGAN, WN5 8AT

Telephone ; Wigan (0942) 216567

WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST IN THE NORTH-WEST
The people with a wealth of technical experience and know how, relating to amateur radio techniques, requirements
and servicing-who will always be pleased to advise and assist in all respects, whether it be Sales, Service or

Information.

HOW TO FIND US :-From M6 junction 26 follow signs for Wigan A577 at first traffic lights (T junction)
turn right towards Wigan. At next traffic lights you are there, BUT turn left and 10 yards further turn right by
telephone kiosk. Premises are slightly to your right. Plenty of parking space. Mileage from motorway mile.
From Wigan follow the A577 Skelmersdale to traffic lights at Fleet Street, Pemberton (Ye Olde White Swan
on your left). Turn right then 10 yards right again. By telephone kiosk. Mileage from Wigan 22 miles.

At list prices :
'J' BEAM
YAESU
UNIDEN
F.D.K.
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS
HY GAIN
C.D.E.
BELCOM
S.S.M.
WESTERN ELECTRONICS

WANTED :
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF S.C.S.
EQUIPMENTS

2M10 80L
HF3 100L
DX555P
PA144N

80W. 144 MHz amplifier. Solid state
100W. 3-30 MHz amplifier. Solid state.
VHF counter with HF Generator.
Low noise 144 MHz pre -amplifier.

SASE for prices and details.

RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS HF or VHF

S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES H.P. AND CREDIT TERM
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YAESU

Transmitting
Equipment sold to
Licensed Amateurs only

AN 10E3C COMPANY

Opposite South Harrow Tube and Bus Stations

SERVICES
194A Northolt Road
South Harrow, Middx
England. Tel: 01-864-1166

YAESU MUSEN ADD 121/2% VAT
FT301 T/Rx I-8-30, 100W

I2v. [485 00
FT30 1 D Digital Readout

'301 6585-00
FT3015 IOW PEP '301 ... £340 00
FV301 External VFO [62-00
FP301 PSU/Speaker L79-00
FP30ID FP301 + Clock.

!dent [12500
FT200B T/Rx 3.5-30 ... £249.00
FP200B AC PSU/Speaker 154 00
FRG7 Rx 5-30 Cont.

AC/DC £145.00
FT22IR T/Rx 2m. "All

Mode." ... L339-00

FT223 T/Rx 2m. FM 23
chnl. 12v. 1139.50

FRIO1DD Digital readout

SPIOIB External speaker L15.50
FL101 Tx 1.8-30 MHz

230v. L325.00
FL2100B Linear 1-2 KW

PIP ... L24800
FT10IEE T/Rx 1.8-30

AC/DC L408.00
FV1010 External VFO ti52.75
YC601 Dig. Display 101

and 401 L110.00
TC301 Monitor scope ... L123.50

Y0100 Monitor 2 tone
osc. 1118-00

TP150 Dummy load/watt-
meter ... L44.00

FF50DX Low pass filter L15.25
QRT24 World time clock L13.00
YD846 Hand mit. ... L7-50
FRIOIS Rx 1-8-30. 12/

240v. 6299.00
FRIOID De luxe "5" BC,

FM ... 1390.00
FRI015D Digital readout

FT2Auto T/Rx 2m. FM
Auto Scan ... L215 00

Sig 80R T/Rx. 2m. FM
80 x 25 kHz 12v.

FTV250 Transvertor 2m.
12/230v. ...

YD844 Desk microphone
YV500E 500 MHz 0-02

P.P.M.
YCSOOS 500 MHz counter

L220.00

L139.00
L113.00

L28500

L225-00
YC500J 500 MHz counter

10 PPM/ ... 115500
YV355D 220 MHz counter

AC/DC L139.00
YC355 35 MHz counter

AC/DC ... L105-00

ROTATORS Inc. Carr. & VAT
AR30 antenna rotator ...
AR40 antenna rotator ...
CD44 antenna rotator ...
Ham II antenna rotator
CD bearing ...
Stolle 2010 antenna rotator ...
Stolle 2030 antenna rotator ...
Stolle alignment bearing ...

BANTEX
VHF WHIPS (Carriage 90p) VAT
BGA FG 2m. fibreglass ...
71:4, 70 MHz fibreglass
144), 145 FG or SS ...
B5 145 MHz FG
BGA SS 2m. s/less steel
B5U 432 MHz
UCL Mid loaded
TLM Trunk lip mount ...
MB Magnetic base

...Unwanted base deduct

 ..

L44.40
I51.70

£106.85
L145-00

L4.21
L46.50
L51.05
L11.25

L8.75
L400
L3.50
L6-35
L8.50
L5.00

8.00
L5-75
L8-50
L13.50

HY-GAIN ANTENNAS Inc. Carr. & VAT
I 2AVQ 10-20rn. vertical 2kW. ...
14AVQ 10-40m. vertical 2kW. ...
I 8AVT/WB 10-80m. vertical 2kW ...
TH3 JNII 10-20m. yagi 600W.
TH3 Mk3 10-20m. yagi 2kW ...
BN86 balun 2kW. ...

L39.90
L5560
£7590

L108-00
C165-00
L13.50

SMC Monitorscope E69.00+8%
VAT

FRG -7 Digital L199.00+12+%
VAT

Available ex -stock -NOW.

Crystal Filters and Crystals

YAESU

FT2F, FT2FB, FT2 AUTO. FT224.
FT223, (6. 12. 18 MHz Tx,
14. 44. 52 MHz Rx).

SIMPLEX 5 (0, 12. 16, 19,
20-24).

DUPLEX R (0-9) and IR (0-9)
T & R.

FT200B, FT301(S), FT221(R),
FTIONEX), FT75(B),
FR10115) all L2 20 each.

E3.75 a pair! ! (Carriage paid, VAT 14%)

OTHERS

TR2200(GX). C146A. C826MB.
M52. MR2 (12 MHz Tx and
inc. 44 MHz Rx).

SIMPLEX S (0, 20-24).
DUPLEX R(3-7) at least. A large

selection of inverse receive
crystals.

CONVERTER CRYSTALS L2.20
38-666(2m.), 42(4m.), 50.5
(70cm.).

TF30F350 350Hz F*101 CW6p L18.00
YF30H350 350Hz F*I01 CW8p (20.75
YF30F600 600Hz F*101 CW6p 118-00
YF30H12 12kHz F*I01 FM 8p L20-75
TF90H600 600Hz 9MHz CW8p L16.00
YF90F2.4 2-4kHz 9MHz SSB6p L16.00
TF90H12 12kHz 9MHz FM 8p L18.00
YFIO7H600 600Hz 10.7MHzCW8p L16.00
YFIO7H2.4 2.4kHz 11:17MHzS5B8p L16.00
TF107H12 12kHz 10.7MHzFM 8p L18.00
Carrier crystals (9 or 10.7MHz) MCI 8/U ea. L2

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL CARRIAGE PAID
JD 110 Power. VSW12. Field

Strength Meter L9.00 + 13°,, VAT
SWR 50 SWR/Power Twin

Meters E11.50 + VAT
ODR 123 240 AC - I2v.

Power Supply 3 amps
(5 amps Peak) £12.50 + 81, VAT

CO -AX Slider Switches
TWS 120 1 in 2 out

15.51) 8I-,, VAT

1WS 150 I in 5 out
L11.75 + En, VAT

TWS 220 2 in 4 out
L11-75 En, VAT

Trap Dipoles 10-80 Meters
500 Watts PIP 14 swg

L19.40 + 121'-,, VAT
I kw PIP 14 swg

L22.30 + 12;",, VAT

or HP. facilities promptly available
with up to 3 years to pay

Part Exchange welcome of
unmodified Equipment
* *

* * *
FOR VISITORS TO LONDON
PLACE YOUR ORDER BY PHONE

WE'LL DELIVER TO YOUR
HOTEL OR MEET YOU ON

DEPARTURE, AND ACCOMPANY
YOU TO THE LANDING OFFICER

TO ARRANGE CARRIAGE OF
YOUR PURCHASE.

* * *

POWER SUPPLIES
SWR BRIDGES,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

* * *

Overhauls, Realignments and
Repairs of most equipment
under the care of G3JXC

* * *

Guaranteed delivery in 36 hours
anywhere on UK mainland.

Post items excluded.
* * *

London - Phone before 2 p.m.
and we'll deliver same day.

* * *
good used Rigs and Receivers

always in stock.

* * *
LENDARIG SERVICE

1111M1
BARCLAYCARD111=

Just telephone your card number
or send your Cheque with Order 01 - 864 - 1166
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Profession
with

Decca KW -103 Com-
bined Swr/Rf Power
Meter is an instrument for
measuring a 50 ohm coaxial

line feeding an Aerial System Cr Dummy Load I) Standing Wave Radio. (2) RF
Power with two ranges 0-100 & 0-1000W when used with a 50 ohm Dummy
Load.

Decca - KW 1000
Linear Amplifier
for SSB and CW
10-80 metres, 1200
watts p.e.p. input
SSB, can be "driven"
by most 100 watt
Transceivers and
Transmitters. Em-
ploys a pair of
TI6OL Tubes in
grounded grid. Pi -
section input and
output circuits.
Built-in 2.4Kv P.S.U.

erformance
KW

Decca-KW Dummy Load is air convection
acooled and has been designed as a purely

resistive 50 ohm load up to 30 MHz. Decca-KW Balun Mk. II. ThePower capability up to 1000 watts. Decca-KW Balun is broadband -3 to
30 MHz, rated up to 2kW p.e.p. I : 1

Ratio 50 ohms "unbalanced" feed to
"balanced" output. Wateroroof
moulded case. Suitable for dipole
and Beam aerials.
Note: The well-known KW LOW PASS
FILTER passing 3-30 MHz is available
from stock.

ServIngRadio Arnat
Amateur Radio Products
DECCA COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Cramptons Road, Otford, Sevenoaks Kent,

'oaf
Decca-KW Antenna Tuning System
including E-Z match, SWR/RF Power
meter, Dummy Load. Antenna switch.
High power version KW 109 is available.

eursworow°
Write or phone for catalogue.
.Easy terms on equipment
available over 12, 18 or 24
months.

CONSTRUCTIVE INNOVATION
Each of the products below pioneered new techniques and new
Sometimes the benefits are obvious, sometimes they are subtle
Datong customers appreciate both kinds.

FREQUENCY -AGILE AUDIO FILTER
MODEL FLI

A versatile bandpass or band -
reject filter with fully variable
bandwidth and centre frequency
plus unique search/lock/crack
capability for automatic removal
of heterodyne whistles. Im-
proves reception of CW, RTTY,
and SSB. Connects between
receiver and loudspeaker.

UP -CONVERTER MODEL UC/1 Adds full receiving coverage
from 90 kHz to 30 MHz to
existing receivers or trans-
ceivers tuning 28-29 MHz or
144-145 MHz. The full range is
covered in thirty I MHz wide
synthesiser controlled seg-
ments. Also works as a two -
metre converter. Connects be-
tween receiver and antenna.

R.F.

performance standards.
. We like to think that

SPEECH CLIPPER
MODEL RFC

Processes speech as a SSB
signal at 60 kHz to increase
its ratio of average to peak
levels without adding har-
monic distortion. Improves
talk power of SSB, FM, and
AM transmitters without in-
creasing the peak transmitted
power. Connects between
microphone and transmitter.
(See articles by Dr. D. A. Tong,
Wireless World Feb. 1975,
79-82 and Oct. 1976. 77-81).

NEW PRODUCTS!
MODEL ADI70 A compact active receiving
antenna covering 100 kHz to 70 MHz without
tuning or matching units. Price £2950 (E33-19
inc VAT)
MODELS MPU and MPU /I Mains power
units for FLI, UC/ I or ADI70. MPU has integral
13A mains plug, MPU/1 has 18" mains lead.
Price ES  50 (C6.I9 inc VAT)
MODEL ADI70 -I-MPU or MPU /I
Package price £33.00 (£37.13 inc. VAT)

The descriptions above are brief. Please send for free copies of our data sheets and read the full story.
UC /1 £105.00; FL -I £53.00; RFC/M L21.50; RFC E40.00 (with either Jap. 4 -pin or stereo jack input connectors).
All plus VAT at 124%, prices include delivery within UK. A range of accessory leads is also available, full price list on request.

DDATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Spence Mills, Mill Lane, Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE. Tel: Pudsey (0532) 552461.
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J. BIRKErr Radio Component Suppliers
- k

I
s 25 THE STRAIT . LINCOLN . LN2 1JF

Telephone: 20767

a

6 ASSORTED 80m.
10X CRYSTALS

for £2.16
GLASS WIRE ENDED

a

FT 243 CRYSTALS 8040, 8100 at 75p, 7620, 7720, 7900, 7966.7, 8166.7

CRYSTALS 23 kHz, 28.5 kHz
Both 50p each

12 ASSORTED
BRANDED N

CHANNEL FETs
LI

SPECIAL 10X CRYSTAL
100 kHz plus I MHz
with COSMOS Circuit

For Calibrator
L2

1
8233.3, 8300, 8366.7, 8483°3, 8583.3, 8650, 8716.7 kHz. All at 40p each. 0

WIRE WOUND VARIABLE RESISTORS 1.2K 6 Watt at 22p
0 TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS luf 35v.w., .33uf 35v.w.,

I uf 35v.w., 2-2uf 35v.w., 3-3uf I6v.w., 4.7uf 10v.w., 4.7uf 35v.w.,
5uf 25v .w. 6 bur 25v.w. 6.8uf 35v.w., 10uf 25v .w., 15uf 20v .w., 20uf S

50 BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTORS.. Untested Assorted for 57p
100 POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS. Assorted for 57p 0VARI-CAP DIODES BA 102 at 20p, BB 121 at 15p
SOLDER -IN FEED THRU's 6.8pf, 300pf at 100of at 20p doz.

1

FERRANTI ZTX 108 TRANSISTORS at 7 for 50p
TEXAS SCR TIC 47 200 PIV 300mA at 18o each 0
SILICON STUD DIODES BYX 38-300 300PIV 6 AMP at 15p each

0 UNMARKED 10 AMP DIODES 100 PIV at 15p, Unmarked 100 Ply

a

a

a

a
5,

a

a

a
5,

a
9'

a

a

a

a

a
9'

a

a

a

a
9'

a
9,

a
9,

6v.w., 22u? I6v.w. 33uf 25v.w.,47uf 6v.w., 68uf 3v.w. All at 90 each

15 Amp at 18p, 100PIV 20 Amp at 25p
OP -TO ISOLATORS IL -74 with Data at 500
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS lOpf, 30pf, 50of, I000pf. All at 6p each
PHOTO TRANSISTORS at 15p, PHOTO DARLINGTONS at

22p
ITT NPN 300 MHz TRANSISTORS. Type TMI I at 24 for 60p
GLASS WIRE ENDED CRYSTALS. 28 kHz at 50p, 28.5 kHz at 50p
20 ASSORTED VARI-CAP DIODES. Untested for 45p
5 GANG VARIABLE CAPACITORS 250 +250 +20 +20 +20pf

at 75p
BELLING CO -AX PLUGS at 15p, CO -AX SOCKETS at I5p
6 to I FRICTION SLOW MOTION DRIVE at 55p
ELECTROLYTICS. Screw Terminal Type. 680uf 160v.w., 44 x 14" at

40p, 3,300uf 63v.w., x 1;" at 55p, 4700uf 100v.w., 4; x 2" at El,
I 5,000uf 40v.w., 44 x 2"at LI, 33,000u f I 6v.w., x 2 at 75p, 47,000uf
10v.w., x 2" at 75p. Tag Ended Type. 500uf 70v.w., 2.5116 x I"
at 30p, 500uf 100v.w., x If" at 30p, 1000uf 100v.w., 44 x If" at 60p,
3000uf 25v.w., 44 x Ir at 50p, 4700uf 25v.w., x I" at 50p, 5000uf
30v.w., 4 x at 60p. Wire Ended Types 220uf 63v.w., at 20p,
330uf 40v.w., at 20p, 330uf 63v.w., at 22p, 470uf 6v.w., at 5p, 470uf
16v.w., at 10p, 680uf 40v.w. at 20p, 3300uf 16v.w. al 25p.

I.C. DIL SOCKETS. 8 pin, 14 pin, 16 pin, 18 pin. All at 15p each
200 ASSORTED RESISTORS 0,4 Watt for 75p
100 MULLARD C280 CAPACITORS. Assorted for 57p
50 AC 128 TRANSISTORS. Branded but untested ac 57p
50 BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTORS. Assorted Untested at 57p
VISCONEL CAPACITORS 0005uf 25K.v.w. at 40p, 0005uf 75K.v.w.

at 50p, °01 6K.v.w. at 25p
TUNING METER 100-0-100uA size I4 x 14" for 90p
COMMUNICATION SERIES OF I.C's. Untested, consisting of

3 x R.F., I x I.F., 2 x VOGAD, 2 x AGC, 1 x Mike Amp, 2 x Double
Balanced Modulator, I x Mixer. The 12 I.C's with data at E3.

BCX 36 1 Amp 60 Volt PNP 80 MHz TRANSISTOR at 12p
BCX 37 I Am0:40 Volt PNP 80 MHz TRANSISTOR at 10p
LOUDSPEAKERS 24" Dia. Approx. 80ohm, 40ohm, 75ohm. All at 75p
MINIATURE 2 Pole 4 Way ROTARY SWITCH at 20p
BRANDED TRANSISTORS BC 107, BC 108, BC 109, BC 177. All

10p each. 6 for 50,
FERRANTI ZTX 103 TRANSISTORS. 7 for 57p
VHF POWER TRANSISTORS. Unmarked Good 2N 3866 at 3 for

75p
MINIATURE 8uf 300v.w. ELECTROLYTICS. 10 for 57p
10 MULTI -TURN TRIMPOTS. Assorted values for 60p
CAMBION R.F. CHOKES 22UH at 5p each
HEAT SINKS. T018 at 5p, TOO at 10p. SPECIAL TO5 Type at 15p
20 ASSORTED VARI-CAP DIODES. Untested for 45p
30 ASSORTED 10xAJ CRYSTALS. Between 5100 to 7900 kHz

at El  10
20 ASSORTED FT24IA CRYSTALS. 96th Harmonic 72 to 96 MHz

for £1. 10
F.M. I.C's like TBA 120S. Untested with data at 6 for 60p
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCS. 500pf I I KV at 3p, 1000pf I OkV at 3p
2N 706 TRANSISTORS. Unmarked Good at 12 for 50p
AUDIO I.C's. SN 7600IN at 50p, TAA 611 B at 65p, TBA 65IA at 80p,

SN 760I3ND at LI, TBA 800 at 80p LM 380 at 80p, TBA 940 at LI 30 .
455 kHz VERSION LP 1175 with data at 55p

BC 2I2K TRANSISTORS
by National at

10 for 50p

10.7 MHz CRYSTAL
BLOCK FILTER

B.W. ± 15 kHz at £1.80

FM TUNER HEAD
88 to 108 MHz

With Conversion
Details to Aircraft
Band or 2 Metres

L3

MULLARD 10.7 MHZ
I.F. MODULE WITH

465 kHz at E4

MULLARD VARI-CAP
MODULE LP 1186

at £4.40
200+200 +100uf 300v.w. ELECTROLYTICS size 21 x If" at 25p

each or 10 for £1.80
10 AMP S.C.R's. 100PIV at 25p, 400 PIV at 50p, 800PIV at 60p
VHF POWER TRANSISTORS. Unmarked 2N 3553 at 3 for El  10
TO35 POWER NPN DARLINGTON TRANSISTORS at 20p each
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS. lOpf, 30pf, 50pf, 1000pf. All at 6p each
PISTON TRIMMERS. 0 to 20pf at 22p, 8 to 28pf at 33p
MULLARD NUT FIXING TUBULAR TRIMMERS. 18pf at

15p each.
AIR SPACED TRIMMERS. 5pf at 18p, 8pf at 15p, 20pf at 15p, 30pf at

15p
RCA CA 30890 FM I.C. at £1.40
REGULATORS. UA723 at 50p, LM 309K at £1. 10, MC 78I2CP at

£1.10
BUTTERFLY PRE-SET VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Spindle

can be easily extended 25 x 25pf at 50p, 38 x 38pf at 60p, 38 x 38pf
wide spaced at 65p

BRANDED PLASTIC TRANSISTORS LIKE BC 108 or BC 212
at 10 for 60p

UNIJUNCTIONS. TIA 43 Type at 20p, MEU 21 at 22p, MU 4894 ac
22p, 2N 4871 at 25p, GE41D5E29 at 22p, Programmable UJTs
D 13T1 at 25p, 2N 6028 at 30p

DAU MINIATURE SEMI-AIRSPACED TRIMMERS. 2 to 9pf at
10p, 5 to 38pf at 10p, 6 to 45pf at 10p, 8 to 125pf at 12p, 8 to 140pf at
I5p

SPECIAL CRYSTAL. 100 kHz plus I MHz in 10X case at E2 with
circuit for Calibrator using COSMOS.

UNMARKED GOOD 400mW ZENERS. 10v., I Iv., 12v.,
13v., I6v., 24v., 30v., 33v., 36v. All at 10 for 40p.

BRANDED 10 Watt ZENERS. 18, 33, 57, 100 volt. All at 30p each.
20 WATT ZENERS BYZ93. 6.8, 7.5, 8.2, 9.1, 10, I I, 15, 16, 18, 20,

22, 24, 27, 30 volt. All at 45o each.
10 GH. ELECTRONICALLY TUNED GUNN OSCILLATOR

ASSEMBLY complete with instructions for £28
VHF POWER TRANSISTORS. 2N 3375 at LI
TUNING CAPACITORS. With Direct Drive. 5pf at 75P, lOpf at

75p, 20pf at 85p, 30pf at 85p, 50pf at 85p, 125 +125pf at 55p, 100+
200pf at 55p, 180 +180pf at 60p, 200 +200 +25 + 25p f at 55p, 500+
500pf at 60p

TUNING CAPACITORS. With Slow Motion Drive. 300 +300pf
at 55p, 300 +400pf at 55p, 400+500pf at 55p, 500 +500 +25+25pf
at 55p.

2.5 GHz DUAL NPN TRANSISTORS, With data, 4 pair for 57p
NKT 214 TRANSISTORS. Similar to OC 71 at 10p, 6 for 50p
MULTI -TURN POTENTIOMETERS. 100 ohm, 200 ohm, 250 ohm,

I K, 2K, 2-5K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 100K, 4" spindle. All at LI50 each.
D 707 SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAYS at 70p each.
I X Type CRYSTALS. 7010, 7040, 7050, 7070, 7080, 7090, 7100,

8007.69, 8018.82, 8021.54, 8035.38, 8036.25, 8061.18, 8068, 8078.92,
8078.57, 8089.09, 8090.78, 8090.8, 8092, 8092.5, 8092.8 kHz, All at
40p each. 5 for £1.50.

500yd. REEL OF PVC CABLE. 25 Strand .004 at E3.
5 to 1 FRICTION SLOW MOTION DRIVES at 55p
1.0-0-100uA T.; N1NG METER. If x 10" at 90p
MULLARD C281 CAPACITORS. I uf 250v.w. at 20p doz.
RCA 40410 PNP 3 Watt 90 Volt 100 MHz TRANSISTOR at 18o
I.C. DIL SOCKETS. 8 Pin, 14 Pin, 16 Pin, 18 Pin. All at 15p each
LOUDSPEAKERS. 24" 8 ohm, 40 ohm, 75 ohm. All at 7Sp each
ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT. With FET Pre -Amp at

EI85
SILICON BRIDGE RECTIFIERS. 100 PIV I Amp at 20p, 400 PIV

I Amp at 30p, 200 PIV 2 Amp at 30p
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS. !Opt, 30pf, 50pf, 1000pf. All at 6p

each.
Please add 20p for post and packing on UK orders under £2.

Overseas orders at cost.

a SPECIAL FROM HI-FI MANF.
FM TUNER HEAD

88 to 108 MHz
With FET RF Stage

No details at f4

SPECIAL OFFER OF
50 TANTALUM BEAD
CAPACITORS Assorted

From 33uf to I5uf
LI.50

10 ASSORTED
MULTI -TURN TRIM -POTS

For 60p
100-0-100uA

TUNING METERS
18 x II" at 90p
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C.B. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 3, 771 ORMSKIRK ROAD, PEMBERTON, WIGAN WN5 8AT

Telephone : Wigan (0942) 216567

DISTRIBUTORS FOR S.C.S. EQUIPMENTS :

Illustrated are DX555p VHF counter and HF generator
2M10 -80L 144 MHz amplifier

SASE for details of above products

We'll put you
on the air.
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in
contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

liniNI 11111/11 IIMINI MIMI MINN MEI NEM MN MINI IMO NMI MEM MIMI
Brochure without obligation to:

SWE 11

British National Radio & Electronic School I
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
ADDRESS

MUM ® - Inn M - MIN - ME EMI EMI - - MOM MBlock
caps please
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GREAT NEWS FROM 5 WA(' PI
ELECTRONICS

HERE'S THE NEW GENERATION OF FINE TRANSCEIVERS FROM AMERICA'S
FOREMOST MANUFACTURER OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

OW gent. MC
'k 

 4
SWAN'S NEW 350A & 350 D
(DIGITAL VERSION) GIVE YOU 300
WATTS INPUT ON SSB OR PROVIDES
200 WATTS FOR THE CW MAN
WITH DUAL CW FILTER ON
RECEIVE.

FOR THE OPERATOR WHO DEMANDS
THE ULTIMATE THE NEW 750 CW
HAS AN INPUT OF 700 WATTS ON
SIDEBAND GIVING FULL LEGAL
POWER AND HAS SIMILAR
EXCELLENT FEATURES FOR THE
CW MAN

WRITE, PHONE OR CALL IN FOR FULL DETAILS OF THESE EXCITING
NEW RIGS FROM THE SOLE IMPORTER-

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
508-514 ALUM ROCK ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 8
021-327 1497 OR 021-327 6313. TELEX 337045

CRAYFORD ELECTRONICS
G8AYN G8IWX

ANTEC HELICAL FLEXIBLE AERIALS
We can supply a wide range for frequencies from 68-500 MHz. They are
constructed using a capered copper -plated steel helix, and covered in a
neoprene material, giving strength and flexibility. All are currently
ex -stock.
For 145 MHz :-
FX2200GX For Trio 2200GX ... L3.25

FXminTNC For Pye PF70, etc.... .. . ... ...

FXUHF With PL259 plug
FXBNC For modified 2200, 2200G, K P202, etc....

... ... ...

FX500 For Storno 500 series ... ... ... E4.22
For 433 MHz :-
FXUBNC With BNC plug ... ... L2.40
FXUmin TNC For Pye PF70 UHF series... ... Y
FXI4 With 4BA thread-modified PFI L2.I3

Others available, IA unit corning soon for 3200GX
SAE Enquiries and lists Post 20p VAT EXTRA 12f%
6 LOVELACE CLOSE, WEST KINGSDOWN, SEVENOAKS,

KENT, TN IS 60.1 24 Hr. Answer Service 047485 2577

L3.85

HAMGEAR
Start the Winter season right with a good signal to noise ratio on
your receiver, give those weak stations the best chance of being
heard. The P.M.I1DX 76 Super preselector covering I.5 to 32 MHz
in five overlapping ranges. Has a built in A.T.U. to make the most
of those small antennas. Has regeneration over the range 18 to
32 MHz to give just chat extra "edge" where most receivers start
to fall off. Has a low noise and high gain of 30 dBs. and when used
correctly will improve most receivers. A "Listen Thru" switch
is also incorporated, enabling instant check to be made with or
without the unit in circuit. Send two 9p stamps for further details
of this and our Oscaramp for down link oscar.

2 CROMWELL ROAD, SPROWSTON, NORWICH
NR7 8XH
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R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

where equipment is fully overhauled

TRIO QR666 Receiver
TRIO JR310 B.S. Receiver
EDDYSTONE ECIO MKI Reciever
HAMMARLUND H0170A. B.S. Reciever
R.C.A. AR8516L. Receiver
KW.20I. B.S. Receiver
HAMMERLUND HQI80A
HAMMERLUND SP6001 X
EDDYSTONE 940
EDDYSTONE 680X Reciever
NATIONAL NCI90 Reciever
HALLICRAFTERS SX100 Receiver
YAESU MUSEN FRDX 430 Receiver
HEATHKIT SB303 Receiver
EDDYSTONE 940 Receiver
Grundig Satellit 2000 with SSB unit

... 4120.00 (43.00)
... [90.00 ([3.00)
... [110.00 (52.00)

LI80.00 (44.00)
[240.00 (L4.50)

.. [130.00 (L4.00I
... [180.00 ([4.00)
... [180.001[4.00)
... [170.00 ([4.00)

E140.00 ([4.00)
... [80.00 ([3.00)
... [110.00 ([4.30)
... L170.00 (L4.00)
... 1200.00 (L4.00)

LI70.00 ([4.00)
... E130.00 (43.00)

We are MAIN DISTRIBUTORS for AVO, MEGGER, TAYLOR and
SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS

All types of AVOMETERS and MEGGERS, normally in stock also
accessories and spares

We also repair all types of instruments
Trade and Educational enquiries invited

S. G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES. Type "F" 120 ohm, 2000 ohm. 4000
ohm, [14.50 (41.00) ; Rubber Earpads for same, [1.32 per pr. (40p) ;

Standard Jack plugs, 24p (4p).

EDDYSTONE EQUIPMENT. Please enquire.

YAESU MUSEN FRG -7 Receiver in stock
YAESU MUSEN FT -22I -R Transc ver

[145.00 ([3.00)
[339.00 (L4.00)

In present conditions we regret that all prices are subiect to altera-
tion without notice.
aNnfr .Teupstt satd rna Lir iwcehsi,c e wi R.ndhR T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.Ea/s, inc. car, and packing.
Carriage for England, Scotland and Wales shown in brackets. Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London Eli 4DX Tel. 01-539 4986

FREE SHURE MIC. WITH
EVERY KW TRANSMITTER
or TRANSCEIVER purchased

Terms: C.W.O., APProved Monthly Accounts, Hire Purchase
end Part Exchange. Special facilities for export NEAREST STATION: LEYTONSTONE (Central Line/

HOURS-9.30a.m.-S.30 p.m. MON.-FRI. CLOSED SATURDAYS

At R.T. & I.
* We have full M.P. facilities.
* Part exchanges are a pleasure.
* We purchase for cash.
* We offer a Grst-class overhaul service for your eiectronic equip-

ment, whether you are an amateur or professional user.
* We have EASY Parking facilities.
* We welcome your enquiries for specific items which klthoogn not

advertised, may very well be in stock.

PARTRIDGE "JOYSTICK" (4c... imprc,ed VFA 419.50 Joywatch 111E,
£19.50. 1.0-Z500X. £25.00. Jr...match A.T II Kit L8.20. A.T.U. Kit
Assembled. 4940. Artificial earth ind tiandsivitch 48.20

Note -Partridge prices include postage, packing and VAT.
TRIO EQUIPMENT.

New Trio R-300 Receiver, in stock 4I64.00 (3.00)
All Bands with xtal calibrator.

SHURE MICROPHONES, 526T. £30.80 ([t00) ; 444, £25.40 (LI.00) ;

401A, [13.00 ([1.00) ; 202, [12.00 ((I.00) ; 201, [11.40 (LI.00) ;4I4A, 419.50 (41.00) ; 4I4B, L19.50 (CI .00). Full details on request.
KEYNECTORS, piano key mains connector units, [4.25 (40p). Trade

enquiries welcome.
VALVES. Please state your requirements.
ADVANCE TEST EQUIPMENT -we are agents-vour enoieries please.
TNK METERS : TM500, I21.75 (75p), TW2OCB, L27.50 (50p), TPSSN,

415.00 (60p), Model 700, L47.50 (75p), also cases for same.
We also supply PHILIPS & LABGEAR COLOUR TV TEST EQUIP-

MENT, including Colour Bar Generators, Cross Hatch Generators.
Degaussing Coils, Oscilloscopes CRT Testers, Transistor Testers, etc.. etc.

KW EQUIPMENT (Don't forcer your FREE rnic. with Tx. and
Tact.. I) KW204, L250.00 ((3.03) KWI000 Linear, C220.00 (L4.00)
KWI07, [85.00 (EI.50) ; KW F -Z MATCH, [29.03 (80p) ; KVVI09,
L10500 ([1.50) ; KW 108 Monitor Scope, L85.00 (L3-00); Speaker for
KW202. L18.00 (50p) : KWI03, L17.00 (50p) ; KW Antenna Switch.
43.00 (25p), etc

"ilifloMtp"-the 0550 ROTATORS

ant probtb antenna
Send for HANDBOOK containing full details of Antennas and other
technical information, 33 pages, SOp. Refundable upon purchase
of Antennas.

SOME ANTENNAS
Mustang 3 elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres
TA -33 Jr. High Power model incl. Balun

3 elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres
TA -33 Jr. 3 elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres
TA32 Jr. 2 elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres ...
TA3I Jr. Rotary dipole, 10, 15 and 20 metres...
ELAN 3 elements, 10 and 15 metres .

TR-2 Trap Dipole 40 and 80 metres
TCD-2 Trap Dipole 40 and 80 metres com-

pressed
V-3 Jr. Trap Vertical 10, 15 and 20 metres ...
Atlas Trap Vertical 10, 15, 20 and 40 metres

SWL ANTENNAS
SWL-7

RD -5
Orbit

Dipole I I, 13, 16, 9. 25. 31 ;rid 4)
metres ..

Dipole 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres ...
Vertical 1 1, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31 and 49

Prices correct at time of going to press.

MOSLEY
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
Administrative Address only

£108.00

L98.50
L85 00
L58.50
L36.00
L69.50
L32.50

L39.50
£26.50
[48.00

L25.00
E25.00

L43.00

196 Norwich Road,
New Costessey,
Norwich, NR5 OEX,
ENGLAND

All antennas available ex works (carriage and VAT extra)

NEW SAMSON ETM-3C
C-MOS KEYER

1 µA battery drain -Why switch off ?
 Self -completing dots/dashes/spaces.  Can be used either
as normal electronic keyer or as an iambic mode squeeze keyer.
 8-50 wpm.  Constant 3:1 dash -dot ratio.  6 C-MOS ICs and
4 transistors.  Plug-in PCB.  Long battery life -typically

I pA drain when idling -Built-in battery holder for 4 x 1.5v.
batteries (but will work over 3-10v. range).  PCB has both a
reed relay (250v., 0.5 amp., 25w. max.) and a switching transistor
(300v , 30 mA max.) -either keying method can be used. Has
tii well-known fully -adjustable Samson precision twin keying
lever assembly. 0 Operate/Tune button.  Sidetone oscillator.
 Grey case 4" x 2' x 6". ETM-3C, 663.88.
ETM-4C MEMORY KEYER: As ETM-3C but with 4 memories
(2 combinPble,

BUILT FOR DEPENDABLE MARINE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICE

JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY
A superbly engin -ered straight key used for many years by profes-
sionals afloat and ashore. With this key you can't help but send
good morse. Frte-standing-no screwing down. Front and back
contacts -fully -adjustable gaps/tension. Key -click filter Hinged
grey cover, £28.64.
BAUER KEYING PADDLE
Single -paddle unit on If' x 2' base for hon E I -bugs. Adiust-
able gaps/tensions. £10.85.

88 mH TOROIDS
For CW, RTTY, SSTV and other filters. 90p each.

All prices post paid UK and include 14% VAT
Please send stamp with enquiries.

SPACEMARK LTD.
THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD

ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE
(Tel: 061-928 8458)
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TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES 64 CRIMPLE MEADOWS, PANNAL,
HARROGATE, N. YORKS.

COMMUNICATION AIDS TEL. HARROGATE 870248

RX BAND PASS FILTER * 9 integrated circuits * I watt 0/P
stage * headphone socket *8 switched positions of filter * high pass -
2 -5 kHz -2.00 kHz -I-5 kHz -200 Hz-110Hz-80Hz. * Bandwidths selected
for optimum readability on AM, SSB, FM, CW * giving the operator
total control over bandwidth and QRM conditions * makes the poor
RX superb and the superb RX better * runs from any supply from 9v.
to 15v., L24.50 + VAT (124%) + 50p P. & P.

PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE including rotary switch, EI3.50
+ VAT (124%) + 25p P. & P. (Type B.P.I1).

RX PEAK AND NOTCH FILTER * no gimmicks * all integrated
circuits * will clear QRM in seconds * I watt o/p stage * headphone
socket * goes between RX and loudspeaker * by-pass switch *
notch -width control for optimum width of notch * tune control allows
you to put the notch or peak where you want it * runs from any supply
from 9v. to I5v. * will also peak up CW signals, L24.50 + 50p P. & P.

PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE. Including all pots and switch.
Assembled and tested, LI3.50 + VAT (124%) + 25p P. & P. (Type P.N.I.)

THE TECH ASSOCIATES PRE -SELECTOR. Peaks all signals.
amateur bands + broadcast bands * tunable from 1.6 MHz to 31 MHz
* three switched bands * R.F. gain control to prevent strong station
overload * S.0.259 I /P and 0/P sockets * three transistors F.E.T.
R.F. amp + bi-polar emitter follower for 50-750 0/P * two types
available.
* TYPE I with ant. changeover relay for transceiver use, E26.00 +
124% VAT + 75p P. & P.
* TYPE 2 for S. W.L. without ant. relay, E23.00 + 124% VAT + 75p
P. & P.

Ref. 119

P.S.U. for Mobiles. Spec. 220-240v. 50hz input.
Up to 3 amp and 13 volt adjustable (output).

Fully regulated.

Basic Kit (less case, meter) ... £12.00
Full Kit as illustrated ... £19.70
Ready made ... £23.00

+ Tax at 83/4 P.P. £1.25
TELERADIO ELECTRONICS

325 Fore Street, Edmonton, London, N.9

AUDIO COMPRESSOR * Suitable" or SSB/AM/FM * pure com-
pression, n,.. cl.oping!* 24 to 26dBs of compression, with less than I%
distortion * variable decay time, on front panel * variable noise gate
on front panel prevents ambient noise level tripping vox or being cx in
pauses in speech * all functions routed to output in "off" position *
goes between mic and to no mods involved * these compressors have
been tested alongside commercial rf clippers, the only difference at the
receiving end was superior audio quality, L22.50 + VAT (12%4) +
50p P. & P.

PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE. Supply your own case and knobs.
Assembled and tested. Type A.C.I, LI2.50 + 124% VAT + 25p P. & P.

XTAL CALIBRATOR de-
luxe unit with seven ranges down to
I kHz * Switch selected from front
panel * I MHz-500Hz-100 kHz-
50kHz-I0kHz-5kHz-I kHz * Radi-
ates from its own 8 inch ant. *
Markets usable from I MHz to UHF
* Complete with ant., ready to
use, lust connect a 9v. battery.
E19.00 * VAT (8%) * 25p. P. 4 P.

ROBOT SSTV
NEW '400' MODEL
State of the art, solid state slow to fast and fast to slow Scan
Converter with Digital Random Access Memory, for full bright-
ness, non fading pictures of unbelievable definition on a normal
TV or video monitor. Also SSTV transmission from a standard
CCTV camera.

E666 including VAT
S.A.E. for full details please

See the "400" in operation at the BATC-SSTV Convention on
the 19th November.

AERO & GENERAL SUPPLIES (Dept. S.D.)
Nanaimo House, 32 Rufford Avenue, Bramcote, Nottingham

NG9 3J H
Telephone : 397588
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COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS

Antenna Specialists Antennas and Mounting Options

L1495
ASP 655 4 wave 130.174 MHz 3 dB gain, base station antenna 11400
ASP 659 UE Colinear 420-440 MHz 5 dB gain, base station ant. [1500
K220 Magnetic Mount with cable, fits 629, 677, 667 1769
K220A Magnetic Mount with cable, fits 201, 462 ... L7.19
K203 Trunk Lid Mount, fits all ... ... L3.70

Mount,ASP332Gutter fits ... E7.10
ASPR332 Gutter Mount, fits 677, 667 ... L710
K126 Shock Spring, fits 629 only ... . E4.95
U R67 Coaxial Cable, ATTN 0.68 dB/100 MHz, 2.5 dB/1,1114/111 MHz

per 10m. 50 0 50p per rn.
UR76 Coaxial Cable, ATTN 1.6 dB/100 MHz, 5.2 dB/1,000 MHz

per 10m. 50 f3 ... ... 15p per rn.
PTT Microphone, with clip ... ... L4.95
3 0 Speaker in black/silver case ... ... L4.95

Add 12f% VAT plus 50p P & P each item

Run your mobile rig at home with our
13.8v. D.C. stabilised PSU, 34 amps.
13.8v. D.C. stabilised PSU, 64 amps.

Add 124% VAT plus a P & P
Wall Brackets 12" stand off (P & P LI)

18" stand off (P & P LI) ...
Chimney Bracket 12" (P & P 75p)
Lashing Kit for above (state length) (P & P 50p)
Raw Bolts;" (P & P 50p per 5)
Guying Rings, 3 or 4 way (P & P 50p) ...
Guy Wire (per metre) (P & P 50p per 10m.)
Guy Tensioners (claw strainers) (P & P 50p)
Guying Stakes (P & P LI per 3) ...
9' x 14 Mast (P & P L2, any quantity) ...
10' x 2" Mast (P & P L2, any quantity) ...

ASP 201 4 wave 108-512 MHz ... ... L2.59
ASP 629 4 wave 130-174 MHz 3 dB gain ... ... L6.61
ASP 677 1 wave 130 -174 MHz 3 dB gain ... L1195
ASPE 462 -I- wave 420-440 MHz 3 dB gain ...
ASPE 667 Colinear 420-440 MHz 5 dB gain

Terms: Cash with order, callers by appointment

17 LANCING ROAD, LUTON, LU2 8.1N

Tel. (0582) 21884

128.00
[3540
L+00

... L5.00

... L2.00

... 25p
L300

12p

... LI 00

G4DSG G3HEO

D. P. HOBBS LTD.
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

Uniden 2030 12 Channel. 2 metreTransceiver, fitted five channels L14738
QM70 28/144 Scorpion Transverter ... ... ... ... 110900
Cobra 2M/70 CMS FM. Transverter with mic. Audio ... ... 18600
2 metre Solid State Linear Amp ... ... ... ... 15200
28/144 Solid State Transverter ... ... ...
2FM70 2M to 70 CMS. FM. Transverter ...
144/28 Converter ... ... ... ...
432/28 Converter ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1E19.50
1296/28 Converter ... ... ... ... ... ... L2400
Microwave Modules 2 metre Converters 2-4, 4-6, 28-30 MHz IF £20.25
MMC 144/28 LO 2 metre Converter ... ... 12250
MMC 70 4 metre Converter any IF .. ... L2025
MMC 432-70 CMS Converter any IF ... . . L2475
MMC 1296-23 CMS Converter any IF ... ... L28 I3
MMA 144 2 metre Pre -Amp ... ... ... 11463
MMT 432/28 MHz Transverter ... ... ... 111010
MT 432/144 MHz Transverter ... ... ... ... 114963
MMT 144/28 MHz Transverter ... ... ...
MMV 1296/70 23 CMS Varactor Tripler ... ... ... ... L3375
NR56 VF I. 2 metre Monitor Receiver ... ... ... ... £54.00
FDK Multi -I I. 2 metre Transceiver (23 channel) ... ... 119969
FDK Multi U II. 23 channel 70 CMS. Transceiver fitted 5

repeater and 4 simplex channels. Auto -scan on 433.5, 433.2. 4334
and ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 049.00

50 k. ohm Push -to -Talk Microphones ... ... ... £5.25
Microwave Modules Counters 50 MHz ... ... ... E6696
50 MHz Counter with built-in 500 MHz Pre -Scaler ... L85.32
500 MHz Prescaler ... ... ... ... ... ... 12700
Bantex 2 metre Mobile Aerials ... ... ... E7.14
Bantex Magnetic Mounts ... ... ... ... L1040

laybeam Aerials All in Stock

Prices include VAT.

Part exchange welcome. Access or Barclay Card.

II KING STREET, LUTON, BEDS.

Tolophons 20937

C&C electronics
10 WEST PARK, LONDON SE9 4RQ

Telephon : 01452 9397  CRYSTALS

ccc

THE MADE TO ORDER CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
I OFF CRYSTAL PRICES

Fundamentals :
Group I. 0030 to 0.099 MHz Price E1425

2. 0.100 to 0.369 100ppm
3. 0.370 to 0.730 100pprn LiI90:7005

4. 0.731 to 1.499 100ppm L9.75
5. 1500 to 1.999 30ppm L345
6. 2.000 to 3.999 3Oppm £3.00
7. +000 to 20.999 £2.85
8. 21000 to 24.000 3Oppm £3.25

3rd Overtones
9. 23.000 to 5+999 3Oppm £2.85

5th Overtones
10. 55.000 to 10+999 30ppm £2.95
I 105.000 to 119.999 3Opprn

,829255

12. 120.000 to 130.000 lOppm£8.50
5th, 7th and 9th Overtones

13. 130.001 to 216.000 £10.25
Unless otherwise requested fundamentals 14111PrIrs'e supplied with 30pf
load capacity and overtones for series resonance operation. HOLDERS
0.030 to 0200 MHz HCI3/U, 0.170 to 196.000 MHz HC6/U, +000 to
216.000 MHz HCI8 or HC25/U. Prices on application for other holders.
DELIVERY Groups I to 4, 12 & 13-6 to 8 weeks.

Groups 5 to 11-4 to 8 weeks.
DISCOUNTS 5% mixed frequency discount for 5 or more crystals within
any orice group. For orders of same frequency and spec discounts start
at 5 off in groups I. 4, 12 and 13. In all other groups discounts start at
10 off. Special rates for bulk purchase schemes including free supply of
crystals for UK repeaters.
CRYSTALS FOR POPULAR VHF TRANSCEIVERS. Crystals supplied in
approx. 5 weeks to any stated frequency for the following VHF trans-
ceivers : Heathkit, Icom, Ken, Standard, Trio and Yaesu. Price L2.50
er crystal.

LOW FREQUENCY STANDARDS (8% VAT) 100 kHz in HCI3/U
Pace 42.95. 100kHz in HC6IU. Price £2.80.
CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC6IU and HC25/U. Price 16o.
MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE L2.00 PRICES ARE EX VAT -
PLEASE ADD I2}% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
All prices in, lude postage to UK and Irish addresses. Crystals supplied
to any specif cation for industrial, mobile radio or marine use etc. State
equipment/specification when enquiring. Please send s.a.e. with all
enquiries.

REG. WARD & CO. LTD.

KW Tr.p Dipole Coaxial Feeder
KW Trap Dipole with Balun
KW 3 -way Antenna Switches (for coax)
KW Du: -my Load

YAESU
Yaesu FT 3010 All slid state TCVR
Yaesu 101E... ...
FT200B Transceiver and FP200 PSU
Yaesu FRIO1S RX
Yaesu FRIGID
Yaesu 40IB TCVR...
Yaesu Y0100 Mon. scope
FT221-2M TCVR: CW/AM/FM
Yaesu FRG7 New ..ieneral Coverage Receiver
Yaesu 40IB... L36500
Yaesu FT 224 VHF/FM 2m. Mobile TCVR 114800
Sentinel 2m. Preamps and 2m. Co iverters/Europa fransverters.

SHURE MICROPHONES
Model 444, 1151.20; Model 201 1950.

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES
Audio Compressor

USED
KW.20I RX and H/Book Comp. v. , external Heathkit Q. Multiplier

... L130.00
WANTED

Yaesu FR5C13's in good condition.
VALVES for YAESU, etc., 6BM8, 6 16, 6U8, 6E17, 6AV6, 6KD6,
I2AX7A, 12BY7A, I2AU7, R.C.A. ..VES for KW and Heathkit
equipment 6146, 6146B, 61-1F5, 6GE5, 6EA8, 60W13, 6GK6,
6CM6, 6CL6, 6C86, 6BN8, 6HS6, 12BA6, 12BE6, I2826, 61S6C,
etc., and many other types.
I Beams and Stolle Rotators 14;ft 14g. copper ant. wire Ribbed
and T-Insu'ators ; 52 and 750 co -.x. and U.H.F. plugs and sockets.
Mast Couplers for tin. Masts. WI, htrips. G -Whips mob antennae,
12AVQ Yid 18AVT, etc., SWR Twin Meters), SWR/PWR Meters.

AGENTS FOR G22'."M ANTENNAS
AMTR N KITS

TRADE. INS WITH PLEASURE. OUR .2:_'( OF GOOD SECOND
HAND EQUIPMENT CHANGES DAIL 1- '-ET US KNOW YOUR

REQUiREMEW -
Due to currency fluctuations prices of i. ..nrted equipment are liable
to alteration. Add 124% VAT to all prices excep- used equipment.
HP TERMS AVAILABLE CARR4'7E EXTRA ON ALL ITEMS

ACCESSIBARCLAY CARD
AXMINSTER - DEVON Telephone: 33163

(G2BSW)
(G8CA)

KW 103 \fS'NR Meter and Combined Power Meter 41600
KW 107 Combined E -Z Match, VSWR and RF Power

Indica:or Dummy Load and Antenna Switch for 3 Outlets 185.00
Plus VAT.

L26.00
E29.00
0.50

£19.50

L429.00

L29900
L39000

. 436500
. L111300

L339.00
L14400

... 121.00
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CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY
RANGE
USE (Tx or RIO
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OUTPUT .4. .3 co N1 `1' '.$4 ; ' I `..1 1.-..,'FREQUENCY -o -
44030 b b b b b b b b b b
444/433-2 ... b a b b c b c b b b b b b
44480 b b b b b b b b b b b b
44-800 b b b b b b b b b b b b
44 850 b b b b b b b b b b b b
45000/SO
45.050/R2T ...
45.075IR3T ...
45.100/R4T ...
45 125/R5T ...
45.150/R6T ...
45.175/R7T ...
45-200/R8T ...

b
b
b
b
b
b
a a a

b b
b b
b b
b b
b b
b b
a b

45.300/S12 ... b b b b b b b b b b
45-350/S14 ... b b c b b b c c b b
45.400/516 ... b b b b b b b b b b
45.500/520
45.525/521 ...
45550/522 ...

a
a

a a
a

c
c

a a
a

b
b

b
b

45.575/523 ... a a a c a a b b
45.6001524 ...
45.650/R2R ...
45.675/R3R ...
45700/R4R ...
45725/R5R ...
45750/R6R ...
45.775/R7R ...
451300/R8R

a
b
b
b
b
b
b

a a
b
b
b
b
b
b

c
b
la

b
b
b
b

a a
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
c

45.950/S38 . a b a b b b b b b b b

PRICES : (a) E2.36 (b) and (c) £2.90 + VAT (H).
AVAILABILITY s (a) and (c) Stock items, normally available by return (we
have over 4,000 items in stock). (b) Four weeks normally but it is quite
possible we could be able to supply from stock.
N.B. Frequencies as listed above but in alternative holders and/or non
stock loads are available as per code (b).

ORDERING. All we require to know is (I) Output frequency, (2) Crystal
frequency range, (3) The Holder and, (4) Either the Load Capacitance (pfs) or
equipment. It is not essential to give the exact frequency, though it would
be of assistance to quote it if known.

JAPANESE AND AMERICAN EQUIPMENTS
With the ever increasing popularity of Japanese equipments we have further
expanded our range of stock crystals. We can now supply for YAESU
(FT2F, FT2FT, FT2 Auto, FT224), most of the ICOM range and the TRIO-
KENWOOD range.
We can also sootily from stock crystals for the HEAT H KIT HW2024-1-4W17A
YAESU FT221 CRYSTALS NOW IN STOCK, ALL AT E2.90 + VAT (H).
All popular channels -For repeater use advise xtal frequency required as
earlier models have different shift xtals to later FT221 R. We can also supply
the crystal to give NORMAL "tune to RX" working (as FT22IR).For 70 cm
we can supply the 1.6 MHz shift xtal for direct use with a MICROWAVE
MODULES MMT432/144 which we can supply for E133.00 + VAT (H).
SPECIAL OFFER! If ordered with transverter 70cm shift crystal FREE!!

ELECTRONICP.M. SERVICES

N. B. NEW ADDRESS
2, ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL
WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, L6I 6XT

Tel.: 051-342 4443 (4.30-7p.rn.)
Cables: CRYSTAL BIRKENHEAD Telex 627371

VAT -PRICES EXCLUDE VAT WHICH SHOULD BE ADDED AT THE HIGHER RATE (124%) FOR ITEMS MARKED (H) AND AT THE
LOWER RATE (8%) FOR ITEMS MARKED (L) -OVERSEAS ORDERS (inc. Eire and Channel Isles) NO VAT CHARGEABLE

2M TX & RX CRYSTAL AVAILABILITY & PRICE CHART CRYSTALS FOR THE NEW BRITISH 70 cm. CHANNELS
We are stocking the following channels
RBO (434-60/433-00), RB2 (434-65/433-05). RB4 (434.70/43310).
RB6 (43475/433.15), SUB (433.20), RBIO (434.85/433-25L RBI4
(434951433.35), SUI8 (43345) and SU20 (433 501 -TX & RX for
use with PYE UHF Westminster (WI5U), UHF Cambridge (U10131,
Pocketfone (PFI) and STORNO CQL/COM 662 all at E2.36 plus VAT
(H). For the U450L Base Station we have the TX crystals for all the
above channels DI, the RX crystals for SU8 and R814 also at £2.36
plus VAT (H). The RX crystals for R82, R84, R86. 12810, SUI8 &
5U20 for use in the U450L Base Station , together with the TX & RX
crystals for the rernainine SU channels (SUI2-433-30-RTTY SU16-
433.40 and SU22 433 55) for all the above equipments are available at
E2.90 plus VAT (F) delivery as per class (b) lm. items.

4m. CRYSTALS for 70.26 MHz - HC6 /U
TX 87825 MHz and RX 29.7800 MHz ... at C2.36 each -I- VAT (H)
RX 6-7466 MHz at E2.90 each + VAT (HI
10.245 MHz "ALTERNATIVE" IF CRYSTALS [2.36 -I- VAT (H).
For use in PYE and other equipments with 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz IFs to
get rid of the "bird)," just above 145.0 MHz. In HC6/U. HC18/t) and
HC25/U.
CRYSTAL SOCKETS-HC6/U HCI3 /U and HC25 /U (Low loss)
16p + VAT (H) plus 10o P & P. per order (P. 6 P. free if ordered
with crystals).

CONVERTER/TRANSVERTER CRYSTALS - HCI8/U
All at L3.00 4- VAT (H). 38.6666 MHz (144/28), 42 MHz (70/28),
58 MHz (144128), 70 MHz (144/4), 71 MHz 1144/2) 95 MHz (432(52).
96 MHz (1296/432/144) 101 MHz (432/28) 101 50 MHz (434/28),
1056666 MHz 11296/281 and 116 MHz (144(281.
CRYSTALS SPECIALLY MANUFACTURED FOR AMATEUR

USE TO CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS
Now supplied to our new improved amateur specification (temp tol
3Oppm 0-60.0, adj tol ±30ppm) as follows In HC6/U 1.5 to 2MHz,
E3.95 + VAT (H) and HC6IU 2 to 105 MHz and HCI8/U and HC25/U 4
to 105 MHz, L3-00 + VAT (H). Delivery usually 4-6 weeks. Please give
circuit conditions (i.e. load in pf. etc.) when ordering. Fundamentals
(1.5-21MHz) will be supplied to 30pf circuit conditions, and overtones
(21-105 MHz) to series resonant conditions unless otherwise specified.
For details of closer tolerance crystals please send S.A.E.
TEST EQUIPMENT FREQUENCY STANDARD CRYSTALS -
100 kHz in HC13/U, C2.95 + VAT (L). 1 MHz and 5 MHz in HC6/U
and 10 MHz and 10.7 MHz in HC6/U and HC25/U, L2.130 + VAT (L).

BURNS ELECTRONICS
We are the Northern Appointed Agents for BURNS KITS, etc., and
can supply most of their products from stock.

MODULAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
For the RTTY enthusiast we can recommend and supply the "MCS"
Range of products. This includes Terminal Units, AFS Keyers, Magnet
Drivers for TTL interface, Telegraph Distortion Measuring Adaptor,
RTTY Audio processor, Power units, etc., etc.
For the CW MAN we have the "MCS" CW Filter which gives three
stages of active filtering. Please send S.A.E. for full details of the "MCS"
range.

ANZAC MD -I08 DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER
5-500 MHz supplied with full details for only E595 plus VAT (L).

CRYSTALS FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
CRYSTALS TO COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS

We can supply crystals to most commercial and MIL specifications, with
an express service for that urgent order. Please send S.A.E. for details or
telephone between 4.30-7 p.m and ask for Mr. Norcliffe.
TERMS CASH WITH ORDER -MAIL ORDER ONLY-S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES -PRICES INCLUDE P. & P. (BRITISH
ISLES) EXCEPT WHERE STATED -OVERSEAS CHARGED AT
COST.

r. F' I/Ar /V ff I AI/ ' /.
s SURPLUS RADIO TELEPHONES I

!

!

!
!

I
!

4'

I

With circuits, crystals and conversion information for amateur bands.
PYE RANGERS, 5 or 15 watts AM 12 volt mobile TX/RX boot or dash
STORNOPHONES, 10 watts FM 12 or 24 volt mobile TX/RX boot mtd.
STORNO VISCOUNTS, 10 watts FM 12 volt mobile TX/RX boot mtd.
PYE EUROPA, 25 watts FM 12 volt mobile TX/RX dash, all transistor ...
STORNO BASE, 10 watts FM mains remote control ...

Large base stations for callers only, 6 in stock, Pye, Storno, GEC.
WANTED FOR MUSEUM, OLD AIRCRAFT RADIO, ARC2, ARCS, ARC4, ARCS, ARC12, ART) 3, TA2, RA10, AD49/5952, AD57/5872, AD63/64

AD67/6872, AD94, AD I 18, Command sets, racks, etc.
Send list of valve requirements for quotation.

(p. and p. E3) £18.00
(p. and p. L3) £16.00
(p. and p. E2) E22.00
(p. and p. L 1 ) £100.00
( p. and p. L3) E25.00

CRYSTALS: Still 1000's in stock per previous adverts £2 each
I COVENTRY AIRPORT S.A.E

Tel. (0203) 302449 ENQUIRIES
r- Am, wiwiwiwiwiwiAEI ,r wiwiwiwiwiwiwiwiwiwik
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Can YOUR Antenna

do all this?
You've read our ads with their recent testimonials and user
histories -so this month we thought we'd remind readers of the
selling points of the

JOYSTICK VFA (World Patents)
* Only 7ft. 6in. long, comes in 3 easily assembled sections.
* Tunes 0.5-30 MHz, no gaps.
* Matching Antenna Tuner.
* No harmonic resonances -means that the highest efficiency

transfer of power and waveform from TX to ether takes place.
in turn this ensures that TVI and other spurious emissions are
just not substantially present.

* Low angle radiation as an effective ground plane -that hus-
banded power goes on to reach destination with the least
number of loss -making skips.

* Gives receiver additional front end selectivity and gain -reduces
cross -mod and out of band blocking.

* Your installation can be "tailored" to space available. Install
VFA on mast or chimney or in roof space with a long or short
feeder -or SIMPLY STAND IN THE SHACK. One delighted
user proved his VFA by operating FROM A BASEMENT !

IN USE BY AMATEUR TRANSMITTING AND SWL STATIONS
WORLD-WIDE AND IN GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM 'A' E36.00
250w. p.e.p. OR for the SWL

SYSTEM £42.60
500w. p.e.p. (improved `Q' on receive)

PARTRIDGE SUPER PACKAGES
COMPLETE RADIO STATION FOR ANY LOCATION
All packages feature the World Record Joystick Aerial (System
"A"), with 8ft. feeder, all necessary cables, matching communica-
tion headphones. Delivery Securitor our risk. ASSEMBLED IN
SECONDS ! - BIG CASH SAVINGS !
PACKAGE No. I As above with 8.300 RX

SAVE E17.28 !

PACKAGE No. 2 Is offered with the FRG7
RX. SAVE C12.21 !

PACKAGE No. 3
NEW - LOW PRICED PACKAGE. The all
solid state SMC 73 with all the
Partridge extras. SAVE E17.28 !

RECEIVERS ONLY, inclusive delivery, etc
R.300 E184.50 FRG7 E162.00

 Just telephone
your

 card number
BARCLAYCARD

welcome here

L210.55

1£I93.11

L154.86

SMC73 E128.81

Access

Buy it with Access

Phone 0843 62535 (or 62839 after office hours)
or write for details -send 9p stamp

NOTE : All prices are those current at the time of closing for press
inclusive of current VAT at 12# % and carriage.

BOX 4, PARTRIDGE HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD,
BROADSTAIRS, CTIO ILD. (Callers by appointment).

G3CED eimPTRIDL-
G3VfA

("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
15p per word, minimum charge £1.80. No series discount. All
charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only
accepted. Add 50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers
35p extra. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors.
Replies to Box Numbers should he addressed to the Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd.. 34 High Street, Welwyn. Herts.. AL6 9EQ.

TRADE

R.C.A. valves, new, boxed: 6146A, £4.65 ea.; 6146B,
£5.50 ea. Prices inclusive. Matched pairs, 50p extra.
Same day posting. -A. E. White, G3HCU, QTHR.
(Tel: 0306 (Dorking) 730215.)

Insulated copper aerial wire, 100ft. for £1.00 s.a.e. for
sample. (Eire). -Box No. 5610, Short Wave Magazine
Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn. Herts. AL6 9EQ.

QSL cards: Sample pack and price list forwarded on
receipt of 20p stamp.-Derwent Press, 69 Langstone
Drive, Exmouth, Devon.

Valves: 6HF5, 6JB6/A, 6LQ6, 6KD6, 6JS6/C, 6146B,
other types available, all at competitive prices (i.e.
R.C.A. 7360, £6.10 all inclusive). -Wilson, G4AZM,
QTHR. (Tel: Bolton 54165.)

FT -200 owners: Help UK exports and get free Shure mic.
Your good signal brings us exports. Get our RF Clipper
on approval by sending post-dated cheque for £49 and
try unit for one month. If you keep, we cash cheque
and send Shure 401A mic. free. Or send extra £10 and
we supply 444 mic. Offer applies November and
December only. Don't forget our unit improves Rx
performance. -Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn.
(Tel: 59595/6.)

December issue: Due to appear November 25th. Single
copies at 50p post free will be sent by first class post for
orders received by Wednesday, November 23rd, as available.
-Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34
High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

VHF pocket radio: Tuning 120 to 155 MHz, good
sensitivity and selectivity, slide -rule type tuning dial,
350 mW audio output. Size 5in. x 3in. x price
£19.50 post paid.-Romak Engineering Ltd., 10 Hibel
Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire.

Wanted: Receivers. We pay top prices. Instant cash, no
fuss. Fridays and Saturdays only-Lambert's, Rosemary
Lane, Lancaster.

Take cover for your Amateur Radio equipment: consult
with confidence for all your insurance requirements.
Established 22 years in the Insurance industry. -Ted
Endersby, G4DTA, QTHR.

Time out alarm: 38 x 25 x 12mm., requires 12v. DC on
transmit position; gives warbling tone through trans-
ceivers' audio line after 60 seconds' transmission time
(adjustable). £6.50 post paid.-Romak Engineering Ltd.,
10 Hibel Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire.

Radio Amateur Examination City & Guilds. Pass
this important Examination and obtain your G8 Licence
with an RRC Home -Study Course. For details of this
and other Courses (GCE, professional examinations etc.)
write or phone: The Rapid Results College, Dept. JV/1,

Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. Careers Advisory
Service, 01-947 7272 or ring 01-946 1102 for prospectus
only (24 -hour answering service).
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READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
Rp per surd. minimum charge 51.20. payable with order. Add
25% for Fold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using
full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 35p extra.
Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to the Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd.. 34 High Street. Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

READERS

Sale: Codar Multiband 6, complete with speaker, £20.
Also "Orienta," 3 SW bands, 1 MW band, £30. -Ring
Tooke, Hastings 421314.

Wanted: Can anyone make me a converter for connection
between antenna and Yaesu FR -101D digital receiver,
to enable reception 6.0-6.2 (or 6.5) MHz? Yaesu band
ranges are 160/80/40/31/25m. etc. but no provision for
49m. Partridge Joystick and Joymatch normally used.
Initial contact much appreciated. -Wilkinson, 32
Sutton Avenue, Seaford, East Sussex BN25 4LH.

Sale: Sony multi -mode multi -band, with three VFO's,
excellent condition, £175. Yaesu model 224 two -metre
mobile, spot channel and eleven channels fitted, used
once, £160. Heathkit transceiver, 100 mW., CW, with
power supply, as new, £20. -Ring Parsons, Blackmoor
823434 after 6 p.m.

Selling: Icom HE transceiver, £220. Eddystone 840,
£60. EC -10, £60. Eddystone 659/670, £40. Codar 70A,
£25. All in mint condition, s.a.e. for complete list. -
Cain, G3DVF, 18 Oaky Balks, Alnwick (2487),
Northumberland.

Sale: Going QRT. Microwave Modules converters:
1296/28 MHz, £20; 432/28 MHz, £15; 144/28 MHz
L.O., £12. Home -built 4m. transverter (includes Micro-
wave Modules converter), uses QQV03-10S, good clean
signal, 7w. output, £30. Hundreds of items (mainly
VHF/UHF/SHE), s.a.e. for list.-Bowhay, G3ZYL,
QTHR. (Tel: Bracknell 22169, weekends.)

Wanted: W/S Canadian No. 29, complete with carrier,
ATU, all connectors and ancillary items, individual and/
or damaged items considered. -Taylor, G3L CT, 27
Glen Road, Fleet, Hants. (Tel: 02514-6998.)

Going QRT: HW-12A with HP -13 and HP -23 PSU's,
£60. DX -40U with VFO and manuals, £20. RA -1
Rx, £25. Two AM25B's, working on 70.26, with crystals,
£15 each. OS -2 'scope, £20. Heath signal generator,
£20.-MacConnachie, 42 Churchill Avenue, Wyton,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 2EG.

For sale: Pye Humber Tx/Rx, 150 kHz to 4 MHz in
3 bands, 8 channels, crystal control, 12v. DC, in working
order. -Box No. 5609, Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Wanted: Circuit diagram of Japanese oscilloscope
model TO -3; photostat copy will do providing it is
clear. Also handbook for Marconi valve voltmeter
model TF-428B/1 No. AO -13. Details and price please.
-Pridmore, 1 Elm Walk, Royston, Herts. SG8 7JL.

For sale: Trio QR-666 receiver with Gilfer Mk. II ATU,
perfect. HRO Rx with 4 coils and power supply, working.
Minimitter Tx with 150 -watt modulator and 1500v.
power supply; also 700v. power supply (heavy!). Wanted:
Good Yaesu transceiver. -Ring Weeton 321 (Lancs.).

VHF
kCOMMUNICATIONS

I

4,

4,

NOW PUBLISHED -

the SUMMER 1977 edition
which includes articles on -

Introduction to Microwave Techniques
Description of 10 G Hz Transceiver
4CX250B Coax -Line P.A. for 70 cm

Absorption Wavemeter (70-1350 MHz)
70 cm FM Transceiver (Part I)

Spectrum Analyser

Send £1.15 for a copy of this edition
or E4.30 for complete 1977 subscription

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is the English language edition of the German
publication UKW-BERICHTE, a quarterly amateur radio magazine
especially catering for vhf/uhfishf, technology. It is published in spring

summer, autumn and winter.
All special components required for the construction o the described
equipment, such as printed circuit boards, coil formers, semiconductors

NI and crystals, as well as complete kits, are available for despatch direct
from Germany. Many of the printed circuit boards, in addition to a
few selected kits, are stocked in the U.K. A price list of kits and

materials is available -send sae for your copy.

ORDERS TO VHF COMMUNICATIONS AT ADDRESS BELOW

NEW
j FROM
\ atronics
I
s

N °CAI
!1146 °lit 1 i
! 1 THEE

This 2m. freadency synthesizer has been designed for use with the
Trio TR2200 and TR7200 range of Tranceivers. But it may be used

Iwith any transceiver which will operate with 12 MHz transmit drive
and 14 MHz or 44 MHz (synthesizer output is 22 MHz) for receive.

\ only two screened leads and one single wire being necessary for the
interconnection.

Front panel controls are provided for:
\ Channel selection

I
Simplex/Repeater/Reverse repeater
Fine Tune

S Power on/off
The unit is housed in an attractive metal cabinet approximately
7" x 24." x 5". Power supply requirement is + 12 volt at 400mA

(this is obtained via the connection lead).

I Price only E93.50 incl. VAT
(Add El .50 for Ins. Post)

I

New model E580/FDK now available for
STOP PRESS FDK Multi -I I.

£93.50 t L150 post
Cheques and P.O.'s should be crossed and made payable to

"Catronics Ltd." or "VHF Communications" as appropriate.

COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE
20 WALLINGTON SQUARE,

WALLINGTON, SURREY, SM6 8RG
Telephone : 01-669 6700

(Dept. 711)
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0CALL BOOKS

INTERNATIONAL :
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (1977)

"DX Listings" £9.55
"U.S. Listings" £10.20

U.K. Call Book, 1977 Edn. (RSGB) £2.40

MAPS
"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"
DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)

In colour. New 8th Edition.

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Mercator Projection - Much DX

Information - in colour. Second
Edition

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA

State boundaries and prefixes, size
24' by 30', paper

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD
ATLAS

In booklet form, Mercator projec-
tion, for desk use. Gives Zones
and Prefixes (New Edition). . . £1.80

£2.00

£1.05
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LOG BOOKS
Standard Log (New Glossy Cover) . £1.30
Receiving Station Log . . . . £1.35
Minilog (New style) 98p 0
(The above prices include postage and packing). 0

0
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MORSE
MADE
EASY BY THE RHYTHM METHOD!

FACT NOT FICTION. If you start RIGHT you will be reading
amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress
to be expected).
Using scientifically prepared 3 -speed records you automatically
learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. Youcan't help it. It's as easy as learning a tune. I8-W.P.M. in 4 weeksguaranteed. For Complete Course 3 Records & Books send E5.00
ncluding P.P.I. etc. (overseas surface mail El extra).
For further details of course Ring 01-660 2896 or send 7p stamp

for explanatory booklet to: S. BENNETT, G3HSC.
(Box 14) 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY

G2DYM ANTI-T.Y.I. AERIALS
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED BY EX-B.B.C. TRANSMITTER AND
AERIAL ENGINEER. ALL CUSTOM BUILT FOR THE TRANS-
MITTER OR S.W.L. G5RV's, G2DYM's, WIDEBAND S.W.L.
TYPES, DESIGN AND ADVISORY SERVICE. Details -7" x 10"

121p S.A.E. - 3 9p stamps.
LAMBDA ANTENNA STUD FARM, WHITEBALL,

WELLINGTON, SOMERSET

Selling: Trio TR-7010, £120. Trio JR-599 Custom
Special, £120. Modular Electronics transverter, 70 cm.
to 28 MHz, £50. Metalwork for 2C39 23 cm. mixer
(professional), 18 s.w.g. brass, £15 per set. Heath
G R-78, £40.-Bowhay, G3ZY L, QTHR. (Tel: Brack-
nell 22169, weekends only).

Sale: Heath HW-101 transceiver, 3.5-30 MHz, with
HP -23 power supply, £220 or near offer. -Ring Ellacott,
01-440 1208 evenings.

Sale: Trio 9R-59DS with voltage stabiliser, spare valves,
manual and carton, in excellent condition, £45. --Ring
Hutchings, West Mersea 3296.

For sale: BER90's, £2.25 each. Pye T.460 Tx, 12w.
output, working 433.2 MHz, less xtal, £60. Pye PF5
UHF Pocketfone, xtalled 433.2 MHz, 0.2tiN sensitivity,
complete, £85 or near offer. Wanted: Handbook for
CD1012/2 'scope.-Horsfield, G8ETW, 3 The Grove,
Market Deeping, Lincs. (Tel: 0778-342886.)

Sale: CR-100, working order, very clean condition, £20
or near offer. -Ring Irons, East Haddon 487 (Notts.).

Do you want wide-angle lens for your Hasselblad? Swop
(cash adjustment) 50mm. f/4 Distagon for FT -101
series, or possibly Atlas or 221R. -Dunn, G3SCD,
QTHR. (Tel: Stenigot 283.)

Selling: Barlow-Waddley XCR-30 receiver, with hand-
book, £80 plus carriage. -Cartwright, 1 Patshull Road,
Albrighton (2611), Wolverhampton.

Receivers for sale: AR88D, working order, £35. Trio
QR-666, calibrated broadcast bands, mint, £100.
Codar CR-70A Mk. II, £30. All with manuals. Buyers
to inspect and collect. -Ring George, Swansea 72654.

For sale: Codar CR-70A Mk. II Rx, near mint (used by
SWL only), with speaker, instruction manual, spare
set of new valves, spare new dial cord and spring, £20..
Buyer to pay half Securicor charge.- Blanchard, 7
Bowness Street, Stretford, Manchester M32 OEA.

Collector's item: Eddystone "All Wave" receiver, good
condition. Offers ?-Ring 0632-876943.

Selling: FT -224 2m. mobile, 7 simplex, 5 repeater, 3

inputs, used daily, £150 or near offer. Two 10c.c. model
aircraft Glow engines, one new and boxed, other 20
mins. use, £40 and £20. -Ring Smith, G8MTN, 061-
761 5374.

For sale: Solarscope model CD711S, not working,
believed complete, £12. Wanted: General coverage
Rx.-Ring Bright, Weybridge 42736.

Wanted: Avo model 7 or 8, mint or repairable.-Huggett,
72 Briarwood Road, Stoneleigh, Epsom, Surrey. (Tel:
01-393 6117.)

December issue: Due to appear November 25th. Single
copies at 50p post free will be sent by first class mail for
orders received by Wednesday, November 23rd, as avail-
able. -Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

RTTY sale: UT -4: Complete double -sided printed
circuit board, comprising UT -4, two clocks (XB-6) and
power supplies on single 8in. x 6in. throughplated and
drilled glass fibre board, £19.50 post paid. Delivery
3'4 weeks. -Ring Michaelson, G3RDG, 01-455 8831.
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For sale: Drake R4 -C receiver, excellent condition, £330.
Drake low pass filter, as new, £12.-Jesson, G4CNY,
181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford. (Tel: 0432-3237 even-
ings, or 0432-3323 daytime.)

Selling: BC -348 with internal PSU, £20. HRO with
4 coils and PSU, rough but working, £15. Pair of
Goodman Axiette speakers. Armstrong stereo amp.
tuner, £55. Garrard AT6 deck, £50. Buyers collect.
Wanted: Eddystone 770 VHF Rx.-Earnshaw, 12
Clarke Brow, Middleton, Manchester M24 3BP.

For sale: Yaesu FT -101, with SP -I01, FV-101 and
FL -2100, all mint. Labgear LG-300 with PSU mod.,
Heathkit Comanche Rx; HX-20 Tx, HP -20 PSU.-
Ring Hewitt, Newmarket 741337.

Complete shack clearance: On behalf of amateur trans-
ferred overseas at short notice: KW -2000B, mint, with
Shure 444 mic., £185. Heathkit lab. 'scope and valve
voltmeter, £45 pair. S.S.M. Europa 2m. transverter with
CPS -10 power supply, £70. MR -44 Mk. II amateur
band receiver, £20. Storno Hi -band base station, un-
modified, £15. KW -107 ATU. £55. Nombrex type 27
signal generator, £5. Hallicrafters SX-42 Rx, needs
some attention front-end, £25. Prefer buyers collect.-
Cox, G3RY\ , QTHR. (Tel: Maidenhead 22551.)

Wanted: By SWL, receiver for CW.-Brockett, 65
The Broadway, Herne Bay, Kent.

Sale: TR-2200GX, excellent condition, five simplex
channels and R6, nicads, charger, helical antenna, £120.- -
Ring Towns, 0501-30819, after 7 p.m.

Wanted: No. 15 PSU. Will collect.-Ring Cropper,
0347-810405 after 8 p.m.

RTTY sale: Power equipment paper winder with ball
and bail, suitable for all Creed "Sevens," £16. Creed
7P/N3 known as "Perforator 45," £16. Crystal controlled
AFSK oscillator, old tones, narrow shift, accurate to
plus, minus 0.1 Hz, self -powered, in metal case, £20. All
items carriage extra, by arrangement.- Michaelson,
G3RDG, QTHR. (Tel: 01-455 8831.)

Selling: Crystals: 1810, 1815, 1820, 1825, 3554, 3558,
£1.50. 7009, 7037, '7105, £1.25. Manuals, books, s.a.e.
list. Wanted: K.W. E -Zee Match. (Berks.)- Box No.
5610, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Wanted: Eddystone model 990R VHF communications
receiver, must be first class, no junk.-Holden, G2HIX,
2 Westbrook Drive, Chesterfield. (Tel: 0246-6215
evenings.)

Sale: Yaesu FR -101 receiver, 160/6/2m., FM, crystals,
speaker, manual, mint condition, £325. Buyer collects.-
Jarvis, 28 Second Avenue, Sheerness (61640), Kent.

Selling: FR -50B receiver, 10-80m., excellent condition,
£75.-Ring Dunham, March (0354) 740660, evenings.

Wanted: Copy of book believed titled "Confidential
Frequency List," sold at rallies some years ago.-Sayers,
G8IYK, 13 Hodge Bower, Ironbridge, Telford, Salop.

Wanted: SWL fascinated by the stories about the "golden
years" of amateur radio, would like any old books.
magazines, photographs or other articles which you
might have lying around the shack. Carriage refunded.
-Taylor, 70 Hillcrest Road, Yeovil, Somerset.

WANTED NOW
AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT IN SUPERB
CONDITION - ALSO TEST
EQUIPMENT FOR RF. AND
COMMERCIAL MOBILE RIT

Pulse Technical Communications
167 LONDON ROAD, BURGESS HILL,

SUSSEX RHI5 8LH

MORSE CODE
RECEIVING AND SENDING

Receiving :
CASSETTE A

CASSETTE B

Sending :
Morse Key and Buzzer Unit for sending practice and own Tape
preparation. Phone output.
Prices : each cassette, including booklets, E4
Morse key and buzzer unit,

Prices include VAT, postage, etc.

M H ELECTRONICS
12 LONGSHORE WAY, MILTON,

PORTSMOUTH,LPO4 8LS

For Amateur Radio examination preparation.
Speed slowly increasing from 1-12 w.p.m.
For Professional examination preparation.
Computer produced morse from 12-24 w.p.m.
Including international procedure signs and
symbols and their incorporation into messages.

MOBILE ANTENNAS
UP TO ,50% CHEAPER THAN OTHER

MAKES !

145 MHz 5/8 Wave 3dB gain with open coil,
similar to bantex £8.73

432 MHz 3/4 Colinear 5dB gain... ... £9.34

All stainless steel and plus 4.5m. UR43
CARR. LI .50. SAE details. Tel. 0905 22704

7-9 p.m. Also Pocketphone Batteries
AMTEST, 55 VAUXHALL STREET

WORCESTER WR3 8PA

VIOATID.A.
GENERATORS

AT KEENEST PRICES!
300-4000 Watts AC, 6-24 Volts DC. incl. THE NEW E3S00-
115/230V AC and I2V DC and THE VERY QUIET EM300.

MICROWAVE COOKERY BOOK
a  25 INC. POSTAGE

LEADING MAKES OF MICROWAVE OVENS FROM 1199 INC
VAT.
KEENEST PRICES Include O.K. delivery. Open Tues-Sat
ro.30-1.30, 2.30-6.30 (Ansafone out of hours)

Ashley Dukes Farncombe St, Farncombe,
Godalming (Tel 23279) Surrey.
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RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST
published by GEOFF WATTS

Editor of "DX News -Sheet" 1962-1976
The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and
all on one line For each country

a. its DXCC "status"
b. the normal prefix
c. the special prefixes
d. the ITU callsign block allocation
e. the continent
f. the "CQ" Zone No.
g. the ITU Zone No.

Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub-stations, obsolete
prefixes used during the past 5 years, and much more, and the List can be
kept always up-to-date because ample space has been provided for adding
every new prefix, each new ITU allocation, etc.
Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix.
Ideal for Contest operators and SWL's.
Tell your Club -members about it. Order a gift copy for that overseas friend
15 pages. Price 40p (UK) or sent overseas (air -mail) for $1 or 5 IRCs (55p)

GEOFF WATTS
62 BELMORE ROAD, NORWICH, NR7 OPU, ENGLAND

IAN AUSTIN
MONDAYS LANE, ORF?plr. WOODBRIDGE , SUFFOLK

2 2L X
Guaranteed Valves E88C, L270 ; EC9I, 11.22 ; ECC88, 40p ; 082,

45p ; 2C42, L3.00 ; 2C46, £3.00  6AG5, 60p ; 6AH6, 40p ; 6AK5,
13120p ; 6AQ5, 50p ; 6AS6, 60p ; 6-16, 60p ; 6816, 60p

.

 6C86, 35p ;
6CG7, LI 05 ; 6J6, 22p ; 6V3, 90p ; 6X4, 35p ; 6X5, 40p ; 12AT7,
35p ; 1 2AU7, 35p ; I 2AX7, 35p ; 5670, LI .65 ; 5687, L2.05 ; 5696,
L1.05; 5725, L1.24; 5727, L1.24; 5814, 90p; 5993, 11.00; 6005,
L1.30  6080, L1.95.

Variacs Powerstat 15 amp 230 volt i/p, 118.00 ; General Radio 2 amp
230 volt i/p, 17.50.

Tektronix RM 15 Oscilloscope, £150.00 + carriage.
Hickok 1805 Oscilloscopes (Spec. as Tektronix 545A). Complete with

plug in pre-am
carpsriage.

Single Channel, L225.00 + carriage. Dual Channel
1235 00 +

Valve Voltmeters TS5058/U, L18.00.
Aircraft Clocks, 8 day, L16.50.
WG-16 Flexible Waveguide, 6" Flange to Flange, £4.00.
Conical Horn Aerials, 5" dia. WG-16, Flange, £5.50.
Collins H.T. Transformers 1200 volt 383 mA. 230 volt i/p, £10.50
Coax Sockets, BNC Single Hole fixing, 4 for L1.00. 50239, 5 for L1.00.
Esterline Angus DC Chart Recorder, Type A601 R, 0.5-0-0.5 mA.

Complete with Instruction Manual, 16000 + carriage.
All above Post and Carriage included unless otherwise sto,d.

Telephone : Orford 328

NOVEMBER OFFERS ....
Copper PCB ... 20 mixed sized pieces for LI (P & P 50p).
UR43 Coax ...50 Ohm standard at 10p per metre (P & P Up per metre).
500 Resistors ... Mixed values/wattages, carbon film for L2 (P & P 60p).
UR67 Coax ... Low loss +" dia. 50 Ohm at 30p per metre (P & P 4p per

metre).
HC25U Xtal Sockets ... 16p each (P & P 7p any quantity).
Revco wave 2 metre Aerials ... for mobiles, s/steel, L3.90 (P & P 65p).
U R95 Miniature Coax ... 50 Ohm, nylon at 4p per metre (P & P fp per

metre).
Mains Isolation Transformers ... approx. 250 watts, L2.95 (P & P

El .30).
Lifejacket Emergency Lights ...take U2 battery, 10 for LI (P & P 60p).
Claude -Lyons New Voltage Stabiliser, 1.2 kW, input I90 -260v., OP

240v. dead, solid state controls, out isolated from input, heavy 50 lb.,
£50, carr.

S.A.E. for full lists of cables and Xtals etc.
W. H. WESTLAKE, G8MWW, Clawton, Holsworthy, Devon

S.W.M. "DX ZONE MAP"
NEW 8th EDITION ! !

In four colours, on durable paper for wall mounting, 33} in.
wide by 241in. deep. Giving essential DX information-bearing
and distance of all Pam of the world relative to the U.K., the
Zone areas into which the world is divided for Amateur
Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed separately. Distance
scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking
of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate plotting. Hundreds of
place names, mainly the unusual ones, and most of the rare
islands.

Prefixes corrected to August 1977
Price £2.00

including postage and special Packing in
postal tube to avoid damage in transit.

Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,

Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

For sale: Marconi TF-867 signal generator, complete
with manual and terminating unit, £80 carr. £5. Four -
digit frequency counter, 30 MHz, £35 p/p £1. Pye
ohmeter, 4 digit knobs, 1 ohm to 100K, £7 p/p £1.
No. 7 mk. II xtal calibrator, £3 p/p £1. Type W1191 A
wavemeter, 500 kHz to 20 MHz, £5 carr. £2. All the
above in good condition.-Hill, 19 Station Road,
Tadcaster (882253), N. Yorks. LS24 9JE.

Selling: FR -50B Rx, good condition, coverage 80-10m.,
with handbook, £55 or near offer.-Ring Ward, 01-648
6117 (Morden, Surrey).

Sale: Eddystone 940 general coverage communications
receiver, with plinth speaker, £90-Ring Hall, Shrews-
bury 53034.

Bargain: K.W. Atlanta with AC/PSU, fan, VOX, new
PA's, driver and manual, recent overhaul, £150 or near
offer: or exchange for FRG -7 or Argonaut. Fully
regulated and variable mains PSU, 6-30v. DC, 10 amps.
OK, small but heavy, nice at £20.-Ring Hunter, 01-858
1448 (S.E. London).

For sale: Heathkit RA -1, Codar CR-70A and Nordmende
"Globetrotter." All receivers in very good working
order, with one Heathkit speaker, £150 the lot. Buyer
collects.-Hawkins, Edendore, Talland Hill, Polperro
(515), Cornwall.

Selling: KW -2000A with AC/PSU and manual, excellent.
Highest offer secures. Wanted: K.W. Atlanta, must be
good, more power required for poor QTH.-Lewis,
G2BTY, QTHR. (Tel: Deveran (0872) 863198.)

Selling: Drake SPR-4 receiver, fitted 5 -NB noise blanker,
all amateur and BC band crystals including tropical,
with Drake AL -4 loop antenna and Technics EAH-300
phones, excellent condition, £450. (London).-Box No.
5611, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Wanted: AR88D or similar Rx in good working order,
urgent.-Thomas, 20 Ryland Road, Erdington, Birming-
ham B24 8JH. (Tel: 021-382 4048.)

Wanted: Front panel resprayed and re -lettered, must be
professional work; offers? Require recent series mint
unmodified Collins 75S3 -C and Datong FL-1.-Box No.
5612, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Wel-
wyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Sale: Trio 9R59DS, general coverage 10-160m., SSB,
BFO, immaculate condition, £48.-Ring Ledger, Chest -
field 3250.

Wanted: Trio 9R59D as new, with speaker and any
extras.-Cobb, Crucks Cottage, Grendon Underwood
(371), Aylesbury, Bucks.

For sale: Magnum Four 4 -metre transverter, £90.
Microwave Modules 4 -metre converter, £14. Sensible
offers considered.- Jesson, G4CNY, 181 Kings Acre
Road, Hereford. (Tel: 0432-3237 evenings, or 0432-
3323 daytime.)

Selling: TR-2200GX, fitted 6 channels, with nicads etc.,
one owner, immaculate condition, £100.-Johnson,
G3FQX, QTHR. (Tel: Winchester 63906.)
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EMU -UNITS
EMU -TIMER
A new Unit from EMU, an RF operated repeater timer to give you a
"time out" indication. It has the advantage of automatically resetting each
time you transmit so you have a true timing period. The indication is by
two LEDs, Green and Red. While the Green is showing you have time
left, it changes to Red when the pre-set time is up. Timing is adjustable
over the range needed by most repeaters. It is housed in a two tone
box 117 x 33 x 60mm., and has a flexible wire for RF pick up and on/off
switch, I2v. DC at 30mA is required to power the Unit. Price £10.50
EMU-VFO
This very popular VFO for 2 metre FM is still available for 6, 8, 9 or
12 MHz. This will give full coverage of the Band with a sine wave output
of approx. 2v. p -p into 50 ohms. It is varicap tuned by a potentiometer
supplied, and is housed in a die-cast box. It comes in a polythene box
that can be used for a thermal iacket. A separate diode is used togive FM or FSK facilities. I2v. DC Neg. earth is required to power it.
Stability is adequate for most Amateur applications. Price £11.00
EM U PRESSOR
The ideal companion for the VFO or any other TX that needs audio
for modulation. It is an AGC system, no clipping so minimum distortion.
A typical Unit tested gave 6dB change of output for a 60dB change of
input. This gives a reasonably constant output from your Mic. Fitted
co -ax sockets in and out. I2v. DC at 25mA to power it. Size : 117 x
33 x 60 mm. two tone box. Price L7.80
EMU FM UNIT
This will convert your AM Rotor good FM reception. A compact add on
Unit size 145 x 70 x 70mm. containing limiters, audio and output stages
and squelch. Approx. I watt output for low imp. speaker. Only one
connection to main Rx. A small Cap. to the last IFT and fed via co -ax
to the Unit. For those wishing to incorporate inside an existing Rx,
a PC version is also available. For IF's of 1.6 MHz or 455/465 kHz. I2v.
DC Neg. earth required for power. Price 613.50. PC version £1 1.50
EM U MARKER
This crystal calibrator; s all you need for most applications of frequency
checking. It gives outputs at I MHz, 100 kHz and either 25 or 10 kHz.
Outputs are from 3 co -ax sockets, supply needed is 9v. DC at 100mA.
Size 117 x 33 x 60 mm. EM UMARKER 10 or 2.5. Price 111.00
EMU CALL
Solid state Call Sign generator giving your Call from a small speaker.
Complete with mains PSU. Price 128.50

25p post and packing U.K. all items. Money back guarantee if not
satisfied. Write for further details to :-

I. N. CLINE (G3EMU)
IS KNIGHT AVENUE, CANTERBURY

CT2 BPZ, KENT

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
All prices include VAT and post/carriage.

SIGNAL GENERATORS. Oscillator Test No. I, CT212. Covers85 kc/s. to 32 Mc/s. in 7 bands. AM-CW-FM Attenuator I Microvoltto I volt. A.C. mains or I2v. D.C. Complete with leads checked over
and operable. Compact and well made, L27.50.

VALVE VOLTMETERS. CT208. Mains powered. 11100v. DC 1.5-
150v. AC. Complete probe and mains lead, L18.

NOISE GENERATOR. CT4I O. 15 kc/s.-I60 MHz, 8 minute timer,
5-25-100 ma Diode Current, metered. Output impedance 100-2000
ohms, attenuator and power meter. AC mains powered, E14.

RECEIVER. Pye R120. 19" rack mounting. Xtal controlled in range
117-133 MHz. Speaker and AC mains supply built in, good clean

condition, L13.
AKG Lightweight HEAD & MIKE SETS, model K58. Mike 2/300

ohms, headphones 75 ohms. Udeal for mobile use and in excellent
condition, L5.50.

MARINE RECEIVERS. Marconi Guardian. Mk. II and 111 cover
200-500 kc/s., 650 kc/s.-1.6 Mc/s., 1.6-40 Mc/s. £30. Mk. V and Va
cover 200-500 kc/s., 1.6 to 4.5 Mc/s., 5 to 13 Mc/s., L27.50. Both types
are 24v. D.C. input (plenty of room for mains unit) and have provision
for 8 crystal controlled spot frequencies. Circuit diagram supplied.Size 19" x 12.4" x III".

U4SOL UHF -rx RX chassis. OK for 70 cm. -FM. Mains powered
and complete except cabinet, L44 or Tx L27, Rx L22.

ALARM CLOCKS. Wehrle Commander. Steady/repeat alarm. Large,
magnificent and brand new, 69.50.

Still a few left of the STC T4188 Transmitter PA units for linear con-
struction. 2.8 to 18 Mc/s., manual or 28v. motor tuning. 13" x 8" x
8". Pair CV2519 (4X150). 28y, blower cooled. Bases are NOT VHF
type. Still the same price, E11.50.

VITAVOX CN224 Table Microphone stand. Heavy professional quality
and new in makers boxes, L6.

AIRLITE model 62 head and boom mike sets, £5.50.
AERIAL INSULATORS, egg type, white china If", 6 for LI. Trans-

mitting CAPACITORS. 113 100pf twin stator, LI .50. Reed relays for
recent auto keyer designs, 200 ohm coil, ISp plus 10p post any number.

PYE Marine Hi band base stations. 100-250 AC 6 channel, E105, sigM M
channel, L85. Also Redifon GR286 Mk. 2 Multi channel, L85. Please
telephone for more details.

G.E.C. Air Traffic Control Transmitters, 10 watts A.M., around 121
Mc/s. AC mains, LIO.

POCKETFON ES. Only a few Transmitters left now at L6.50.
MICROPHONES. Moving coil 20/30 ohms, ex -Naval outdoor type,

large rubber mouthpiece cancels wind noise, £2.25.

Carriage charges included are for England 7ndWsonTermssivthorersriydat,ngVednely.
40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

Telephone 34897

JOHNS RADIO
424 BRADFORD ROAD, BATLEY, YORKS.

Tel.: Batley 478159 or Leeds 496048

RACAL RA -17 communications receivers, I9in. rack
mounting, 0.5 to 30 MHz in 30 bands I MHz wide ;
effective scale length I45ft. (6in. corresponds to 100
kHz), power 100-125 or 200-250v. AC, crystal filter,
IF bandwidths 100 Hz to 8 kHz in six switched
stages, BFO and crystal calibrator ; a total of 23
valves, BG7 and BG9A ; internal speaker, air -tested
and in good used condition, mains lead and handbook
with circuit (now in metal louvred case), L225.00

(Carriage approx. £10 extra)

RA -I 17E, frequency range 1-30 MHz, bandwidth 100
Hz to 13 kHz in six bands, with 5 -meter, additional
IF stage (1/17 MHz), slow-motion BFO, uses 27
valves (BG7 and BG9); rest as for RA -17. As new
condition, with handbook and circuit (in metal
louvred case) ... (Carriage approx. £10) L300.00
All our sets are bought direct from the Govt.

ALL
VALVES

& TRANSISTORS

Call or phone our
Mr. Stephan fora quotation

01-749 3934
We are one of the largest stockists of

valves etc. in the U.K.

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD vsivaz.4;.7.. ROAD

GOT YOURS YET?
LOSING DX ? Maybe your ANTENNA is FAULTY. Check it FAST with

an Antenna Noise Bridge. MEASURE radiation resistance 20-200 ohms
and resonance 1-150 MHz (2-1,000 ohms 1-30 MHz) DIRECTLY. A
STRONGER SIGNAL for only O320 (A).

NOW you can LISTEN right down to 100 kHz. 100-600 kHz Converter
has antenna tuning and feeds your 3.5-4 MHz receiver. ADD this
EXCITING band for only £8.80 (A, B).

UNDERPOWERED ? SOUND one "5" point LOUDER with a Speech
Compressor. Switched HiFi/DX. HiFi keeps your audio at maximum
and DX adds four times TALK POWER. PUNCH through the QRM
for only L8.60 (A, B).

MISSING V.L.F. ? EXPLORE historic 10-150 kHz with a direct conver-
sion V.L.F. Receiver, only £9.70 (A, 8).

WASTING POWER ? CHECK your LINEAR fast with a Two Tone
Oscillator. Also switches to single tone for Morse practice etc.
REGAIN top performance for only L740 (A).

NOW YOU CAN DIG out the RARE DX from under tiring whistles
and CW interference. Tunable Audio Notch Filter has sharp notch
tuning 350-5,000 Hz and drives speaker. Get DX OTHERS CAN'T
HEAR for only 67.90 (B).

DIAL UP the DX with a Crystal Calibrator. Switched EQUAL LEVEL
1 MHz, 100 kHz, 25 kHz harmonics to VHF. No missing "even" ones
or unselected "ghosts." Connects between antenna and receiver.
GET SPOT ON for only 113.130 (A, B).

ACCURATE TIME always with a 60 kHz Time Receiver. Direct conver-
sion, ferrite rod, audio and logic (for your microprocessor) outputs.
DON'T LOSE a second, only 1I370 (A, B).

NO MORE DING-DONG. Now get MUSIC from your DOORBELL -
or your CAR. New Programmable Chime announces you or your sur-
prised guests. 50 easy -to -change tunes or PROGRAMME YOUR OWN.
New tune every day for only E17.90 (bell transformer or I2v.).

AUDIO OKAY Check it all, TX, RX, HiFi, even your logic with an
L.F. Signal Generator. 10 Hz -200 kHz, attenuator, independent sine,
square wave outputs, only £9.80 (A).

(A) = internal 9v, battery (supplied), (B) = external 12v.
Each easy -assembly kit includes ALL parts, printed circuit, smart case,
ready wound coils, connectors, screws etc., instructions, postage, money -

back assurance, so get your's, SEND TODAY.

CAMBRIDGE KITS 4S (SY)Old School Lane,
Milton, Cambridge.
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!Have you got all these ARRL titles

on your shelf?
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (New Title)
ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK ...

ANTENNA BOOK, 13th Edition
UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO
LEARNING THE RT CODE ...

E535
£3.25
£3.43
£3.28

75p
A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS ... £2.18
FM AND REPEATERS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR E3.05
RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK 1977 (soft-cover) £6.71
RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK 1977 (hard -cover) .. ... ... ... £9.96
SPECIALISED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR £2.60
HINTS AND KINKS £1.88
SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR £3.30VHF MANUAL ...£3.20

(all prices include post/packing)
Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept.,
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, HERTS., AL6 9EQ. Telephone : Welwyn 5206/7

1WORLD RADIO/ TV
HANDBOOK 1977

The World's only complete reference guide to Inter -
!national Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations.;
$ It includes : Frequencies, time schedules, announce-

ments, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much
 more besides of value to the listener.

Lists all International short-wave stations, including ;
frequencies, for each country ; foreign broadcasts. long!
and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band), I

:TV stations and domestic programmes. Long recog- i
nised as the established authority by broadcasters and !
listeners. It is the only publication that enables you

 to identify BC stations quickly and easily. Enables you;
$ to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC:
ibands and helps you add more BC -station QSL cards to $
your collection.

f5.67
(The above price includes postage

and packing).

from:

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINEj
 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
U41M101.1111111111MINIMbM.41MMO4M41.411.;

RADIO AMATEUR
HANDBOOK

(ARRL 1977)
54th Edition

This HANDBOOK, the most widely used
manual of communications theory, design,
and construction, contains descriptions
of the latest solid-state devices and their
application. The construction projects
included cover the entire field of Amateur
Radio interest. Written in a no-nonsense
style, the HANDBOOK appeals to
beginners and advanced amateurs alike.
This new edition contains nearly 700 pages,
including index. Priced at £6.71, also
available in a hard -covered cloth bound
edition at £9.96 (including postage).
Order from

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN

HERTS., AL6 9EQ
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Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

AERIAL INFORMATION
Practical Aerial Handbook. 2nd Edition (King) £6.20
Aerial Handbook (Briggs) . . £1.10
Beam Antenna Handbook . . . . . £3.25
Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition . . £3.10
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr . . £333
73 Vertical Beam and Triangle Antennas(E. M. Noll) ..... . . £3.75
73 Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll) . £375
Antenna Handbook (ARRL) 13th Edition . . £3.43

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
"Short Wave Magazine" R.A.E. Questions and

Answers, 1971-1975 £215
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners(R. A. Penfold). ..... . £1.10
Electronics Self -Taught . £2.20
Beginners Guide to Radio (New 8th Edition) . £3.05
Beginners Guide to Electronics . . £2.60
Course in Radio Fundamentals, ARRL . . £2.18
Guide to Amateur Radio (16th Edition) (RSGB) . £1.35
Ham Radio (A Beginners Guide) by R. H. Warring £3.33
Learning the RT code (ARRL) . . . . 75p
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) 50p
Radio Amateur Examination Manual (RSGB) . £1.60
Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data) . . . £1.05
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL) . . £3.28

GENERAL
50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects, by

F. G. Rayer  £1.40
Amateur Radio Awards (RSGB) . . £2.10
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers
(Penfold) . . . ..... £135
50 CMOS IC Projects (R.A. Penfold)  £1.15
50 Projects Using IC CA3130 (R.A. Penfold)  £1.15
Better Short Wave Reception, New 4th Edition . £3.32
FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) £3.05
Easibinder (to hold 12 copies of "Short Wave

Magazine" together) . . . . . 0/S
Radio Engineers Pocket Book (Newnes) . £2.10
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) 01P
World Radio & T.V. Handbook 1977 Edition . £5.67
World's SW, MW, LW, FM and TV Broadcasting

Stations Listing . . . 75p

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Radio Communication Handbook, Vol.1 (5th Edition),

RSGB  £9 .30
Radio Communication Handbook, Vol. II (5th Edition),

RSGB £8.05

0/P (Out of print)

O'S (Out of stock)

Surplus Conversion Handbook  £3.05
Teleprinter Handbook (RSGB) . . . £883
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook,

8th Edition (Scroggie)  £8.75
Amateur Radio DX Handbook . £3.33
New RTTY Handbook . . £300

Cover £9.96
Radio Amateur Operators Handbook . . 90p
Slow Scan Television Handbook . . . £3.35
Television Interference Manual (G3JGO) . 0 jS
Specialized Communications Techniques for the

Amateur (ARRL) . . . . . £2.60
Advanced Communications Systems £10.05
Working with the Oscilloscope .

£1.90

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS

Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL)
new title £5.35

Foundations of Wireless and Electronics,
9th Edition (Scroggie) £450

Amateur Radio Techniques, 5th Edition (RSGB) £3.47
Engineers Pocket Book, 6th Edition . . . £2.03
U.K. Call Book 1977 (RSGB) . . . . £2.40
Hints and Kinks (ARRL) . . . . £189
Radio Data Reference Book RSGB . . . £3.60
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) . £330
Sun, Earth and Radio .  £2.30
NBFM Manual (RSGB) .

Electronics Data Book (ARRL) £3.25

VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS

Field-effect Transistors (Mullard) . . . 0/S
Transistor Audio & Radio Circuits -2nd Ed.

(Mullard) . . ..... £3.05
Towers' International Transistor Selector,

(New Revised Edition)  £5.15

Service Valve and Semiconductor Equivalents . 55p
Radio Valve arid Semiconductor Data(10th Ed.) . £2.86
Popular Valve/Transistor Substitution Guide £2.15

VHF PUBLICATIONS

VHF Handbook, Wm. 1 Orr (New Ed.).
VHF Manual (ARRL) . . . .

VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB), New 3rd Ed.

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

Many of these titles are American in origin

(prices are subject to alteration without notice)

Available from SHORT WAVE
Publications Dept.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ - Welwyn

. £3.95
£3.20
£6.70

(terms C.W.O.)

MAGAZINE

(043871) 5206/7

(Counter Service. 9.30-5.00. Mon. to Frl.) (GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)
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B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS
DEPT S, 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS., CB6 I QE

Tel.: Ely (0353) 860185 (Tuesday - Saturday)
CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM
ORDER OF E2.00. ALL PRICES NOW INCLUDE POST &
PACKING (UK ONLY)

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PLEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL

ENQUIRIES.

PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN

ALL BELOW -- ADD 8% VAT
MAINS TESTER SCREWDRIVERS7100=1 v.

Standard size, 50p; Large, 70p.
RADIO PLIERS. Sr.f1.60. 61", 1E1.80.
DIAGONAL SIDE CUTTERS. 65", LI 90.
SMALL SIDE CUTTERS M. Standard, E3.70.

L.17 (with wire holding device), E4.10.
MIDGET OPEN ENDED SPANNER. SETS.

0+1, 2+2, 3+5, 4+6, 6 +8BA sizes, E2.85
set of 5. 4+4.5, 5 +5.5, 4+6, 6 +7, 8+9,
1 0 -1- II mm. sizes, E3.50 set of 6.

MINIATURE FILE SETS. Set of 6, LI.90.
Set of 10, £3.25 (Round, flat, etc.).

TAP AND DIE SETS (18 piece) contain I each
of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, BA sizes in Dies, Plug Taps,
Taper Taps + American type cap wrench,
T type tap wrench, Die Holder, L11.60.

SMITH'S CLOCK MOTORS. 200-250V 50 Hz
2 watts, 1 Rev. every 2 mins., 3 hole fixing,
5" spindle. EI00 each.

SLOW MOTION MOTORS, 120V 50 Hz I RPM.
Size approx. 2" dia., If" deep, with 5"
spindle, 60p each or 2 for LI 00.

COMPUTER GRADE ELECTROLYTICS, Screw
terminals, 20,000 mid at 45V (ex -equipment),
2 for £1.00.

NEW PCBs FOR PYE LYNX TV -CAMERA.
STABILISER PANEL (AT26352), E3.00.
VIDEO PC B (AG58314), L500.

SUB -MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCHES, 4 x 5
way make contacts, Size approx. 1" dia. 1"
deep, 3/16" spindle, 50p each.

A NEW RANGE OF QUALITY BOXES
AND INSTRUMENT CASES

Aluminium Boxes with Lids
ABIO 5+ x 4 x 15 600
A813 6 x 4 x 2 80p
A8I4 7 x5 x2} E1.00
AB15 8 x6 x3 LI30
AB16 10 x 7 x 3 E1.50
ABI7 10 x 4f x 3 LI30
AB25 6 x 4 x 3 E1.00

Vynal Coated Instrument Cases
Light Blue Tops and White lower sections. Very
smart finish.

WBI 5 x 2+ x 21 600
WB2 6 x 4+ x If £1.10
WB3 8 x 5 x2 L1.60
WB4 9 x 5f x 2f EI80
WB5 II x x 3 £2.00
WB6 II x x 3+ £2.25
WB7 12 x 6 x 5} E260
W8853 8 x 5 x 3+ E2.00

PLUGS & SOCKETS
BNC PLUGS (ex -equip.), 5 for £1.50.
PL259 PLUGS (PTFE). Brand new,

with reducers, 65p each.
S0239 SOCKETS (PTFE). Brand -17IGN, (4

hole fixing type), 509 each.
N -TYPE PLUGS, 50 ohm, 60p each.
GREENPAR (GE30015). Chassis Lead Termina-

tions. (These are the units which bolt on to
the chassis, the lead is secured by screw cap,
and the inner of the coax passes through the
chassis). 30p each, 4 for L1.00.

MULTICORE SOLDER. Size CISAVI8 Savit.
18 SWG, 56p Kg. WI lb.) 60/40, 20
SWG on plastic reel, E300.

ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER
(Made by Multicore) Solders Aluminium to
itself or Copper. Brass, Steel, Nickel or
Tinplate, 16SWG with multicore flux with
instructions, approx. I Metre coil 40p pack.
Large Reel a15.

SOLDER SUCKERS (Plunger type).
Standard model, £5.00, Skirted model, E5.50.
Spare nozzles, 60p each.

UR4I ATTENUATOR CABLE. Nominal
72 ohm, overall dia. approx. 5", Att. per
100ft. 100MHz 218dB, 200 MHz 316dB, 600
MHz 449dB, 3000 MHz 625d13. Ideal for Rx
or Low power Tx fixed attenuators. Supplied
with attenuation graph. 4 metres for LI.00.

DIECAST BOXES. We still stock these but,
owing to frequent price rises from our
suppliers, and costly postal charges, it has
been found impossible to publish up to date
prices on these items. Please ring, or write
(with SAE), for latest mail-order prices.

Slider Switches, 2 pole make and break (or can
be used as I pole change -over by linking the
two centre pins), 4 for 50p.

ALL BELOW -- ADD 8% VAT
FULL RANGE OF BERNARDS/BABANI

ELECTRONICS BOOKS IN STOCK. S.A.E.
FOR LIST

NEW FOR THE VHF CONSTRUCTOR. A
range of tuned circuits on formers with slugs
and screening cans. Frequencies quoted
are approximate, and range can be greatly
extended by usin varying capacitors in
Parallel.
Type S (5"square, dumpy type)
Type SA 20 to 30 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type SD 135 to 175 MHz (with link winding).
Type M (Min. f" square types).
Type MA 19 to 28 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type MB 22 to 32 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type MC 25 to 35 MHz (when 33p Ifitted n

parallel).
Type MD 38 to SO MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type ME 45 to 60 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type MF 100 to 200 MHz (without slug)

when 0 to 30pf variable fitted in parallel.
All the above coils available in packs of five

only (same type) at 50p per pack of 5.

AND SPIRALUX. Tools for the Electronics
enthusiast. S.A.E. for list.

AEI C51013/11 MICROWAVE MIXER DIODES,
up to X -Band, max. noise figure 8.5dB at
9375 GHz, 80p each.

14 DIL REED RELAYS, 5 to I2v. DC, 450 ohm
coil, designed to work directly from TTL
logic, single pole change over. Contact
ratings, 28v., 5A, 3W, El .75 each.

MAGNETIC DEVICES PROGRAMMERS. Con-
tain 9 fully adjustable cams and 9 change over
microswitches (rated approx. IA 240v. AC).
Needs slow-motion motor to drive (not
supplied). Ideal for disco lights, sequence
switching, etc. ex -equipment, L1.50 each.

PLASTIC PROJECT BOXES with screw on
lids (in Black ABS) with brass inserts.
TYPE NBI approx. 3" x 25" x If", 40p each.
TYPE NB2 approx. 31" x 21" x 1 f", 50p each.
TYPE NB3 approx. 4-1." x 31" x I f", 60p each.

QUARTZ-XTAL CONTROLLED CLOCKS, 9 to
12v. DC at approx. 3mA required. Dial size
approx. 2", depth of unit approx. 2". Not
in cases, unit only, smart modern appearance,
black face with white lettering, 12hr., with
second hand, and red hour and minute hands.
(Cost over C40 to produce) E10.00 each,
while stocks last, tested before despatch.

PYE SSB125T P.C. BOARDS (All brand new
with circuit diagrams), 12v. DC.

SSB RF FRONT END PCB. 4 channel, 3-15 MHz,
RF and Mixer stages, ant in, 1.4 MHz out,
E2.00.

SSB CHANNEL OSCILLATOR PCB. 4 channel,
with trimmers, for 4 fundamental xtals
(2 stage), E I.00.

SSB AUDIO AMP PCB (3 stage), £1.50.
SSB 1.4 MHz OSCILLATOR & AGC AMP PCB

(less xtal), E1.50.
LIMITED SUPPLY ONLY . . ORDER NOWI

CERAMIC TAG STRIPS (4 on I mount), 10
mounts for 50p.

TUNED COILS, 2 section coils, around 1 MHz,
with a black smart tuning knob, which
moves an internal core to vary the inductance,
many uses, easily rewound, 3 for 50p.

2-6pf, lOmm. circular, ceramic trimmers (for
VHF/UHF work), 3 pin mounting, 5 for 50p.

ON/OFF/RX STANDBY SWITCHES for AM 1OB
Cambridge and Vanguard control boxes,
40p each, 3 for El.

OSMOR REED RELAY COILS (for reed relays
up to f" dia., not supplied), 12v., 500 ohm
coil, 2 for 50p.

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP PURCHASE, PYE
CAMBRIDGE AM AUDIO PCB. Brand new,
60p each, or 4 for 0.00.

ALL BELOW -- ADD 8% VAT
WELLER TCP2 and PU2D PSU. Temperature

controlled soldering iron with matching
Power Supply Unit, containing sponge and
spring stand, £30.00.

CHARGER PCBs for ITT Starphone batteries
(12v.), with battery compartment. Requires
28v. DC at 50mA. Contains transistorised
circuit for constant current limiting, L2.75.

RED LEDs (Min. type), 5 for 70p.
VIDICON SCAN COILS (Transistor type, but

no data) complete with vidicon base, £6.50
each. Brand New.

TRANSISTORS
TO3 TRANSISTOR INSULATOR SETS, 10

sets for SOP.
BSX20 transistors (VHF OSC/MULT), 3 for 50p.
BC108 metal can). 4 for SOp.
PBC108 (plastic BCI08), 5 for SOp.
PNP AUDIO TYPE TO5 TRANSISTORS,

12 for 25p.
BFY51 TRANSISTORS. 4 for 60p.
BF152 (UHF AMP/MIXER), 3 for 50p.
2N3819 Fet. 3 for 60p.
BC148 NPN SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BCI58 PNP SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BAY3I Signal Diodes, 10 for 35p.
BYX 38/300 Stud Rectifiers, 300v. at 2.5A,

4 for 60p.
BAI21 Varicap Diodes, 4 for 50p.
IN914 DIODES. 10 for 25p.
741CG RCA OP AMPS, 4 for:E1.00.

VALVES
QQV03/20A (ex equipment), L3.00.
QQV03/1(., k ex equipment), 75p or Z for LI.20.
DE1-22 (ex equipment), 2 for E1.00.
6BH6 (ex equipment), 2 for 50p.
All the above valves are untested, except -for

heaters, and no guarantee of percentage of
emission is given. Sorry, no returns.

6BW6 VALVES (BRAND NEW), 85p each or
2 for E1.50.

MULLARD 85A2 85v. STABILISER VALVES
(Brand New), 70p each or 2 for E1.2.0.

ALL BELOW - ADD 121% VAT
BARGAIN PACK OF LOW VOLTAGE

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Up to 50v.
working. Seatronic manufacture. Approx.
100, E1.50 per pack.

A large:i
S.A.E.as o forfcasplticsitt.ors

available at bargain

TV PLUGS (metal type). 4 or 50p.
TV LINE CONNECTORS (back-to-back skt.).

4 for Rip.
DIN 3 -pin LINE SOCKETS, 150 each.
3 PIN DIN PLUGS, 15p each.

ELECTROLYTICS
ELECTROLYTICS, 50µF, 450v., 2 for 50p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 100/5F, 275v., 2 for 50p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 470µF 63v., 3 for 50p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 1,000µF 30v., 3 for 60p.
ELECTROLYTICS 5,000 mfd. at 35v., 509 each.
ELECTROLYTICS, 5,000µF 50v., 60p each.
ITT ELECTROLYTICS, 6,800 mfd at 25v., high

grade, screw terminals, with mounting
clip, 50p each.

MULLARD ELC1043/05 VARICAP TV TUNERS.
Brand New, £4.40 each.
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